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IV. 8. DVEB, No. 373
kinds of machines far

Exchange St. Portland.

At 109

Terms : Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

vance.

MAINE~STATE

THE

Repairing.

Bakers.
W. C ( ORB, Nos. 38 and 30 Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House aud Post Office, near the market.

PRESS

published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

Is

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch ot space,
6Hgth of column, constitutes a “square.”
$i&0 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
wsek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continu50 cents.
ing every other day after first week,
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertiouB
or less $150.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
PRESS” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $100 per square ior first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Booksellers and Stationers.
ilreet.

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Nt.
SMALL Sc HlLU KI OltB, No. 35 Plum
Street.

J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
fancy Candies, 287 Coogrexa Nt,
Portland Me.

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW
and

Atiorncy in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of claims telore the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.

PICKERING,

WILLIAM HOBSON,

Chambers to Let

Desirable House lor Sale.
rilHE centrally located three story HOUSE on the
A westerly corner of Cumberland and Chesnut
St.,
*2 rooms. Gas and Sebago, Apply to
cou7^nm&
oc27*lw
WM. U. JERRIS, or J. C. PROCTER

ATLANTIC

TUESDAY MORNING, OCT. 28, 1873.

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,
Cm

ON

In House

dlwaecaSw

TO

COAT

Wanted.
Gentlemen of steady habits can find good
Board and pleasant rooms by enquiring at 125

TWO
Oxford Street.

oc25dtf

A
oc24*lw

near

Farm

a

on

To Let.

THE

Immedialely.

Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER UOREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Ntrect.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange 8t. Upholstering of all kinds
done

order.

to

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BBIVJ. ADAMS,
era I Ntreeta.

aud Fed-

Exchange

cor.

HOOPER Sc EATON,
Exchange 8treet.

Old

t)rug,

BY

)
n

—

BY

THE —

Rooms Wanted.
pleasant part of the city, furnished
IN
without board.
nished, with
Address
a

or

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ARTIST,
styles of Card

Picture*, Rembrant, Medallion, Are., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckle*. Mole* and other imFor all of which no
perfection* of the Skin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mchl8dtf
please. Call and examine for vourselves.

(Hows 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.)

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
AND BUILDEH,

A. KEITH.

Job Printer

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

Masons and Builders.
N. E. REDLON, 333 1-3 Congress 8t.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpel lugs.
LOTHROP,DEVEN8AcCO.,61 Exhnnge
Sreet and 48 Market St.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 to

W.

L.

Fattern and Model Maker.
J. I. RARROUR, 252 Fore Street, foot of
Crow, Portland.

CO.. No. SO middle Street.
A. II. LAMSON, 1 S'i middle St.,cor. Cross.

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

6

MAY

STREET.

Portland. Me.

Jvl7

JAMES

tf

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR
has

J. II. LAJISOiV,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 Middle Street.

Aim

Price..

to

at

Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarien Molasses,
E. CHURCHILL

179

The American Piano.

-At 54=

in

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

BLE STEAM ENGINES.

conscientiously
a

bc’Ieve that your Piano is
most magnificent instrument.”

“Independent”
Tiano has deservedly

in

G. l. bailey,
48 Exchange

Agent for Du Pont’s Gunpowder.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

8C13

(Itf

Graham Flour,
Oatmeal
Bolted Corn Meal,

»

Prices Low for the

ocl6

—

OF

THE

Responsible AgeDts wanted lor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet estab-

EEASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.
County. Towns and Individual Rights

lished, until such are established, vpe will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send I
circular to

Also boxes of prepared cement lor
roois and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roofs of all

descriptions re-

417 Broome

and Shingle Roofs Painted.

Box 1413.

Harrison, Bradford & Co’

& 22.

Factory, Mt. Vernon; Office, 75 John St.,
NEW

auT

W. C.
103

YORK.

Patent Pnre Dry Air Refrigerator
The best and Only Reliable One in

3m

CLARK,

to

than Its cost every Summer.
it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts ami its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

save more
who use

SCOTT D, JORDAN,

FEDERAL STREET,

AGENT FOR MAINE,

3 Door. EaM of Temple Ml.,

^AS AND

No. 2 Park Street

WATER

PIPING.

So. 80 Middle St.,
whem all applications should be made, and who

to
has full power to

J. H. HOOPEK,
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Suits, Lounges. Spring
Peels, Mattresses,
ameled
’All kinds of

boxed and

Chair*,

En-

a

mile of the

standing,

situate

on

the

above,

Rangeway,

g^F^Wharf and Dock,
state street.
Office. No.

octii-’fiOTT&Stf

Ship Timber anil Knees
HAVE the largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
best ouality seasoned White
I in the State. Also furnish
Oak Treenails, and
can

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at the lowest cash prices.
TAILOR
1,
ti
Portland, Dec. 30,1872

First,

corner

of E Street

Boston._my3eodly

Sebago Dye House,
NO. 17 PLUM STREET.
McVKY late of Foster Dye House of this
the Sebago I)ye House No. 17
Uitv', has reopened
to do all kinds of dyePlum St., where he is ready
garments. Satisfacing and cleansing of gentlemens

Mr

tion

II

guaranteed.

au27dly

yEY (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.

Portland Savings bank,
NO. 91

EXCHANGE ST.

deposit* of one dollar and upward* com^
\
pence Interest on the firet day of the month
following the date of deposit.
mayiU-dtf
FRANK NOYES. Tr«e»urer.

Gratelul to the patrons of the old Arm of Lowell
& Senter the subscriber solicits a continuance at the
new storo.

on

3,'001

other vessel thereof to be
a sworn inspector, And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county
upon indictments
therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, 1873.
sep20dtf
cause

every cask

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points of excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd ; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
intei mingling of odors; purity aud active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Colton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
St Co.i Ice House, Portland, Me.
jeVdtf

d2w

C:

or

IN "FACT
The Dividends oi (his Comp’y

Per Order.

are

Thau those paid by any other Company In
the world, aud

AS

LARGE

those Paid by Mont Other Companies;

Three
as

Four

or

Times

as

Large

those paid by Some Companies.

This is sometimes disputed or doubted by those interested in other institutions. Parties who hold policies in other companies, can for themselves readily
determine the difference in the dividends tftey have
received, and those paid the holders of our Policies.
Investigate the facts before insuring; and apply
at my office without waiting for personal solicitation.

Expenses in IS72 Less

than 7

per

Bewnre of nil new, impracticable, and
unreliable Schemes, and insure with the
Old “Mutual Life.”
There is no occasion for
dissatisfaction by those who insure with this Company.
N. B. This is the only Company in the world in
which ordinary life payment policies have become
self sustaining—on which the dividends annually
paid by the company, are equal or more thau the annual premium, as will be seen by the foregoing ex-

l&r*NO TONTINE Policies issned by this Compa-

D.

LITTLE,
—FOR—

OFFICE

Childrens’ Clothing of all kinds,
Ready Made and Made to Order.

eod3m

Street.

•cl 6

d3w

Life is

Property!

a

—OR—

The Prisoners
have

0('-l

au33MTh&Stf

a

_'i'u&S&w2w43
IMPROVED

an

as

DEALER

SCALE in any Steam Boilers,
make no charge. Address,
GEO.
mv3dtf

W,

—

PHILADELPHIA.

PA.

and

congress.

se29

tf

Cole’s

Quadrille
readness

Baud

IN
to furnish music (auy number
pieces from the Portland Band) for Balls, Par.
ties, Arc., and on all occasions where music Is re
quired, on reasonable terras. Applv to J. COLB,
Leader. Portland Band. No. lfl Brown Street, or at
Band Headquarters, 194 Market Shuars.
2Wtt

IS

are

published ly the

Popular

IUSURANCE

CO.,

for free distribution at A. Robinson’s Book
Store, 112 Middle Street, or of the General Agents, at
cither of their offices.
and

are

American Popular

Co.,

419 & 421 BROADWAY,
NEW

CENTRE STREET,

BETWEEN free

LORD,

FEW TABLE BOARDERS can he aeeommminted at 30$ High street.
S. S. KJTIUHT
coOoodti

A

*

LIFE

—

Ranges & Walker Furnaces
39

American

office

AND

Man to his

Life Insurance

COOKING STOVES,

01

Table Boarders.

jy5Sti

IN

parlor,

Prevent

and

pieces furnished.

ANDREW MULNIX,

SCALE IY BOILERS
Remove

number of

[Advertiser copy.]

a

Cost, Maximum Results.

The above documents

Chas. Grimmer,
c. M. Richardson,
E. M. Gammon.

J. Tyler,
All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.

jy26-3mPORTLAND

will

Minimum

urnishing music for Balls. Parties, Concerts, Levees, &c., alter Sept. 1st, 1873.

B^*Any

!

Family.

24 Union Slreet.

Chandler,
Mullaly,

Life

crack.

^NOTICE!
D. H.

of

The Pecnuiary value of

Wear.
not to

Association to be
undersigned have formed
known
THE
Chandler’s Band, for the purpose oi

The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Also, General Agent for

I

anil Pressed Ready for
Ripping required. Warranted

AT FOSTER'S DYE HOUSE.

Tarrant’s

they

febrifuge, a laxative, a diuretic, a eorrective,
a regulating and autibilious
medicine, equal to all ordinary exigencies, and good for every ailment ot the
stomach, the bowels, the nerves, the muscles, and the
secretive organs. Sold by all druggists.
a

warfare, except in the case of Luther's contest with the devil and in occasional conflicts
of legislative bodies; but a Tennessee paper

presentation

tells of the

to a citizen of Nash-

ville of the “inkstand used

hy

Gen. Jackson

at the battle of New Orleans.”

A gentleman who has been unfortunate of
lonely place by a ruffian the
other evening, and told to stand and deliver.
‘‘I never was so pleased in my life,” he tells
ns.
“The idea that I had anything to deliver was exceedingly gratifying, and I thanked
the fellow for the compliment with all my
heart. It showed that all confidence in me
was not lost, notwithstanding that little aflate was met in a

more, with Mr.
look my fellow-man

once

in the face.

Flashes of Opinion.
The books herein referred to are published
by Roberts Brothers, and for sale Jhere by

Bailey

&

Noyes.

Thokeau the Poet Naturalist, by
Wm. Henry Channing; pp. 256.
Wholesome truth have we here, with a
sprinkle of aflectatio i, and no extravagance.
Just look at page 170 for example and see how
much honest poetry can be crowded into a
single page of pictorial prose. Original and
vigorous, with a slight leauing toward trans-

cendantalism, Thoreau has found
part in his editor, for everything
cal

a

counter-

but

poeti-

sense.

Liove inthe JXixtn uent cry, by Harriet
W. Preston; pp. 153. Clever, thoughtful, aud
—uuattractive. But why ? Simply because tue
author had a theory in view, which would bear
conjuring with, and being determined to occupy ground that nobody else had ventured
upon, she has been talkiug downright com-

YORK.

All persons of the same age are not insured at the
rates, but persons »ith long lived ancestry,
with good habits, healthy vocation, residence, &c.,
&e., who are physically sound are taken at much
lower rates than in the old plan, where the long
lived pay for the shoit lived, while those less favored
with long lived ancestry must pay higher rates.
Any person may be rated free by calling at either
of the offices of
same

BARNES

&

O’BRION,

GENEBAL AGENTS,
30 Exchange St., and 286 Congress St.
JOHN B. HUDSON, Special Agent,
iS8 CongreM St., Portland, Maine
oclT
Sm

love?

It

is

no

such

thing, though

one

wouldn’t like to say so above his breath.
Love in a cottage it certainly is not, and so
let us call it Love in the School room, or the
Library. Just run your eye over page 130131, and say if the picturing is not worthy of
Thoreau himself.
Bed Time, by Lo ulse Chandler Moulton.
Capital, fragrant with the flax:or of childhood
—not that “smell of childhood in the air,’’
about which Lowell used to gossip; but the

hearty flavor of that dilicious
wildwood season of our lives, when every
thing we touch blossoms outright.
Stories of Infinity. By Camille Flammarion. Translated by S. R. Crocher. pp.

LABOR TERM INSURANCE !

Dyed Brown, Black, BIue-Rlack
and Blue,
Nc

Measure

The

CLEANSED

of the sick-room have discovered that in
Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,

credibly informed that the pen is
sword,” but were not aware
before that the inkstand was an implement of
than tke

sincere and

Insurance !

Family

Gentlemen’s Garments

tonic,

ap-

sense, instead of romance, and calling it
“Love in the XlXtli Century.” But why

BIOMETRY
A Big Battle has been going on for years between the Constitutions of tne Sick, on one side, and
all the Active Poisons, falsely called remedies, on the
other. The Poisons have had the best of the fight,
and a long list of the killed may be found in every
cemetery. But at last, common sense is putting a
stop to this pernicious conflict. At last

painfully

are

mightier

fair in stocks, and I felt
Micawber, that I could

LARGER

347 CONGRESS STREET. 49 1-2 Exchange

J. 1. BARBOUR,
Mine. DEMOREST’S
Pattern and Model Maker,
RELIABLE PATTERNS.
PLASTER MOULDS, Ac.,
S. W. EATON, 13 Free St.,
252 Tore Street, foot Cross Street.

THE

5,654.97

Policy

[LDREN’S

ocl3

Sale by E. A. JOY, Fluent Block, Opposite
New City Hall, Portland, Maine.
an2laSm

Home tor Aged Women.
annual meeting of tills Association will be
held at the Home, on Emery Street, on TUESDAY, Oct. 28th, at 3J o’clock P. M.

987.40
16.013.00

The above are examples of Policies now in force
and are not exceptional illustrations; but actual and
uniform results of insurance with this Company, It
will be seen that nearly all these Policies have ‘more
than doubled in mount.
There is no ^‘Mystery” or “Swindle” about this.
The experience of THIRTY years of this great
leading Company has shown fbe most satisfactory
results, with ivhicli every
holder is satisfied.
Let those who doubt, call and see for themselves.

E. R. MARTEN.

For

500
Private Estates
Cemeteries,
He furnishes advice, plans and superintendence fo
all kinds ol suburban and rural improvements.
Offices, 19 City Exchange, Boston, Mass., 705 Sanson
St., Philn.. and Ridley Park. Del. Co. Pa. au30eod3m

76.20_70,16

Furnishing House,

Sewing Machine!

CEMETERIES,
COUNTRY PEACES.
Robert Morris Copeland. Londscape Gardener has
made plans for 12 Park and Camp Meeting
Towns,
19
aud
Public and

487.40
8.013.00
2.654.97

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE,

jail,

'weed

Park and Seaside Towns.

15.25
34.59
34.20
126.19
14.98
232.02

ny.

inspected and marked, by

J. M.

w6m27*

j Diva,^.n,8

$4251.31 $7,751.31
578.01
1,078.01
860.54
1,560.54
1,029.70 2.029,70
2,698.31 5,698.31

GENERAL. AGENT &. MANAGER

and

A LSO Elegantjillustrated Family Bibles; Bunyan’s
jnL Pilgrim’s Progress richly illustrated and
other popular standard and gift books from the beet
publishing house and the best authors. Profitable
employment for any lady or gentleman, as well as
for experienced agents especially for those who commence at once to take orders to deliver in season for
the Holidays. Address GEO. BATCHLDER, Generocl6dlawTh*&w4w
al Agent, Portland, Me.

oc25(13t

8.000 [

$137 67

12.15
25.41
28.10
151.47
13.75
212.00

W.

VENTURE!

PORTLAND.

3,000;
5001

$98.15

for it is

mon

in Cumberland.
Also 4 acres of Marsh near Martin’s Point Bridge,
in Falmouth.
Enquire of Capt. Wm. Drinkwater nenr the premCHARLES HUMPHREY.
ises, or
Administrator, at Yarmouth V.llage.
Yarmouth Oct. 2, 1873.
oc3deod&w4w

jy3

7001

1.000

lo'f'pXy

A,t,liU™8-

for 1873

amples.

ABNER LOWEL*

ocl8_

Every person and corporation engaged
manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid

mcb4eodtf

STEP BOARDS.

BRONZE AND FANCY GOODS.

roads,

A

WATCHES

Silver and Plated Ware, Jewelry,

Depots of the Grand Trunk and M. C. Rail-

ARROWS AT

5%510;
5001

m

Cent.

Sect. 31.

hand and sawed to dimen„l0n8.

AND

Ac.

repairing neatly done. Furniture

tnatted._

settle infringements.

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

MANUFACTURER OP

l.ottngrs,

which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmere, *hat some notice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Rf fined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determiued to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

or

Hard Pine Flank, hard i'mc Flooring

UPHO LSTEEEE

McDonough Patent Bed

^

one-lhird of

FIINE

prevalence of

Hard Pine Timber
On

Parlor

Provision dealers.

Batchers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
Butchers
i»

to the well-known numbers

505—75—28—20

ly

the market.

STEEL PENS.
Special attention called

St.,

A. S. IRANIAN’S

Portland Re*
P. O.

WILL

of Wood
near the

New York.

pi7

28 Spring Street,

be sold, the Homestead of the late Capt.
Reuel Drink water, in Cumberland, situated
one-half mile from Cumberland Depot, containing
about 40 acres, with two story House, Barn and out

buildings.
Also, within

'path of the great fire July 4. 1S66,
since burnt out, now rebuilt, and
sec the display of

Portland Kerosene Oil,
a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch. ap price—many
of

in
shall

Foreside road to Portland, about 40 acres, mostly
held, with Orchard, and between 200 aud 300 Cords
oi Wood on the same.
Also, a wooi lot of 40 acres with nearly 1000 Cords

WING & SON,

repairing leak

paired.

■e22d3m

2w

the

For Sale at this Office.

Store ot Emery & Waterhouse, the
only Building left standing in tbe

to

Policy.

and

lm

they continue

j
|Prem j

Am0°f’Bt!

IMvMena

Annual

however,

parent that the universal woman has bought
all the buttons in the neighborhood, and she
exhibits them so conspicuously as to make
the question a palpable and humiliating fraud.
We

As

Call at 155 Middle St', at the Old

There is a very old children’s play, if our
memory serves us, in which the words “Who
has the button ?” are prominent. It cannot
be used now,

ASSETS 865,000,000—ALE CASH.

TWICE

FIREMFIRE!

D. W. & S. B, BEANE.

so

—

AT

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
sale of Manufactured
Articles.”

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE !

this State

'Me.,

So. Paris,
known as the Widow Morse
property. The house is in good repair, has 15
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2(1 floors, and
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
100 trees. The lot contains 9 acres and is beautifully
situated on the Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk of tbe Depot and in the immediate
vicinity ot churches and schools. The property will
be sold with oa without the furniture. Price low
and terms easy. Apply in person or by letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or 0. W. BENT, So.
Paris, Me.
se29d1m

Warerooihs No. 51 Exchange St.

public, that
Manufacture

—

ESTABL.IMIIED IN 1844.

chapter being “Inspection and

116 COMiUEBCIAL STREET.

Quality.

parlors and

we

ocl4

OF

Casco Street for Sale.

A Desirable Country Residence lor
Sale.

BY

GEO. W. TREE S: CO.,

ROOFERS.
Manufactures and Sole proprietors,

St.

on

ball frescoed. Lot exteuds through to
For price and terms apply to F. G.
PATTERSON, Office 13 Fluent Block, opposite City
Hall.
oc!6eod3w

and

—

on

Chapel street.

Mattresses
kinds.

—

A

invite all in want of Furniture of any description to give us a call.
Upholstering and Repairing Furniture of all kinds
neatly and promptly done at our old Stand, No, 87
Federal street.

The

tail.

become

Purchasers* testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

J. N. DcCOl & CO.

Tin

importation of Doubl 3 and Single GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS anil PISTOLS. Also all
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and re-

Form the

“The American
very popular instrument.”

Beds
of all

THE

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

A Desirable House for Sale !
THREE STORY BRICK HOUSE on Myrtle
street, between Cumberland and Congress
streets, containing twelve finished roomsand Library,
all in complete order, gas and Sebago water. Suite
of

K

THE—

DIVIDENDS PAID BY
—

with them.

lis of

to Loan.

A

|

Returning our sincere thanks to our former customers, and de9iring a continuance of their patronage
in the future, which we shall endeavor at all times to
merit*

—AT

Real

TWO story House, nine rooms, cellar, good
water. Lot about 23 x 80. Title perfect. Possession given at once. This property is situated near
I Congress street, and can be purchased for $2500.
Apply to F. Q. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
Room 13, Fluent Block.
ocl4dtf

full assortment of

Hpring
Bedding

do

L

begin even

To punish his wife for flirting, James WilGeorgia went out and hung himself.
It is quite likely that the widow will sob herself to death; but if she doesn’t do it within
■three weeks she will eventually drive crazy
every man within a circuit of three miles.
That, at all events, is about the way this
manner of punishment generally works.

HOW IT PAYS !

NEW YORK.

bought
Apply to
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

Parlor Suits in Plush, Rep and
Hair Cloth. Easy, Fancy aud
Reception Chairs, marble
Top Tables, Hat Trees,
Black Walnut, Chestnut and Pine Chamber Setts.

Would inform the

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pianist

first

keep constantly on hand

a

Estate

or

found elsewhere in this or any other city

A fresh

_

in

be

BARGAINS

Kerosene Oil Company

Numerous County Fairs.

FOR SALE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

can

dlmeodllm&w6w

class
Estate Security, in Portland,
ON vicinity—Rents
collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses
and sola.
F.

House

THE PORTLAND

MAKTJFACTTJRERS OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

SETTER,

AGENT

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

every respect

MACHINEWORKS

St>

for the Superior Waltham Watchrn,
which maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping am* reasonable price. In every variety of gold and silver cases—open face and huntersKev winders and stem winders.
m v!2-d9mo

Illinois State Fair, 1870.

Money

DEANE,

As we manufacture all of the Stuffed
Furniture we sell we can guarantee ever,
article to he exactly what we represent it.

Aiso

-BY—

“I

PORTLAND

than

Lounges,

Exchange

WOT.

of

Ship and Office Furniture made to Order.

Of Foreign and American Make,

Alabama State Fair, 1871.

Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wiiktsbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittstoa
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York, Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfaor27
rt of shipment > any point desired.

apU

CO.,

Chronometers and Clocks,

(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHINC.)

FIRST PREMIUMS.

DEALERS

Commercial St., Portland.

SoleagentF

&

WATCHES,

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL

BETTER

We

No. 4 Portland Pier.

ngOdtl

name

offer to the citizens of Portland and vicinity the

FOR SALE BY

dim

©c7

». W. & S. B.

firm

Hunger,

CORRESPONDENT.

BULLETIN.

FURNITURE

AH Choice Grocery,

•PIANOS!

copartnership under the

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

of all kinds to be found in this city, which, notwithstanding the recent financial panic and failure
of the Graphic JBalloon to reach
Europe,
we shall sell at

Cienfuegos,

SON’S

a

Henry Ward Beecher insists that men
shall not accumulate monstrous fortunes.
The idea is a most excellent one, but it is by
no means new.
We adopted it a great many
years since, and from that time to this we
haven’t had a monstrousTortune or anything
like it.

febl7

For Sale.
fflHE house on State Street, occupied

ST.,

Methuselah upon his shoulders, so that he
might have been sufficiently like other people

STREET, PORTLAND,

John W.

JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick. Me.

Robert Toombs, an exchange informs ns,
“is learning something as he gets older.” If
this is true it must be a perpetual pain to Mr.
Toombs that he wasn’t born with the age of

to at least

—

finest assortment of

Spectacles and Jewelry,

Street.

Exchange

128

formed

CENT,

OFFICE,
166 FORE

House,”

by the unX dersigDed. This house is thoroughly built of
hriok and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
c.epl9-tl

in New York, “two hundred miles in twen"
ty-four hours upon the authority of the Utica
We should not suppose the auol a Utica paper strong enough to
carry a dog that distance in so short a time.

\

Enquire further of the ownGr,

marl3dtf

Sheffield may, with good reason, appropriate to itself some well-known words of the

thority

50 PER

of t he Sun Lands” are well
worth bringing
and we recommend them
accordiiHy
Records of the IIare
Brothers, pp 373.
These “Records of a Quiet Life” are not
calculated to put a fellow to sleep,
though
likely to set him thinking with shut eyes, and
sometimes with clasped hands.
Unpretending and simple, yet picturesque
and full of honest fervor, they will be read
with special interest by those who have al-

Family,’Robert*

ready

entered upon a

“Quiet Life,”

and

by

ail—if they kiio*v what is good tor their case
—who are honestly desirous of knowing the
way thereto.
The “Walks in Rome” by the same author,
Augustus J. C. Hare have already prepared
thousands to enjoy whatever he may put his
name to.
j.
[From the St. Louis Republican.]
Bret Bounced.
Bret Harte, in full dress
costume, with
spotless linen and diamond studs, and alto-

the

Herald.”

SALE.

The auo.-cnber offers for sale his ITotel
proi irty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.

Deering

NO. 51 EXCHANGE
and

now

Barhadoes,

Moderate
may 20

KINSMAN,

J.

&

FOR

will undoubtedly take place in a short time; meanwhile, we, the undersigned, having removed from
our former places of business to

Porto Rico,

to order.

FIXTURES!

GAS

Street.

A. W. & II. II. MCDEFFEE,Cor. ITIiddl
Ai C nion Sts#

All the new style., Berlin., Rembranls, Medallion,
be Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
work
Plrasr.

OTOEASSES.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

WING

MG.

Ef*D.lto-K.sd

Roofers.
CO., 28 Spring Street.

If. F. IiIBBV,Lo. 252 Fore Street, cor.
Crown St., in Deleno’s Mill.
G. JL. HOOPER, Cor. Fork & Maple
Streets.

febio_

Copying and enlarging done

HcCOY &

jul4d2mw2Jm25

tached.

Stair Builder.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

PORTLAND,

OIST THE EUROPEAN PLAN

on

Premiums Terminating in 1872,

on

The “Limerick

on

An exchange says tlia* a dog went from a
certain town in Vermont to a certain town

Dividend to Policy Holders

deep,

Portland

of

!

company in this country.

sldo
Sts.
a
feet and is about 194
and plans have been drawn b How, for a
feet
block ot seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

—OF—

THE

815,571,306

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in anv ther

SALE.

LOT of vacant

THE ANNEXATION

TO

of West-

the west
land, situated
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth,
A
This let has
front of about 61

References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.
K. P. Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.
ocldtf

City

RICHARD P. FRENCH,

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

FOR

ROBERTS,

—

ASSETS:

ADVANCE

gether most faultlessly gotten up, lectured
here Friday evening. In
quantity and quality .the audience was magnificent, and the
the same train to
Washington the other day,
appearence of the Spanish-Iooking exquiand the respective enemies «f the
pair are site was most
charming, the lecture itlost in wonder that the train didn’t go right
self was interesting reading
matter, but noton over its broad track after
Washington was
reached.
| withstanding all this it was an exceedingly
Ben. Butler and Jeff. Davis traveled

poet laureate in his “Locksley Hall,” and
boast that certain steel instruments, for the
manufacture of which that town is famous,
are “foremost In the
filesj>f time.”

mar21tf

Is prepared to receive Pupils in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; either in
class or private. For terms &c., apply personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to

&

in the Town

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirtceir finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Bara 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, i acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

45 Danfortli Street. Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
oclCtf
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.

Cape Elizabeth

the

at

brook.

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

COR. CORTLANDT & NEW CHURCH STS.

Son of the late Col. RICHARD FRENCH, of
French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly titled np
and entirely renovated the same. Centrally located
in the BUSINESS PART of the City.
Ladies & Gentlemen’s Dining Rooms at-

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congre..

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

HOTEL^

Only

—ON—

ocl3dtf

For Sale

*2w

Proprietor.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

J. IV.

84 1-9 HUDDLE STREET,

NO.

jyl9dtf

P. FF.ENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank,
lin ftta.

Mtnet.

removed to

WOT. F. HUSSEY,

Risks

con-

A

oc21

1MJRS.

Marine

for Sale,

Portland,

MBS. A. H. PENDLETON S,
School for Boys and Girls, in School Room at Casco
street Church, is in operation.
Pupils still re' °ived.
Suitable assistance will be employed. Attention will
also be given to a class in Penmanship in P. M., two
or more days in a week.
For particulars inquire at No. 11 Myrtle Street.

NEW YORK.

MIIXEB.No.ai Federal Street.

LAW,

AT

HAVING

Plumbers.
AAMES

PORTLAND,
enlarged,

been
remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
Gentlemen boarders at rates ranging from five to
eight dollars per week.

FRENCH’S NEW

Photographers.
A. 8. DAVIS &

KEILER,

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

WM. H. JERRIS, Real

42

and

School of Elocution !

HOTELS

Fighting is not quite in my line, as thee
knowest, friend William; nevertheless—I
—Tunc A.

plenty of water. Apply
Estate Agent.
oc24ulw#

No.
Pleasant Street.
Inquire
HOUSE
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
Oct. 13th.

corner

SCHOOL!

party

R. DURAN A CO., 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

MARKS

Book, Card &

J. A. MERRILL.

to coriespona
Agencies
of experience in relation thereto. A suitable
is desired at Portland as General Agent
who will be afforded unusual facilities.
Local
Agens throughout the State, with or without experience will be liberally dealt with.
Address confidentially with full Darticulars,
INS UR AN CE SUPERINTEN DENT,
P. O. BOX 126, Amesbury, Mass.
oc9d&w3w

gentlemen

A.

No 16 Cotton Street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
wxxl Doors, made to order.
sel0*lmthentf

M.

the most progressive and popular AmeriONEMaine
Lite Companies, being about to re-organize
desires
with

their

Carpet-Bags.

ARCHITECT

WM.

Agents Attention!

can

J. A. JIERRILL Ac CO., 139 middle 8t.

2m*

Life

H’m!

For Sale

EDUCATIONAL

1

INSURES AGAINST

Apply

on

unfur-

of

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Acents for Howard Watch Company.

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
IN’ o 3 -4r O
Congress St.
se4

"wanted

Terms Easy.

Cumberland and Paris streets,

Cottage

floor, elegantlv
adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septltdtf

~

by 8.

Matches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

PAULDING.

MRS.

Rone in the best possible manner
YOUNG & CO.. No. 102 Fore Nt.

B.,

mavl4tf

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing

316 CONGRESS STREET,
Is prepared to make all the various

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

bargain.

COTTAGE house
the Southerly comerrof
Cargoes. Freiglits & Vessels
THE
Hanover and Portland Sts., contains eight finished rooms, all in nice order, Sebago water. Apply to
Wm. H. JERRIS, ltaal Estate Agent.
ocl6*3w
by the Year.

LET.

the Rackleft Block,
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement
A large
first
finished and

St., Portland.

37 Brown

a

Mr. Gladstone—My dear John, I congratulate you! Just in time to settle accounts
with our black friend, yonder! John
Bright—

and

to

ONE

or

E.

jn24*lw then tf

brick store in

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

THE

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tfNo. 48 Exchange St.

STORE_TO

Winona is to be amused by what is called a
wizardian cagliostromantbium. The amusement consists in trying to pronounce the titled the show.

OF NEW YORK,

House to Lease,
pleasantly located Hi use on the northerly
corner of

Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.
WITH

GIRLS WMTFD

*

JOHN C. PROCTER, or
R. W. GAGE, 211 Broad St., Boston.

1o
rK'24<I3w

31J Spring street.

At 52 Free Street.

AN

Up-

toWillbesold.at

To Let with Board.
LARGE FRONT ROOM at

To

Wanted.
ACTIVE and reliable agent in this; :r
represent one of the oldest Life Compames
the country. Address witli references
“PENN” Lock Box 55 P. O.
jylTtf
Philadelphia Pa.

COMPA N Y

IVow Occupied by Blake & Jones.

se30tf_

done to order.

order#

to

TWO

Situation Wanted.

Oapt. Jack is again visiting the earth,
through certain mediums. And this must be
stopped, else we shall have the army in Oregon utterly destroyed before we know it.

Granite Store No. 1 Galt Block,

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

A

A YOUNG man of some experience in a
Book or Boot and Shoe Store. Address
oc22*lw
“BOOKS,” This Office.

Office,

Post

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols -ring and Repairing
done

4 and 5 Free Street.

INSURANCE

FOR SALE.

Rooms To Let.

DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO.,

Schuyler Colfax talks mostly to Sundayschools now; but his bright smile haunts us
still.

Farm, containing
land, well divided; has

Orchard of 400 trees,
--j—cut twenty-five tons of hay this year.
abundance of wood and water. This tarm is situated in the town of
Campton, N. H., which is a favorite resort for Summer Boarders. Is
only four
miles from
Plymouth. It otters a rare opportunity
to one who wishes either to
engage in farming or
keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for both
brauches, as the place must be sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H.
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
Portland.
ocOdtf&wlt

PLEASANT
with

MUTUAL

Exchange
Property. A rare chance.
160

An

ROOMS furnished or unfurnished
without board. Every modem convenoc22*2w

Gossip and Gleanings.

r

—

Board at 49 Pleasant St.
or

or

For other
A first rate
acres of good
a nice Sugar

well built Brick House situated on the westerly side and near the foot of Pearl street.
Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.
dtf
oc20

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

oc25d2w

For Sale

For terms &c. in-

FRANK NOYES,
oc25dlwNo. 91 Exchange St,

Island

an

LET.

HOUSE

emce.

Portland.

Wanted

BE

No. 50 Spring street.
quire at the house, or of

Immediately.

W7anted

MAN to take charge of

Spring Street.

No. 48

oc27

Wanted.
MAKERS at 167 Middle street. Best price
paid.
oc25dtf
C. H. CEESLEY.

WHITNEY Ac mEANS, Pearl Street, #ppowite Park.

holstering

BOSTON.

Lost.
the 24th inst., a Lady’s round Gold EAR
RING, containing a Leaf with Pearls set In it.
Tne tinder will be rewarded by leaving it at 163 Cumberland Street.
oc27d3t*

Carpenters and Bnilders.

L. F. HOYT, No. It Preble Street.

OUNSELLORS AT LAW,
aul

THE PRESS.

lOO CLOAKMAKERS !
Highest Prices For Good Work.

FOSTER’S

No. 30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department

INSURANCE.

and

Dye-House.

TERMS S8.00 PER ANNLmIN

REAL ESTATE.

Confectionary.
Ij.

1873.

TO LEI.

HOYT, FOGtS & BREED,No.01 middle

BUSINESS CARDS.

JAMES F.

middle 8t. All
sale aud to lei.

OCTOBER 28.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Agency for Sew ing Machines.

PORTbA>D PI'BLINIIIIVV CO.,

MORNING,

TUESDAT

12._PORTLAND,

Published every day (Snndays excepted) by the

DAILY PRESS.
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to ruffle his gentle and elegant
languor, fully
half of the people failed to catch the
discourse. The lecturer was in direct antithesis to his subject—“The Argonauts ot 4y”_
one

being fully as perfect a modern gentleman as
they were the reverse, but we apprehend a
litt'e of their rough vigor in the
delivery
would have improved the spirit or the occasion. The only criticism that
suggests itself
on this performance is the evidence it affords
os the fact that the
ability to write welt does
not cariy with it the ability to speak well.
It is one thing to write “The Luck of Roaring Camp,” and another and entirely diifeient a thing to please a large audience tor two
hours at a stretch with but poor gifts of manand voice.

The ambition to lecture
to be epidemic among ail the
quilldrivers in England and America at
present,
and while it is a harmless one in itseii, it becomes a monstrous bore when it results ia our
falling out of conceit with many charming
writers who entranced us iu the closet and
disgusted us from the forum, and who come
before us to break the idols they themselves had made. It is a sort of literary
sponging; in fact, a species of discounting on
a reputation worthily acquired that is at once
extravagant and absurd, to say nothing of
the effeminate vanity and presumption it involves. Why in the name of Heaven cannot
Bret Harte and others we could name, who
have penetration enough to be good writers
and observers, see enough of the humbug of
the business themselves, without forcing others to tell them ot it?
No matter how polite
an audience may be, it is always
easy to see
when it is bored; but the oddity in this case
is, that men naturally acute become so blinded by personal considerations that they either
cannot or will not see a truth evident to others.
We mean no discourtesy to anyone, but
to write the truth in ail soberness, and we
only mention Bret Harte as an illustration of
a class that is
multiplying too rapidly, viz:
men who, having proved successful as
writers,
insist upon publishing themselves as failures
a9 lecturers.
For the delicate humor aud
graceful fancy of Bret Harte we feel the most
lively admiration, and it is because we do,
that we object to his appearing in another
role for which he does not po«9es a single
physical qualification, except his neat and
gentlemanlike appearauce when set in diamonds and black cloth.
ner

seems

Railroads, Telegraphs, and Rain.
While it has been stated generally that the
railroads built across the continent have in a
manner so changed the climate that rains
are common along these lines, where there
have never, within the white man’s experience, betn rains betore, the remarkable and
copious rain which occurred in July, iu
Lima, Peru, seems to afford the best illustration that we have had that there is some
intimate connection or relation between telAn
egraphs, railroads and the rainfall.
American, H.ury Meiggs. lias within the last
ten or fifteen years established a system of
railroads and telegraphs in Peru, and connected the Andes with the ports on the Pacific Ocean; and to these changes and improvements are charged and credited the
changes in the climate. Bur, then the building of railroads necessitates establishing manufactories of more kinds than one, and manufactories* mean numerous tall chimneys,
sending their columns of smoke ami heated
air into the atmosphere above the city; so it
is possible that the rainfall which is so new
in Lima experience may be credited quite as
much to its chimneys as to railroad and telegraph Hues. I am a personal witness to two
local rains tailing in a very dry time, within
twenty-four hours after a considerable fire in
city at hand. It should be noted here that
these occurred at a time cf almost perfect
cairn, and that the smoke ascended and hung
for some time like a canopy over the city.
I
suppose that had there been a wind b owing
strongly at the time, the rains would not
have come.
It may be suggested that to the rains which
have fallen We«t along the new telegraph and
railroad lines, within the last three or four
years, w*> partly owe the continued drouths
which have been common from the Mississippi river to the Alleghanies; because, while
the sources for the supply of rain clouds—the
ocean and the lakes—have not been increased
iu area, the area of condensation has been, to
a vast extent.
If more rain in the mountains and the deserts between the Mississippi
and the West, means less rain east of that
river, we have an explanation tor the past
and a difficult problem for the future.—Al-

bany Cultivator.

—————----

Fashion Gossip.
The Ulster coat will be popular next winter. These very heavy garments are only
suitable for traveling.

Reversible Elizabethan ruffles are the latThey are worn with any costume and

est.
are

lined with

light

colored silk.

Work baskets and bird cages eombined are
new.
They are made of willow, the cage
hanging from an arch above the basket.
Some ladies are wearing daggers of silver
jet in tbeir bonnets, sewed on a small
black velvet or ribbon bow on the side.
cr

The

English

fashion of

wearing

feathers in

full dress occasions has been
adopted by many of our fashionable matrons.

the hair

on

Dr. Dio Lewis is authority for the statement that a diet of lieans is better for the
complexion than all the powders and creams
ever manufactured.
The old fashion of wearing beads around
the neck has been revived. Jet beads are used instead of the large rubber ones as heretofore. Four times around the neck is, we be-

lieve, the correct style just now.
Purple will be one of the most fashionable
colors lor out ioor costumes next winter, both
in silk and velvet.

Learned, perplexing, and characterized
throughout by something of the opium-eater.
Still, there is no fantasy to complain of, nor
any unwholesome theorizing. It is in short
the dream of a Musselman, with the bowl of
his chibouk dripping {perfume, and all the
smoke about him crowded with French visions.
Songs of the [Suny.andr, by Joaquin
Miller. Roberts Brothers, pp. 212.
It is really a very difficult thing to speak
of this author as he deserves.
wonderful poet, nobody with

That he is a
a

thimble full

of denying; while his extravagances aud conceits
are so freduent and startling that mere comof the divine afflatus

wouldj think

will catch h!s breath sometimes
while stopping to hurrah.
We have nothing to do with tne man s me
or character just now; but we cannot help
seeing that it he bail been more like other
people and less of a Byron-worshiper, he
would be more attractive in this age of the

mon

dull affair. In the immense hall the voice
of
the young man was cruelly
engulfed, and as
neither earnestness nor energy was permitted

sense

world,

now

that

Byron

is

forgotten—almost,

A silk costume ot purnle
with velvet revers, cuffs and underskirt of the

same

Nevertheless

allow such men to

be

we

must

not

wholly forgotten,

or

overlooked. Like Smollet and Fielding and
Godwin and Walter Scott and Jane Porter
and Miss Edgeworth aud Miss Austin, though
they have bad their day—aud will have it
again by aud by, they are the lights we
stand by, generation after generation
There's the Vicar of Wakefield, Tom
Jones, Caleb Williams, Undine, and Paul
and Virginia still “Burning on, burning on,
by no shadows made tender;” aud the neat
,ort!l
generation will find them bursting
I
In short, the “Songs
anew—our word for it.

is very

elegant

and

stylish.

promenade Fifth avenue are wearing small
bouquets or natural flowers stuck low in the
hair on the right side. The present style of
bonnet permit this fashion to be seen to ad-

vantage and it is withal a very pretty one.
Imitation ostrich feathers appear to be
quite as fashionable this autumn as the genuine. The former are very admirably made
and almost defy detection. Ostrich “tips”
are so reasonable in price that mauutacture.s
say there is no inducement to put imitation
on the market.
A new stjle of wall paper for dining-rooms
has medallions of game and birds, real skin
and real feathers being used. The figures
are raised on tight background which is verv

effective. Flowers are also introduced of wax
and linen tied together with bright-colored

ribbon.—New York Mail.

niHCBLLASIEOCIt NOTICED.

itVUT Hour that yov N*
ct a cough
cold it is gaining on you. D
ge it at ih
outset with Hale's Honey ole Horehoo n
and Tab.
Pike'* Toothache Drops

or, which amounts to the same thing, only
taken down to be dusted now and then at

long intervals.

color,

Some of the young ladies who habitually

cure

in 1 minute.

oc27-eodlw&w

Does Advertising Pay?—There is no in‘
stance on record of a well sustained system ot
judicious advertising failing of su< cess. in ad“My success is owing to iny liberality

Ve“*Advertising has^uruished

me

^l‘7advcrtist"i'n.y r“,'l'iwti'ous

with a

and made mon-

advertising
ey“C^u^/an<l/|2rep’ent
wealth.—Stephen Girard.
nr

P

.1.1,lr to

is

a sure

one dollar in business should
“He who invests
in advertising that business.”
invest one dollar
_A. T. .Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
vertising is tho royal road to business.— Bar'

num.

the press.
Tuesday"-morning* oct.

28,

1878

regular attache of the Press is furnished
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hote
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as we have information that several “hummer*” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Every

with

card certificate

a

Press, and we have no disposition
tively, a party to such fraud

to

be,

even

pas-

Wf. do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
cases indispensab e, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
W cannot undertake to return or reserve com

all

munieariou« that

arc not useu.

The Stopping of the Milts.
For two weeks or more reports have .been
current that there would be a partial or en-

tire suspension of all the manufacturing interests of the country.
Thereupon those
who have never looked upon the rapid growth
of our manufacturing interests under the
present system, have most vividly pictured
the sufferings ot those who earn their daily
bread as employes and the avarice and cruelty
of mill owners. We are told that one bund
red thousand people in Rhode Island will be
thrown out of employment, while in other
localities the situation is equally forbidding.
The fact Eat but

twenty thousand
that State are employed in

of

people

of

the

its cot-

ton, w rolen and other mills will warraut the
conclusion that the extent of the sufferings
that the stoppage of the mills will produce,
is over-stated.
When the panic began, the large factories
all ov<r the country were engaged in au unusual'y prosperous business and the outlook
was never more hopeful.
Orders were never
bo large; consequently mills were running to
the utmost limit. A snow storm in July
would be as unexpected as was the panic and
its consequences.
The stringency iD the
money market that followed the panic, and
more than all, the uncertainty respecting the
future, caused people to stop purchasing,consequently the jobbers found few orders where
thousands were expected, and now the manufacturers of all classes of goods find them•elves under full headway with large stocks
in their warehouses, for which there is no
sale and to which they are constantly adding,
while they are required to borrow money to
pay their employes at ruinous rates.
It will be seen at a glance that the only
policy to be pursued is to curtail the amount
of production or suspend work entirely until

confidence is restored and business resumes
its usual* activity.
There is, however, no

general

movement

but rather to

to

suspend

operations,

work a part of the time;
for manufacturers appreciate tba great diffi-

culty

that

a

give

of their workmen will

discharge

occasion them when they again desire to put
their worke in lull operation.
Those journals that have made extensive

enquiries in manufacturing circles, find the
proprietors of factories are generally hopeful
and confident

beyond January.
That there will be some suffering in consequence of even a partial suspension of factories cannot be denied, for many have not
provided against a rainy day when the weather was lair; but when it is remembered that
at least forty per cent, of the population of
New England are depositors in savings banks
and that the amounts deposited by the laboring classes reaches tens of millions, the idea
that there will be wide-spread and general
suffering, is most preposterous.
The editor of the

Presque

Isle Sunrise has

series of articles addressed to the
Maine Central and

European

and

North American railroad, in which he proposes to set forth “the extent, value, resources, wants and future development” of Aroostook County with the view of interesting the

railroad rarguates in the extension of rail
communication with the “garden ofNew England.” Mr. Stickney claims that Aroostook

County

will have 50,000 population befo-e the
nsxtcensus is taken. Aroostook County proper
contains one hundred and fifty townships

containing 5400

square miles, all of which is
valuable and much of it fitted for agricultural

purpose#

Among other things, the Sunrise
says it costs $3 to get a barrel of flour from
Bangor to Presque Isle that costs $2 97 from

Minneapolis

to

Presque Isle.

Ix is in the form of an advertising circular,
and in carmine character at its top requests
insertion; but as it claims to be “important
to insurers,” we will add that the cicular before us states that insurauce placed in cim-

panies

that have not

complied

of the State where the

situated, cannot,
in either

or

the laws

property insured is

in case of

federal

with

loss,

state

be recovered

courts.

Several

court decisions aie

given to confirm the state
stating that all insurance
written by such companies as have not complied with State laws is illegal and void, the
writer closes In black capital letters, with an
opinion that insurers in such companies are

ment.

After twice

not insured.

The following in the i ntroductton of a letby a Mr. Mace oi Bangor, rela-

ter written

tive to a dam across the Penobscot and

pub-

lished in the Northern Border:
At the battle of Lake Kegillus, Home was in
danger. A milk white charger, upon which
rode the guardian Genius of the Eternal City,
appeared and Borne was saved.
Peace as well as war has her battles and victories. This is the battle of the Penobscot
River. The city is in danger.
Politicians, on
their living or dead hobbies, cannot save her.
Not the milk white charger, but the Chariot
and Four appear through the Eastern Gate,destined to carry to the Zenith the fame of our
city. Mercury with feet of fire and hair-brained
Plisethon attempt not the course, or the world
as of old, in dust aud ashes,
rue the dav.
may,
Editor of the Northern Border! “mini
magnus Apollo,” take the reins. Thy course is
among the stars.
All about a dam, but not worth one.

So Secretary Richardson is to let us have
silver for change. He will not deluge
the country with it, but there will be suffisome

cient to be seen

The average
boy of twelve years will look at it suspiciously and prefer the scrip, but then it will re-

occasionally.

the conservative gentlemen who remember the silver age and detest the dirty

assure

paper.

Oitb New York letter and the telegraphic
colnmns will give one an inisght into the
causes that have
produced the panic and

brought

upon the country the present disordered condition of business.
It is said that

will,

gress

on

a Maine member
of Conthe call of States at the
begin-

ning of the session, offer a bill to repeal
salary clause of the appropriation bill of

the
the

last session.
The latest reports from the fever scourged
cities are to the effect that the worst of its
terrible ravages are over.
The weather was
cool

enough
night.

to make ice at

Current

Memphis, Sunday

Notes.

The

Springfield Republican says: “Let the
Secretary withdraw eight millions of frac-

tional currency a mouth, and he would have
no difficulty in
putting his silver in circulation.
Probably the amount of fractional
cuirency now used is much greater than the
amount ot silver
which would be used fur
the same purpose.
People in general would
9i'Ver as they uow carry iu

sUinpTa7te«.mUCh

iTn’f inh!rf „d!|iawback
w
Yoail

is

haying

make room for a fountain,
had it removed
and a Washington reporter, with that fine
frenzy of expression that distinguishes the
tells us that the fountain is magto

protession,
nificent.—Cincinnati Commercial,
An exchange says: Gideon Welles was an
editor before he became a great American
statesman, and formed an unpleasant habit
of remembering things, and acquired a dan
gerous facility with the pen. He appreciated

liis situation as a member of Lincoln’s cabinet, and under his brilliant head of white
hair and Aaronie beard, and behind his luminous glasses, he concealed the instinct ol a
reporter aud the animus of an editor of the

Democratic persuasion.
A Pause in

human happiness
°ntbe Boston and
Albany
t> pay your
fare; but as the

good minister remarked, Iasi Sunday, if one
couid travel through
Massachusetts free
tbere'd be very little to took forward to in
another world.—Letter from John Paul.
Vermont is the best New England State
for granges, 27 having already been established.
Massachusetts has five, including
*
the Boston grain dealers’ organization, an
New Hampshire fonr, while Maine, Rhode
Island and Connecticut haven’t one arnonc
them.

Commenting on Mr. Beecher’s position
that to get rich
honestly is a good thing, the
Nation sajs in fact, the
hiitory of civilization
’,s best sense, as
everybody ought to rejn
member even when Rock Island is
selling at 90
is the history of the efforts of
numbers of
great
men to make
money.
The Mail says it is a
pity the people of
Washington could not allow Mr. Andrew

a

Busy Life.

To-day Rev. Dr. H. P. Torsey of Kent’s
Hill, starts on a journey to Florida, where he
will seek to regain his health which has of late
become much impaired.
His long continued,
unremitting educational labors have at last had
their effect even upon his superb physical structure, and a pause for recuperation is imperaDr. Torsey is really a retively demanded.
markable man. His connection with the school
at Kent’s Hill as pupil aud teacher covers a
space of thirty-seven years, beginning at the
age of seventeen, with an interval of only four
ycais shortly after graduation. At the time of
his taking charge of the school it was a small
and

comparatively insignificant institution,

but

under his vigorous care it has become the la;gest institution of the kind in Maine and one of
the best in the country. The catalogue of this
year shows an attendance of over 250 pupils.
The Dr. is admirably endowed by nature for
this peculiar work.
He is strong in mind and

hotly, with a great, wholesome, hearty, genial
nature, ready insight into character and a happy faculty in developing and encouraging the
good and repressing the had in those under his
care.
He has always promoted healthful
sports and diversions among his pupils and is
himself a mighty hunter and fisher. He enters
heartily into the thoughts aud feelings of the
young and wius their confidence and love to a
remarkable degree, justifying the title given
him by the Zion’s Herald of “The Yankee Dr.
Arnold.” Thousands all over the land owe to
him an incalculable debt for wise and kindly
direction and instruction in the critical time of
youth, and his later years have been cheered by
constaut testimonials of affection from grateful

graduates.
Besides his school work he has done much
for the general cause of education in the State
by lectures before Teachers’ Institutes and in
many other ways. His great life work, how-

mismanagement.

That very few of this class
have succumbed to the pressure is one of the
most noteworthy and hopeful
signs of the
times.
As an illustration of the utter abandonment
of every principle of common sense, to which
stock

gambling leads

its crazy votaries, I cite
an item from the
extraordinary statement of
an insolvent share
jobbing concern; out of an
investment amounting to $312,340.97, they have
left 4500 shares of Union Pacific railroad, the

present quotable value of which is $76,500,
leaving a loss of $235,840.97! All the capital
there ever was in this enterprising establishment did not exceed $30,000! Their daily operations counted by hundreds of thousands!
If one wants to get an idea of the illusive
nature of the paper fortunes which have appeared and disappeared like dissolving views,
withiu the purlieus of the Stock Exchange
during the legal tender decade—without incurring the hazards of active participation in this
read the history of the rise, progress and fall of the “AngloBangalee Disinterested Loan and Life Insurance Company" which was created by the inventive genius of Montague Tigg, or Ti?g Mon-

gigantic game of chance—let him

gold day

by day, borrow the money to carry them and
retire at the close of the performance to enjoy
their fancied profits in dinner at Delmonico’s at
$100 a plate, or a drive in the Park behind a
$10,000 team, or a loll at the opera in a $20,000
box.

But the crash must come sooner or later.
For if this thing were real, if dame Fortune
could be won by such wooing, who would plant,
or sow

or

toil?

It is not unusual to hear men admit that this
vice of gambling in shares, and its concomitant
iniquity of inflating their nominal value by the
process popularly known as watering, has occasioned the pauic, and that the immediate

victims, whether they be principals or accessories, deserve to suffer, but that inasmuch as
any disaster which may befal them will inflict
collateral injury upon innocent parties engaged
in legitimate pursuits, they must be helped out
by government aid. Nobody pretends that
interfere without an absolute
violation of law, but your thoroughgoing inflationist treats such a trifling obstacle as

government

ing volume, which

that with sardonic contempt!
Of course all such devices for suspending the
operation of natural laws would prove futile, if
we had a Presideut amiable enough or a Secretary facile enough to violate the Statutes of the
land in the interests of tne most dangerous class
of adventurers that ever preyed upon the industry and corrupted the moral tone of tk« people.
The disease has got quite beyond the arts of

hope may sometime be

we

written.
Dr. Torsey carries with him in his southern
journey many earnest hopes that he may be
thoroughly restored to health and may be spared for many years of usefulness.

New York Letter.
The note to

an

imaginative Banker.—The

difference between fact and fancy illnatrated.—Why money is held back.—Bad
effect of the usury
ore

The

law.—What the banks

doing.—A sample of stock gambling.
Disinterested1
“Anglo-Beugalee

Insurance Company”—
History repeating itself.—The panics of

Loan and Life

the past.

New

York, Oct. 26,1873.
There was a decided ripple on the financial
wave, for three days last week occasioned by a
circumstantial report by a New York merchant
of an interview between the President and
himself in the course of which the former is
represented

having pledged the government
to measures substantially the same a9 those
urged upon, and rejected by him on the occasion of his pievious visit to New York on the
21st of September. The gist of the statement
was that the President, having been
informed
as

that unless immediate relief could be extended
numerous factories would discontinue work,
and that great numbers of operatives would be
thrown out of'eraployment, promised to avert
these threatened calamities by the purchase of
a million
sterling of foreign exchange and bv
issuing from the Treasury three or four mil
lions of currency per week for an indefinite
period. A proposition so important and startling could not fail to elicit universal comment,
md a meeting of Bank officers was called to
consider its bearing upon the crisis. At first
the story came so directi v and with such an appearance of authority that it was received with
general credulity but there was such inherent
improbability in Its details, that a little reflection sufficed to inspirA distrust*of it, and
subsequent inquiry revealed the fact that it
had no other foundation than the excited imagination of its narrator to whom “the wish

father to the thought**. Accordingly by
the time the bankers convened the sensation
was practically
at an end and the meeting
was

to naught.
The President

came

s imperturbable good nature
in permitting himself to be interviewed by all
comers and his generous sympathy with every
form of individual distress, however commendable as evidences of the kindness of his heart,
have the effect of exposing him to misrepresentation and it is no longer safe to assume that he
has adopted any line of policy in respect to fi-

nancial matters on the strength of any verbal
report of conversations with him. I have reasons to believe
that bis convictions in regard
and the cure of the recent panic
are too deeply settled to be susceptible of material change—that he has very decided opin
ions as to the danger and folly of stock speculations on margins and hypothecations—that
he believes in hard money—and that he has
abiding faith in the strength, resources and
prosperity of the country.
The letter to a Bank President about which
there was so much talk till its contents were
known turns out to be nothing more than a cour
teous acknowledgment of the receipt of a’ communication from that gentleman,and a passing
recommendation
to
the Banks to extend
all tiie aid they could to their customers, all which he had said, and more, in a
to the cause

previous letter which was given to the public
three weeks ago. The President believes that
the banks will incur no serious risk in extending their credits geuerously to merchants of
undoubted solvency—that the flow of money
from the interior to New York will be speedy
and continuous, and that the present trouble
has originated in the interruptions to credit
rather than in a scarcity of actual money.
The correctness of this view of the situation
is palpable to the calm observer of current
There has been for a week past a
steady increase in the bank reserves, but lenders
of money are still unwilling to part with it on
any terms. Let ns inquire why? In the first
place stocks have not declined to a point which
invite investment. They are buoyed up by
artificial means iu the hope that adventitious

events.

helps may yet

their holders from
the losses which the sale of them would surely entail. Meantime the affairs of the great
speculators continue deianged and unliquidated and everything is in a condition of suspense and uncertainty. Again, temptations to
make loans

come to

save

adequate

securities at high rates
of interest are neutralized by ominous intimations that the plea of usury may be interposed
to rescue desperate borrowers from the conscon

quences ot their owu voluntary acts. The
usury law at this moment is a great hindrance
to the re-adjustment which mnst precede a
healthy revival of general business. No prudares to lend money at over
seven per cent, interest, and yet there are a
plenty of responsible parties who are willing to
pay twelve. A third reason for the timidity of
dent

capitalist

of means, lies in the fact that there have
been such frequent transfers and re-transfers of
men

collateral securities in the great medley of speculation, that it is difficult to determine who is
the rightful owner. In short, there are snch a

multiplicity of causes
much everybody who

for distrust that pretty
controls surplus funds
holds his purse with clenched hands and refuses to disgorge on any terms until the old
scores are finally settled up, cither
by bankruptcy or compromise, and a new order of

things promising

permanence is established.
The banks, as a general
rule, are discounting mercantile paper with a
liberality limited
only by their ability to render such accommodations. These
institutions, before the panic,
were far too prone to favor
call loans, and they
thereby drove the merchants into the street
for
help. Now the merchants are recognized as
to
be
customers
served in preference to
all
others; and if there areany failures among business men, they will be found to have had their

origin

in excessive

overtrading

or

indefensible

national history, and it is praise enough
be able to say that be met all those exigencies, with a calm and conscientious sense of
duty, and such, in my judgment, will be the
verdict which the present generation will trans
mit to posterity; to which, permit me to add,
that the justices of this court have lost a revered companion and the public a great magistrate
Our loss is
and an upright public servant.
great, but the loss of his children and grandchildren is much greater, and to them we tender our sincere sympathies.

of

SPECIAL

our

to

ARE

can

empiricism and must be treated according to
the
canons
of
sound political
economy
if
a
radical
cure
is
to
be
effected
The world is full of examples of the rem arkable manner in which history repeats itself.
'‘Beuton’s Thirty Years in theU. S. Senate”
contains in the beginning of the second volume, an interesting and minute account of the
variety and pertinacity of the appeals which
were made to the government in 1837 to come
to the rescue of the sufferers by the panic of
that memorable year.
Cajolery aud threats
alternately plied

individuals, by
committees, and by public men, with a persistency which no emphasis of denial could repress
were

by

to induce a reinforcement of the Banks 'from
the national exchequer. Nicholas Biddle was
the Vanderbilt of that day aud held uu empire
absolute and imperial as that over which
the Railroad kiug wielded his sceptre when the
panic of 1873 began. President Van Bureu
will live longest and most honorably in American history for the firmness and heroism
with
which he met and resisted the importunities of
these unwise advisers who implored him to resort to temporary expedients to avert results
which time has demonstrated to have been inevitable. His statesman-like policy led to the
absolute divorce of Bank and State, a separation
on which the nation has set its seal of approbation with emphatic unanimity of voice. The
issue of greenbacks and the establishment of
the National Banking system have not changed
the relations of Bank and State. Each is, and
of right ought to be, independent of the other.
Government may be a borrower, but cannot be
a lender.
Bauks may be borrowers—when
they pay interest on deposits they become sueh
—but their business is to lend, and if they fail
in ability to meet the reasonable demands of
their patrons, their usefulness is at an end.
The difference between this panic and any
as

preceding

is, that in former cases the
much less able to bear apparent
reverses than it is now.
In 1837 we imported
breadstuffs. Infl857 we imported jewels and
satins exchanging gold for them. In 1861 we
country

were
was

men, but to set them to destroying property already accumulated. In 1873 we have the wonderfully favoring circumstances.of an unparalelled harvest, and a promised balance of exports over imports, which is accepted the
world over, as a conclusive proof of national
prosperity. It seoms fortunate, therefore, that
the bill for

happened
ment

years frolic should have
to be sent in at the opportune mo

when

our

we

ten

could settle it

on

much better

terms, than any thoughtful observer supposed
we could, during the long period that we were
running it up with profligate extravagance and
riotous living.
Yarmouth.
News and Other Items.
It is stated that Jay Cooke & Co., contemplate making to their creditors the proposition
to pay 20 cents on the dollar in cash, and 80
cents in Northern Pacific bonds.
A Junction City, Kansas, girl swallowed a
pin about a year ago, which recently made its
appearance, coming out through the left eye,
destroying the sight.
Gen. Boynton, the Washington correspondent of the Cincinnaii Gazette, after reviewing
all the rumors afloat respecting the next Speak-

ership,

says: “So far as a conclusion can be
ventured upon from the indications here, it is
that Mr. Blaine will be re-elected, aud that

Dawes, Garfield, Scofield aud Kelley will not
be called upon to answer farther on account of
Credit Mobilier.”
The Civil Service Board have adopted a rule
that the written (aud no others are regarded)
recommendations of persons in office in favor
of applicants for office, except where they have
been expressly solicited by the appointing power, shall not be considered as entitled to any
greater weight than if made by such person as
a private individual.
This is intended to break
up the practice of members of Congress personally visiting the President and heads of departments and urging appointments to office.
Medical opinion is the authority for the announcement that the present style of “choker”
for gentlemen’s wear,and the Elizabethan ruffs
so much affected
by ladies, are the cause of the

prevalence of sore throats, and that the winter
will be a profitable one for
physicians if these
styles be continued.
The Dead Chief Justice.
The address of Judge
Clifford, as senior justice of the Supreme Court, to the Bar on occa
sion of the exercises commemorative of
the
late Chief Justice Chase, displays the critical
discriminating and just estimate of his character and career, which we should
expect of the
author. He gives a careful review of the
qualities and training which Mr. Chase brought to
the great work of his life—the
guardianship of
the finances o f the country duriug the rebellion—and awards due meed of praise to (he
power and breadth of intellect then displayed.

Judge Clifford

then passes to his services as
Chief Justice, and specially comments on the
“Legal Tender” decisiou which has already
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STORE

GOODS

FOR

GOLDTH WAIT’S

fight against abuses, wrongs and
frequent recipient
of abundant denunciation and railing from
those who find their profit in the evils; so that
the Press is the

the o"casional words of commendation for effort in this direction, of which the appended
note is a sample, are the more cheering:
Auburn, Me., Oct. 23d, 1873.
Mr. Editor.—I send seven dollars for the
Press for one veer. I want to express my satisfaction for the manly and outspoken characI regard the
ter of the Press in all reforms.
breaking up of pool selling at onr State Fair
and in this county, as due largely to the influence of the Press.
*„*
The Lewiston Mystery.—The

bloody

STOCK

BOX 1736 P.
oo20

O.
sntf

No. 57

No. 90 Commercial St.

barques Jona Cliase, Chase. Bordeaux;

W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
septl2sntf

Abble N
ih2;i?t0£’M?lrJnlan’Ca'liz;
New Orleans; sebs Sunbeam.
Holbrook,

I

am

now

offering

sortment than

ever

a

larger

before,

asem-

bracing all the latest styles of Seasonable Goods

dren’s wear, all of which

are

liable manufacture, and will be

National Tonic Bitters,

PURELY

for CASH.

sel7

Don’t fail to

see

these Goods and

DR. JAMES A. SPALDING,

OCULIST.

GEO. F. GOLDTHWAITJ

30

MARKET

per

cent.

wholesale,

3011-9 CONGBESS ST., Boom IT.. 6.

SQUARE.

Splendid Imported
Cigars trom $60 to $130 per Thousand. Domestic from $14 to $75
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
and pay $1.10 per box, When yon
can gel a box of Cigars for $1.40
per box. Fine double thick Navy
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,

House.

E. PONCE.

in Boston and New York. He has just
received a
and Better assortment

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Residence Pretie
sellsn6m

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PUBITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
au26sntf
one door above Brown, Portland, Me.
To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.

Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

Society.
The public

therefore iequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
Per order.
justice.
sntf
ap29
are

■

Rev. Chas. Barrows of Lowell, Mass., delivsnlm
ocl_
ered a very impressive sermon at the CongregaHe
tional Church at Fryebure, last Sunday.
EVERYBODY SATISFIED
spoke in a very touching manner of the previous labors of D. B. SeWjtll, the former pastor.
The town fair at Lovell, which came off Satwhen they purchase goods at
urday, was well attended. A large number of
cattle and considerable produce were brought
out by the farmers, showing an increased inKOHLING’S,
The hall where the
terest in this direction.
handiwork of the ladies was shown, was handaud
with
worked
richly
rugs
somely decorated
because he has a stock of the
quilts, while tahles were covered with choice
specimens of needle work aud embroidery. The
display of pot plants was ijuite large aud presented some very rare specimeus. A large disNEWEST AND CHOICEST FAEE
play of millinery and fancy goods from the
store of E. C. Farrington, Fryeburg, was an
GOODS
^
attractive feature, one would think by the] patthe
ladies.
bestowed
ronage
by
that can be fonnd in Portland. His seE. C. Farrington is to open Saturday, Nov. 1,
a millinery and fancy goods store at Lovell
lections are from the Choicest Samples

village.

A. M. to 1 P. M.

Office Hours 8

A NEW SINGING BOOK

This is the amount of goods in Cigar Store Comer
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16
Market Square.
t3?“Come and satisfy yourselves.

OXFORD COUNTY

8Ld&w3m39

learn prices before you buy.

my Workmen.
300,000 Cigars to be sold at from
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
than my usual low price, and in
retail a come down of from lO to

(Press Correspondence.)'
Seth Wiley is about erecting a large stable
near the P. & O. R. R., depot, Fryeburg.

MEDICINAL.

FOB SALE BV ALL DBEGGISIS.

sntf
octfl_
GREAT PANIC
IN CIGARS.
Bather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

COUNTY.

Ivrs N

NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale by all Druggist?.

of re-

offered at the very Lowest Prices

CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.

Id&w

DIES, MISSES, BOYS and CIIII-

II

The Journal learns that a firm of bakers offer
to lease the Auburn Jail workshop, od fair
terms, if the County Commissioners wiil put
in the ovens required. They state they will fur
nish employment for thirty prisoners. It i“ es
timated that 81500 will fit up the workshop for
this purpose. We learn that the proposition is
to be considered by the County Commissioners.
It seems that in the late accident to members
of the Androscoggin Sporting Club, two of the
hunters were washed off the rocks by the surf,
and a third swam to their rescue. One of those
washed off could not swim, hut fortunately
was enabled to reach the rocks again.
The Journal says the Dead River bridge on
the Androscoggin Raitroad, carried away by
the freshet, is quite a serious job to replace. It
was a pile bridge, one hundred feet long, and
New piles, from fifty to
was all carried out.
sixty feet >ong, will have to lie driven, to supwhole
structure.
the
port

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a 6unerb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The flenuine, signed W. A.
atchelor. Sold by all Druggists.

GENTS, LA-

tor

larger
The Machias Republican says the jury in the
hluberry case rendered a verdict in favor ol of superior
Mr. Freeman, the plaintiff, for something over"
eleven hnndred dollars, being the average price
OVERCOATINGS
paid for a certain amount of berries proved to
have been picked on his laud, and sold to the
defendants at their factory at Jonesport.
The
than he has before'displayed. Also Pants
case is to he carried up to a law court on exceptions to the ruling of the Judge, and his inGoods, which for beauty, streugh and
structions to the jury.
are the admiration of all.

—FOB—

SEASON

OF

1873-74.

THE

IIORN1KG STAR!
Compiled by the well known Authors
D. F. Hodges and Geo, W. Foster.
Work designed for use of Singing Schools
Church Choirs. A new and beautiful collection.
The attention of Teachers is invited to an examination of this work. Price $13.50 per dozen.
For Sala Wholesale and Retail by
BAILEY & NOYES.
Exchange Street, Portland,
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention.

and

A

oc26

sneodlm

Mothers, Mothers, Mothers,
Don’t foil to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the period
of

teething

“MRS.

Jacksonville.
STONINGTON—Ar 24th, schs Orozirnlio, Cook,
Calais; Maud Webster. Wentworth, Bangor.
> PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sch Frances Coffin, Batson, Calai».
Sid 25th, schs Ella Frances, Bnlger. for Baltimore;
Ligure, Richardson, and Post Boy, Robinson, New
York; Victor, Look, and Kui^lit, Veazie, do; Ring
Dove, Swain, do.
WARREN—Ar 2Cth, sch Lookout. Flye, Calais.
WARREN, Kl—Sid 25th, sch H E Wellman, Verrill, New York.
APPONAUG—Ar 24th, sch Harriet Thomas, Van
Cleaf, Georgetown DC.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 24th. schs L Holway, Bryant,
and Mary A Rice. Rice, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 24th, sch Albert Jameson,
Candago, New York.
Ar 2bth, sch Watchman, Heal, Lineolnville.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, scbs Fred Fish,
Davis. Boston tor Philadelphia; W S Jordan. Bacon,
do for Baltimore; Frank Barker, Plaisted, Gardiner
for Narragansctt.
BOSTON—Ar 25th, brig Whitaker, Cotton. Elizabethport; schs Nellie Lampher. Lampher, Alexandria; Kocheko, Jasper, Philadelphia; Abby Wasson,
Gray, do; A E Willard, and F Artr.emiua. Young,
Elizabethport; Ambassador, Warren, Port Johnson;
J H Connce, Trim, do; Neptune, Ho mes. Hoboken ;
Hyena, Gardiner, and M B Reeves. Maloney, do;
Lyndon, Smith. New York; Hattie, Dow, Sullivan;
Jane, Haskell, Bangor.
Cld 25th, schs A C Noyes. Baker, Hallowed;
Mayflower, Marshall, Bangor.
Ar 26tli, brig Loch Lomond, Gilchrist,
Tupilco.
Mex; schs Paul Seavey, Lowell,Surinam; Win H
Jordan, Saunders, Baltimore for Portland ; Empress.
Cathrin, Eastport; May Queen, Foss, Sullivan; Ida
Blanche, Sellers, Penobscot; Texas, Leach, Bangor;
Isabella, Tburrill, Wiscasset; Pemaquid, Fossett,
Bristol; Richmond, Guptill, Gardiner; Jerubha Baker, Johnson, Portland; Addle, Gooding, do.
Ar 27th, barque Quickstep, Chase, Leghorn; schs
Lizzie Carr, Staples, Alexandria; St Croix. Eaton,
Baltimore; Henry K, Gerrish, Eastport; Ann Eliza,
Clark, Eastport: E A Elliott. Sproul. Bangor; M C
Sproul. Sproul, Bristol; Elizabeth, Dickinson, Bath ;
Gen Grant, Godfrey, Wells.
Cld 27tb, schs Helen M Simmons,Cook, Miragoane;
A D Henderson, Henderson. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 24th. schs Windward, Grover, Jacksonville; Montezuma, Bulger, Baltimore; Florence
N Tower, Perry. Port Johnson; L Robinson, Robinson, Elizabethport.
Ar 25th, brigs Ida L Ray, Presscy, Georgetown;
BenJ Carver, Williams, Port Johnson; schs Terrapin, Wooster, Philadelphia; M E Gage, Church. So
Amboy; Mindora. Bunker,Port Johnson; S J Watts,
Watts, and Pavilion, Linscott. Weebawkeii.
Ar 26th. schs Sami Knight, Smith, Eastport; Marshal Ney, Griffin, Calais.
DANVERS—Ar 24th, sch Vashti R Gates, Holmes,
Calais.
NEWBURYTORT—Ar 26th, schs Julia & Martha,
Lunt, Elizabethport; Emma, Gilkey, and Jas Nelson, Bradshaw. Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 25th, schs Wreath. Foss. Seaford, Del; Pilot’s Bride, Brewster. Hoboken; Addie
Ryerson. Piko, Baltimore; Gertie E Merrow, Nichols

The

Orphan’s Rescue

ON FREE
For

EXHIBITION

short time only at

a

Hale’s Art

Gallery,

NO. 2 FREE

STREET.

IT"During its recent exhibition in Boston, this
beautiful Painting was visited by more than 30,000
oc23dlw

persons.

WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”
by all druggists.

jy7MWS6m

8.N

H. G. CLARK. Manager.

TUESDAY EVENING, Oct. 28, ’73
Farewell Appearance this

New York.
In Kingroad 12tl), Sandusky, Norton, for New Orleans; Southern Rights, Woodbury, New York.
Sid fm Bristol 13th. Faustina, Blanchard, Cardiff.
Ar at Lisbon 6th ingt, A C Bean, Wooster, lrom
New York.

HOWARD,

Mrs. G. C.
In her

orignal and unrivalled character of

TOPSY !

the great American Moral Drama in 5 acts entitled

In

UNCLE

TOM’S

OR LIFE

CABIN.

AMONG TIIE LOWLY,
her throughout the world.
Supported
a select and efficient
Company. Seats secured
two da>» in advance at the
Box office.
oc24d4t
As

played by

py

L.

A£L.
FOURTH

A_.

ENTERTAINMENT,

WEDNESDAY

EVENING, Oct. 29

Dramatic Entertainment by

Kate Reignolds and Troupe
A charming drama entitled

“LADIEJ-J BATTLE,”
in

Three Acts, by Charles Ceade.

Evening tickets 50

cents. Doors open at G4.
o’clock.
oc25d4t

Commences at

THE
’

-&L. L. D, C

s,
WEDNESDAY EVENING Oct. 99
Give

Dramatic Entertainment at

a

ARCANA

HALL,

Second block bc'ow City Hall.

The play entitled

Don’t Judge by Appearances.
Admission
Da.r. open

•

95 Cconts.

•’dark.

t

at

Fartniu rise, nt

8 o’clock.
oct28

2t*

THE BEST ONE YET
BLINDFOLD DRILL
—

AND

—

PROMENADE
BY

—

CONCERT

THE

—

Portland Cadets
AT

—

Ar at

[Latest by European steamers.T
Ar at Liverpool 12th inst, Fannie, Chapman, from

of the world

Season

renowned aritste.

Sid 25th, schs Falos, Shackford, Portland; Anna M
Nash, Nickerson, Tangier.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Liverpool 23d inst, ship Mary Bangs. Howes.
Mejillones, 95 days; Eicano, Brown, trorn Bombav
97 days.
Ar at Havana 24th inst, barque Cardenas, Sundberg, New York.
Ar at Pictou I8th inst, barque Oder, Rich, Portland; sch D Talbot, Amesbury, Camden; 20tb, brig
Willow Brae, McDonald. Portland.

Hall,—Portland.

Music

Savannah.

It

pain, cures
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
mother. Be sure and call for
For sale

Santa t^ruz; E S Newinan, Newman, for
Galveston;
Kate Waiker Rich,
Jacksonville; M Harbour, Davis,
do; W H Mailer, Crowley. Rockport.
Ski 25th, barque Lizzie Merry, for
Havana; sch
S P Hall, for Brunswick, Ga; G L Bradley. George*
town, SC.
Passed through Hell Gate 25th, whs Allie
Oakes,
New
York
for
Pillsbury,
New Bedford; Ann Elizabeth, Getchell, do for Boston; Leader. Knowles, do
lor Salem; Anna Frye, Smith, Hoboken for
Georgetown.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch Dolly Vardcn. Allen,

relieves the child from
wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
in children.

Franklin,
Tibbetts,

h

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

pan-

Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 21th, brig .Shannon,
for New York.
At do 27th, ships Lizzie Moses. Cox, from Antwerp;
John Barbour, I very, from Antwerp.
NEW YORK—Ar' 24th, schs Keystone, Hatch, ftn
Somerset; L S Barnes, Coleman, and L M Strout,
Hopnins, Providence.
; J®*18 ^ M Wheaton, Warren, Portland for
r»Ar
Philadelphia: Volant. Dodge, Bangor; Wm Dealing,
Kivcr- Nellie Carr, cbt.
h, barque Mary Eds«>n, Sparrow, Smyrna;
ini
Orchjlla. Havener, Genoa; Alamo. Bueknani, Leith;
J”? BSW*01®- Munroe, SydneyschCB; Acelia ThurvlaSydney;
Congress, York,

Portlandlte’HaVfe

CO.,

Or of

Joseph Johns’ Great Painting

~

commodious four storied Brick

FALL AND WINTER.

THRILLING PICTURE!

Skylark,

and

M,.tch^kP?li

Store,
Commercial St.—immediate posessiou given.
THE
ELIAS THOMAS &
of

Inquire

A

Turner, Boston.

To Lei.

THE

Heyer, Poland,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 24th, brig Marshall Dutch,

SALE.

Loeation good.
Rent low.
Reason for selling,
other business. Address for particulars,

OF

RUBBERS.

AND

FOB

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

YOUR

IN

SHOES

BOOTS,

at the time of the accident.

STATE

LAY

AND

CHARLESTON—Cld 21st, sell Charlotte Fish, Williams. Port Royal and New York.
GEORGETOWN. SC-Cld 13th, sch Carri S Webb,
Homan, New York.
RICHMOND—Ar‘25tli, sch Lucy, Mitchell.-.
NORFOLK—Ar 23d. brig Perl, Perkins. Ponton.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 23d. schs Ada F Whitney,
Marsters, and Louisa Bliss, Strong, Boston.
Sid 23d, sch8 H L Wblton, for Boston; Nellie J
Dinsmore, and Ebeu Fisher, for Georgetown, to load
for Eastern ports.
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, sch Hamburg, Hall, Windsor, NS.
Cld 24th, schs Carrie
Smalley, Boston.

IN THIS CITY

In making

corruptions,

HALL

CITY
FRIDAY

—

Oct.

EVENING,

31st.

the Blindfold Drill there will be

In addition to

a

DRILL BY TIIE MARKERS,
MANUAL OF ARMS,

FIRINGS,
ami

MANUAL

TO

MUSIC

_

YORK COUNTY.

The store of Jefferson & Andrews, in Biddeford, was entered Sunday night says the Times
and a small amount of money taken.
Saoo must be prosperous iodeod. She has no
use for,her poor-house,
and it is now for rent.
^—

A

Disabling l>iscasc.

No disease which does no* confine a man to his bed
completely unfits him for business as dyspepsia.
When the stomach is foul, the brain is always muddy and confused, and as the cares and anxieties of j
life are a sufficient burden for the organ of thought to
bear, without bein \tormented by the miseries born
of indignation, it is highly desirable for the brain’s
sake, as well as for the sake of every other portion of the system, that the disoruered stomach
should be restored with the utmost dispatch to a
healthy, vigorous condition. This Abject can always
be atcomplished by a course of Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters, the purest and best of vegetable specifics,
which evacuates the morbid humors through the
bowels, rouses and rones the torpid stomach and regulates the liver, imparts firmness to the nerves and
clears the sensonum of its mental cobwebs. Persons
subject to attacks of indigestion^ b5 lions headache,
irregularity of the bowels, sickness at the stomach,
or ‘*rhe blues,” should take the Bitters once or twice
a day throughout the present season.

stylishness
In displaying these Goods and his
FALL

SUITINGS,

he takes especial pleasure, knowing that
none can present better.

30

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

JfOHLING is confident that even his
critical customers can find no fau t with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they are satisfied that the bdst articles are the cheapest.
C3f“These goods will be made up in a manner to
give style to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

W.

II.

KOHLING,

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.
sdim

8e30

10,000.

10.000.

TUN THOUSAND COPIES

ARE

BROS~

&

E AST M A

STATE OF MAINE ADVERTISER

RECEIVING

Will be published and distributed

Decembcrl, 1873,
to every Merchant and

of Maine.

NEW

DRESS

GOODS

General Trader In the State

advertising medium

wi 1 be issned in Book
Form, nd size convenient to be carried in the pocket. Wholesale Merchants—and sDecialties with adThis

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

vertisers—your attention's particularly requested.
In addition to the extensive circulation guaranteed,

propose to present to each patron who takes one
page tor advertising, which costs only Ten Dollars
for this edition of Ten Thousand Copies, a copy of
the latest and most valuable book issued this season
by Rev. W. H. H. MURRAY, entitled,

—

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S

SEAWEED

Are the only medicines that will

1UIL

TONIC,

cure

consumption.

Sometimes medicines that will stop

unpleasant
being

oc27eodsnlw

‘•THE

MARRIED.

CLOAKS, DOLMANS, JACKETS
AND

—

PERFECT HORSE,’’

price at all stores Four Dollars,
(E3r*Canvas8er8 wanted for Portland and Bangor.
Address for terms and copies of Advertiser
Retail

REDINGOTES.

-3

EDW. II. ADAMS & CO.,
BOSTON.

oct28

su3m

B L A-C K

FIRST-CLASS
EADIES

OYSTER

AT

SILKS

AMERICAN
T.

S.

HATCH

AND

—

faithful attendants at all knurs.

oc28dslm

—

LYONS POPLINS
—

ELEGANT

IN-

CLOTH

fl3F*"Plensc call and net

ARMY AND NAVY COURSE.

EASTMAN

Concert Committee of the Port,
land Army and Navy Union, thanking the public for
the liberal patronage of tbeir course of entertainments, beg to explain that the limited capacity of
City Hall will prevent any further sale of Course
tickets. Holders of Reserved Seats who have not
procured their course tickets can obtain the same
upon application to Messrs. Rnnd & Thornes, Ira C.
Stock bridge and llawes & Cragin or Mr. F. F, Hale
upon presentation of their Reserved Seat Coupon.
JOHN O. RICE, Chairman.
oc27sn3t

SILKS

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN 8TEA1REB8

SHADES.
our

Prices.

BROS,

The Lecture and

FOR
New Houses

on

on

bones, the first who spread
luxuriunt bed,
For man’s indulgence given;
Still, as I stretch each weary limb,
Peace to his

I cast a grateful thought on him,
And wish him rest in Heaven.
Yet he’s

al

Room,Sebago, Gas,

JAMES A. TENNEY.

Has

niuny,

who suppose*

au2__sntf

DENTIST

FRENCH LANGUAGE.

removed to

MARKET

a

every bed’s a bed of roses,
For idle’s the conjecture.
The bachelor’s from bliss debar’d,
And he finds Hymen’s rather hard,
Who hears a curtain lecture.
Would you avoid the noisome din
Of scolding wile and surely win
Her love for you forever,
Go buy a Walnut Chamber Set
At Merriman’s Store—now don’t forget,
And you’ll regret it never.

the Premises.

12

JULES L.

SQTJAKJE.

JIORAZAUV,

OF

’^“SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
junl3
entf

PARIS,
Instrtuctor in French at the High
School.

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
REAI. ESTATE MORTOACE8.
All carefully selected in the west,
paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

‘J APPLETON BLOCK.

published in our Washington telegrams.—
Judge Clifford closes his address in these

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
G6

MIDDLE

words:

STREET.
sntf

WOOD’S, ESTEY’S and SMITITS
REED ORGANS.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars Ac
cordeons, Strings of the best quality, and all kinds of

Merchandise,

Wholesale
C. K. II AWES
7“ Middle St

Particular attention given to orders.

pe12___sn3m os
Notice.
Mrs. R. C. Springer will receive Diiptls in object
drawing and painting -at her room No. 12 Cahoon
Block.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

a»2__anti
SPECIAL NOTICE.
young man just entering into the ministry desires a call wherever there is a vacancy. He does not
look for a high salary, as much as he does to do the
work of our Heavenly Father. For further particuMINISTRY,
lars please address
Boston P. 0., Mass.
oo25snlw
A

__

Musical Instruments and
and Retail by

City of Havana_New York. .Havana.Oct 30

.Oct 31
City of New York.. New York. .Liverpool.
Washington.New York. .Stettin.Oct 31
Caspian.Quebec.Liverpool.. Nov 1
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool_Nov 1
..

Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Nov
City of Montreal... New York.. Liverpool_Nov
MoroCastle.New York..Havana.Nov
Atlas.New York .Jamaica.Nov
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool_Nov
Claribel.New York. .Pt au Prince. Nov
Granada. New York. .A spin wall_Nov

WyomiDg.New

York.

ocl8sn*3w

.Liverpool_Nov

1
1
4
4
4
5
5
5

The soft

A. I*ARSONS, M. Dm

INO

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 28
Wilmington.^ .New York. .Havana.Oct 28
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 29
Scotia. New York. .Liverpool.Oct 29

Hiuintnre

Almanac.[October 28.

Sun rises.6.29
Sun sets...4.58

Moon Bets.10.45 PM
watei. 4.00 PM

I Hijjb

NOTICE.
Eastern' and Maine Central Railroads.

The Pawenger Train* on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
GEO. BACHELDER,
Street.
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
aul5sntf
Portland, Aug. 11, 1873.

C. B. GREENLEAF,
Removed to his

TWO NIGHTS ONLY.
Friday

IN

used._

first class Apolbe-

Physicians’ Prethe dispensing of

medicines will be
oegfidfiw*

TAKE

NOTICE!
EZRA TOBIE’S Great
Auction Sale will be postponed to Thursday next,

FLAHERTY’S NEW

M^JRHSTE

NEWS.

d2t

_Jpg

Wanted.
more energetic and reliable
our goods; one for “York”
“Androscoggiu” County, Apply at once

SALESMEN.—7iro
to introduce
and
for
men
one

enclose stamp for particulars. MJLLIKEN &
68 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
oc28eodtf

CO.,

Eost.

this city, Sunday Evening,
INwhite
dog with buff
“Tim.” Whoever will

Elegant Paintings and the new Comedy
“Irish Hearts in Their Satire Land.”
Jennie Kimball, John T. Kelly, and the entire
company will appear each Evening.
Doors open at 7 Curtain rises at 8 o’clock.
Admission 35cts. Reserved seats 50cta. Orchestra Chairs

75<d»._oc25d6t

Grand Sacred Concert
—AT—

CITY HALL.
SUNDAY EVENING, Nov.

can

SAFE

bo found
oc28d3t

8100,000

ADDRESS BOX 1924.
G

Wanted.
young mau. Several years* experience in the Grocery business. Not afraid
of work. Address, “G. D.,” this office.
oct28-3t*
a

Druggists

and

at the

of

car-

A

W.

GILKEV,
Corner of Congress *nd Preble Streets,
name

and

style of

Monday. Oet. ‘AT.
ARRIVED.
Sch B J Willard, Woodbury, Plnladelphia-coal to
W L Billings.
Sch Ethan Allen, Blake. Philadelphia.
Sch Detmont, Bunker, New York—coal to Randall
& McAllister.
Sch Majestic, Dodge, Boston, to load for New York
Sch Mariel, Anderson, Boston.
Sch Cuba, (Br) Baldwin, Boston.
Sch Day Star. (Br) Davidson, Hall’s Harbor, NS—
wood lor a market.
Sch Jane, (Br) Clark, Musquash, NB—100,000 feet
lumber to J D Lord.
Sch Ben Bolt, (Br) Drake, St George, NB—boaids
and laths to J D Lord.
Sch J V Troop, (Br) Fash. Port George, NB—wood
for a market.
Sch John G Hall, (Br)-, Nova Scotia—wood to
order.
Sch Oliver Dyer, Falker, Saco for Philadelphia.
Sch Ella, Humphrey, Saco lor Bath.
Sch Col Eddy. McBean. Saco for Bath.
Sch Coral, Colson, Calais for Beverly.
BELOW—A deep Br brig, from Nova Scotia.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry
Fox.
Sch Game

Cock, Robbins, and Rowcna, Guptill,
Calais—Nath 1 Blake.
Sch Willis Putnam, Noble, Calais—Nathl Blake.
Sch Kate C Rankin, Hall, Rockland, to load for
New York—Orlando Nickerson.
Launchei>—At
& Co.

Harringtou

20th, from the yard of
of 190 tons, named Acara,
of Indian River.
t0?<;»c<?2\inau,?<S
J M Wiswell & Co have a double deck vessel of 460
tons, and Master Knight has a schooner of 125
tons,
ready to launch.
Moses Nash

sebr

a

J?y CaPt Chandlef

first class security, as good as the best.
chance for Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

II. M. PAYSOY & CO.,
PORTLAND.

Fall and Winter

24111

8lliD Three Brothers,

Vanderbilt) Cummings, for

Liv-

erpool with 4300 tons wheat, valued at $199,000, the
largest cargo ever shipped.
Liverpool.
qaWAtivThA!HA®8tria' Delano,
24th, 6ch Annie C Cook, Cook,

Waldobor?*^*Cld

S5» 8^P Colorado, Ingraham. Philadelphia.

Cld 29th, sch M C Hart, Rawley, Philadelphia.

is

HATS

&

oc25d3w

Music for

prepared

Balls,

to

Private

Parties,

and

on

L. WISWELL, No. 3 Free
number of pieces furnished.

Street Block.

on

S.

brown

Taxes.

will
October

v*

ftW.inHaK,
23. 1S«3.

U.

1,

—

1873, under a
Discount of Fire per
cent.,
expaire at close of business on the 31st. * of

p
Portland.
Oct.

EASTMAN &

CUTTS%

Hotel

BAKED

is hereby given that the time allowed by
NOTICE
City ordinance lor the voluntary navmcnt of
for

taxes

found at

Building.

BEANS

Any

oc21dtfJ. W. RAYMOND, Prompter.

Discount

BONNETS!
choice stock of

___dt»_

All orders promptly attended to by applying to
i. W. RAViROND, No, 54 Lincoln St.,
or

a

to be

No.

all occasions where mnsic Is required.

Styles

MILLINERY GOODS,

furnish

Assemblies, Levees,

dtt

—OF—

and

Treas, ami Collector.
oc24d7t

ASD

—

bread.

Be readv for your Hot Baked
Beans and Brovrn Bread when you
hear W. C. COBB’S Bells coming
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
five and seven o’clock.
oclO
_

MISS AUGUSTA F. WALKER
HAVING RETURNED
To this City, is
ready to receive
orders for Family DRESS HAUING, and ran be found at
120 Brackett, Cor. Carlton Sit.
oc23

*lw

DRIED APPLES.

domestic ports.
c1

Portland, Oct. 10, 1873.

BONDS

strictly

rare

ocl

Apothecaries

day formed under the firm

LEWISTON.

C 3G IN' T.

33 EXCHANGE STREET

old stand of

CHARLES

Pffi R

Tho Bonds are payable In 20 and 40
years aud redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.
A

NOTICE !
COPARTNERS TUP for the purpose
on the business of

OF

CITF

3t

A rying

SECURITY.

The Kubftcribera offer for Hale

oc28

SITUATION

INVESTMENT.

HOME

Drug Clerk Wanted.

by

BY

26th,

ett street or give information where, he
shall be suitably rewarded.

has been this

2d.

JIB*. C. K. H A WES, Soprano,
MINst AvrvlF I.FAVITT, Mourano.
HISS Al.lt H CAItl.F. Commit.,
BINS CKAFY FM4.VDLKH, Contralto,
GEO. A. TIIBMAS, Rm..,
BISS CHA5DI.ER, Arrompnni.t.
Admission 25 cents; Reserved -cats 35 cents. Sale
of seats to commence at Hawes’ Music Store, 77 Middle Street, Tuesday morning, Oct.28th. Doors
open
at ft}. Concert to commence at 8 o’clock.
oc27dtw

Oct.
a small
ears—answers to the name ol
return hum to No. 142 Brack-

Raymond’s Quadrille Band

PORT OF PORTLAND.

OF IRELAND.

ASSISTED

ocas

WITH

stormy, next fair CHANDLER’S BAND

day.

or

CONJUNCTION

MIRROR

MEDICISES, DRUGS, CHEMICALS,
Toilet and Fancy Articles,
a

Saturday Even’gs

Return and Farewell Visit of

PURE

to
scriptions. by day or night, in
which none but the most reliable

&

Oct. 31st, anil Xov. 1st.

Apothecary,

given

5t

NIIJSIC^II YLL.

new

found iu

the Drill

Jennie Kimball’s Comedy C’omp’y,

store,
Cor SPRING & BRACKETT STS.t
street
above the old stand,)
(One
Where may bo found a fresh aud complete stock ot

and everything usually
cary Store.
Particular attention

Dancing immediately after

w2‘._

FRED. F. Ill HAH fill & CO.

That

Emery Street, just finished with

scp25sntf

snd&wtf

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.

SALE.

the modern improvements; Bath
Si etc.

Apply

333 CONGRESS ST.. PORTLAND.
oc6

REMOVAL !

Dog:

In Bar Mills, Buxton, Oct. 16, Mrs. Mary, wife of
the late John Meserve, aged 86 years 6 months.
In Durham, Oct. 23, James Dingley, Jr., aged 38
years.
In BrMgton, Oct. 9, Lizzie E., eldest daughter of
Aaron Silvester, aged 19 years.
In Topsham, Oct. 21, Fanny Graves, aged 63 years.
In Freeport, Oct. 15, Alice Allen, aged 93 years and
3 mouths.

Admission tickets 50 cents; to be obtained a
Stork bridge's and at Whittier’s Drug Store.
Deserved seats (Froht Itow in Uallerv) 75cents;
for sale at Stockbrujge’8,
commencing 'Wednesday
J
morning.
Doors will be opened at 7; Drill to commence at 8.

and

Screw Steamship CHASE,
Capt. J. Bennett, will leave Portland every Saturday at 4 P. M.,
for HALIFAX, direct, making
connections with the Intercolonial
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow aud
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince I'dward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
C3T" RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.C0 P. M.
For freight and other information apply to «T B
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oet28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

PIED,

BARGAINS.

DECIDED

ROOM.

Respectfully informe the public that he has fitted
up a first-class Ladies Oyster Saloon at
3 0 9 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.,
UP STAIRS,
with private apartments for parties -the fittings and
furniture are new and superior to anything of
the kind in this city. Oysters In every variety, cooked in superior styles—also Ice-Croam served by

land.
In Yarmouth, Oot. 23, by Rev. S. S. Fletcher, John
F. Richmond of Portland and Miss Carrie Augusta,
daughter of Samuel Baker of Yarmouth
In Livermore Falls, Oct. 19, Ensign S. Goding and
Miss Josie A. Lane.
In North Vassalboro, Oct. 12, Andrew B. Jackson
of Vassalboro and Caddie Rhodes of Winslow.

“BANGOR SQUAD.”

The

and if
In tills city, Oct. 26, by Rev. C. B. Pitblado. Wm.
0. Randall and Miss Ida M. Sanford, both of Port-

—

one tkipper week.

Has

—

MUSIC Blf CHANDLER’S “CRACK SIX’*

connections to Prince Edward Island and ('ape Breton.

With

BY THE

TO

DIRECT !

a

Wilbor’a Cod Liver Oil and Lime.—The
friends of persons who ha re been restored from confirmed consumption by the use of this original preparation, and the grateful parties themselves, have,
by recommending it and acknowledging its wonderful efflcency, given the article a vast populotity in
New England. The Cod Liver Oil is in Ibis combination robbed of its
taste, and is rendered
duubly effective in
coupled with tbe lime,
which is itself a restorative principle, supplying
nature with just the agent and assistance required
to heal and reform the diseased lungs.
A. B. WilSold by all drugbor, Boston Mass., Is propietor.

LINE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

Pu? nonary

congh will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thhds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling someiimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 Collego place, New York.
For sale by Druggistsgenerally.
sept3sneodtf

gists.

—ALSO—

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

we

been

Since death was inevitable, the highest affection could scarcely desire a more
fitting departure from the scenes of earth, as lie had rounded
an arduous and useful
life with a period of
eight years of most delicate and important service as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
the nation, having accomplished a long, consistent and successful public career aud closed
it with the honorable exercise of the highest
attributes of the humau judgment,
P’fficulties at all times attend the responsibilities of the Chief Justice of this
court, but
It should be remembered
that the subject of
these remarks Was called to that
elevated station
curing the most stormy and angry period

STOCK

well shod? If not, go to

one

exhaustive war, which
the labor of a million of

READY

YOU

NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

For cold and wet weather,—that is, are your feet

Words ol Cheer.

was

entering upon an
not merely to stop

NOTICES.

—

taloons, which Lowell sold to his cousin, promtague with its “offices newly plastered, newly
ise tofurnishanimportautbitofevidence. They
countered,
newly
painted, newly papered,newly
were a light check much splashed with blood.
floor clothed, newly tabled, newly chaired>
after selling them, went to his tailor,
Lowell,
Business!
newly fitted up in every way.
and attempted to buy a new pair of the same
look at the green ledgers with red backs, like
The bad effect of this evidence is negstrong cricket balls beaten flat; the court pattern.
atived by the statement of D. W. Carvillc, who
letter
guides, directories, day books, almanacs,
says Lowell worked for me about three years
boxes, weighing machines for letters, rows of'
ago the 20th of last Juoe, in 1870. It was
fire buckets for dashing out a conflagration, in
about ten days after his wife was gone, as near
its first spark and saving the immense wealth
as I can remember. 1 was going to fix my barn,
in notes and bonds belonging to the Company;
and was taking down some timbers, when by
look at the iron safes, the clock, the office seal
some carelessness,
everything came down to—in its capacious self, security for anything.”
gether. Something, a timber or a bar, (Lowell
In gorgeousness of appointments, in lustre of
thought it was a bar.) hit Lowell, (the prisoner
carpeting, in richness of stained glass, the palin this easel, in the face, and hurt him badly in
aces
of your modern disciples of Midas who
the cheek, knocking him over.
He bled badly
personate the bulls and bears of this great
from the nose and face,and the blood ran down
human menagerie outvie the splendors of the
on his shirt, vest,
pants and boots, and even
fabled Anglo-Beugalce.
They buy and sell
get oh to his hat, which had fallen off his head
thousands of shares and millions of

ever, has been the building up of the school at
Kent’3 Hill, and the history of his connection
with this school would make a most entertain-

that the present trouble will

not extend

begun a
Eastero,

Johnson to come to Washington, attend to
his private business and go home again, instead of opening his valves with a serenade.
He can never be utilized for purposes ol ilto keep him
lumination, and it is just as well
“shut up” if possible.
We teel fully authorized to say that when
he will cause
Bill Allen is elected president
to be replacthe old copper statue of Jefferson
ed m front of the White House. Babcock has

50 Bbls. Dried Apples
—FOR SALE BY—

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,
ociedlw

9i» Commercial Street.

Butter and Cheese !
this day, Tubs of Butter. Platn and
New Buckwheat Flour. Mlchlwinter fruit bv the car load or singac Apples,
gle bbl. and Produce of all kinds.
9. P. BARBOUR,
Sago Cheese.
RECEIA'ED
nice

Ko. 133 Commercial St.

oc2t__11
Books

Cheaper than Ever.

stock In the State, and lowest prices.
All our real estate in Maine has been sold except
two small farms « bleb we will “almost give away.”
“Old Dim Colby** has postponed going to New Orleans till emnetime In December, as he p.efern “Jack
Front” to “Yellow Jack.” Call t*o< n, for most of
our bonk* will be ehlppedwmth b»Tore ”the old gentleman” goes. ALBERT COLBY & SONS, 119 ExoclfJdtf
change Street.

LARGEST

THE
TUESDAY

PRESS.

MORNING, OCT. 28, 1873.

PUE8M
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glcndenuing Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on ail trains that run out of
THE

the itv.
At Biddeford, of
Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdou.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
! At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebuuk. of C. E. Miiler.

AcIrerlifM'ineBta

Superintendents of the Sunday
the|district,{all of whom are invited

To-Day.

MEETING}.
Pursuant to the request of several citizens and a
« f the Joint
Special Committee of the City
Council to consider the subject of annexing a portion
of Cape Elizabeth to Portland, a public hearing is
vote

*

at

TUESDAY

HALL,

EVENING,

Oct.

28th,

AT » 1-a O’CLOCK,

WESCOTT,

Chairman of Joint Committee.
Pot Hand, Oct. 24,1873.
oc25d3t
HE^—Argus and Advertiser copy.
Uriel'

was

opened

from the Rev.

last evening by a
\V. B. Bartlett, which

followed bv prayer.and exhortations from
others.
The Couference will continue its session towas

morrow

and

Wednesday. The following is the
programmee^of the exercises: Organization of
the Conference at nine
Order of business found

o’clock this morning.
in

Discipline, 117, etc.,

61;
licenses;

examination of local preachers anil
discussion on “Missionary and church
extension work on Portland district,” Revs. D.
H. Hannaburg'.i, J. C. Perry.
page

At two o’clock p. m., “Revivals; the pastor’s
relation to revivals,” Revs. C. C. Mason, A. S,
Ladd; “The laymeu’s'relations to irevivals,” J.
F. Webster, S. R. Leavitt; “Methodism as an
aggressive movement,” Revs. S. F. Jones, C.
H. Zimmerman; “Shall we maintain our Methodist peculiarities?” Revs. D. B. Randall, C. B.

Pitblado.
In the evening

o’clock, “Who shall
go to college,” Prof. Rice of Middletown, Conn.;
“The church of the future,”Rev. J.H. Vincent,
DD., Secretary of the Sunday School Union of
the Methodist Episcopal church.
Wednesday forenoon, reports from pastors,
“Ministerial support,” Enoch Cousens, C. K.
Lunt, R. G. Harding; “The claims of general

bee;

at seven

beneficiaries,” Rev. S. F. Wetherby Dr. Vincent on “Sunday School

address

work.”

Wednesday

afternoon and evening, Sunday
School Institute, conducted by Dr. Vincent,
The |subjects for discussion will he opened
with fifteen minutes essays or addresses by the
brethren whose names are associated with them
iu the above programme, and followed by the
general discussion. Rev. I. Luce will preside
the meetings. Entertainment for friends
from abroad will bo furnished .by the Portland
churches.

Jottings.

People love.the sight of scrip yet.

Congress

Hail will to-night he made brilliant
with another of those glorious hops, i given by
the Y. M. lb A.
The Portland Packet Company are having a
plauk walk laid from Commercial street to the
Boston boats. With such walking as was experienced yesterday, it was a decided blessing.
The steamer Chase took 3000 barrels of flour
to Halifax, last S iturday.
During the lectures of the Army & Navy Un-

ion,

chairs and camp stools will not be allowed
on the lower floor of the hall.
The ^committee
have decided upon this course on account of the
dissatisfaction expressed by tbe public in the
past, of the. obstruction of the^aisles by seats
of that kind.

Lost axd Found.—A few weeks ago a br i l
wedding occurred in this city. A young
gentleman now in busiuess in Boston, though
formerly of this city, was united to one of our
Portland belles. The happy couple left at once
for Boston. About a week after the marriage,
the lady, whose father is one of the officers of
liant

the steamer John Brooks, plying between this
port and Boston, went down to the boat as she
lay at the wharf in that city, to see her father.
Busily engaged in pleasant conversation she
failed to note the flight of time, and the boat
put off for her trip east before she was aware
of it. Of course she became terribly excited on
discovering that she was sailing down Boston
harbor. She flew to the deck; she flew back to
the cabin; she found her father; her father
tried to find the captain, which, after a little
delay, he succeeded in doiug. Meanwhile the
boat was moving majestically down past island,
fort and reef, out into the broad bay.
When

captain learned the circumstances the boat
proceeded so far that he deemed it best to
continue on his course, especially as the lady’s

the

Yesterday

the town of Harpswell voted to
exempt from jaxation for a period of ten years
the Cumberland Bone Manufacturing Company. This company it will be remembered, is
composed largely of Portland merchants.
The tickets for the Army & Navy course of
lectures are now for sale at the usual places.
school is progressing finely. It will close with four assemblies.
The Haydus held a rehearsal last evening.

Raymond’s dancing

School Committee!
The regular monthly meeting of the school
In the abcommittee occurred last evening.
sence of the Secretary, Clarence Hale, Esq.,

chosen Secretary pro tem.
A communication from J. H. Coffin, reqnesting that bis sou incapacitated by weakness of
eyes,from study be allowed to sit in the scfcoolrcom|without studyiug,was referred to the committee in charge.
A communication was received from the
Mayor, announcing that the new school-house
on Vaughan street, was completed and ready to
be transferred to the committee. The communication was referred to the executive commitwas

tee.
The Committee on Fire Alarm reported an
arrangement for announcing omission of the
afternoon session on ^stormy days, on and after
November 1st.
On motion of Mr. Pullen,
Ordered, that the afternoon session of the
and primary schools be suspended
uring the continuance of the Teachers’ Institute to be held in this city in November, and
that the teachers be notified that they are ex
pccted to attend the afternoon session of the Institute.
Miss Katie B. Clark was elected assistant in

grammar

Park street grammar school for boys.
The cases of Octavia Isabella Sargent, Minnie Milliken and Annie Buzzell, asking to be
excused from attendance during a portion of
the daily session, on account of .sickness, were
referred to the respective sub-committees in

charge, with power.
Miss Laura S. Deering

elected assistant
in the Fourth grammar school for boys.
The action of the High School Committee in
temporarily employing Miss Carrie E. Gould,

and Miss Alice

was

Warren in the

High School,

Mr. Hale for the Executive Committee, rea contract with Godfrey Massey, and
Patrick Kirwan. Janitors of the High aud
North Schools respectively, providing for full
care, washing, sweeping and dusting of both
school buildings, “hich was approved.
On motion of Mr. Chapman, Rule 8 was suspended, aud the following order received a
passage under the suspension.
Ordered, That a text book of English literature be adopted for use in the High School of
this city; also, that Shaw’s Manual of English
Literature be the text <boolr so adopted, unless
the High School Committee, uoon farther in
vestigatiou, may find a work which in their
judgment may be bettor adapted for the wauts
of the school, in which case the High School
Committee is hereby authorized to substitute
said work for Shaw’s Manual, aud the work
thus substituted shall be considered adopted as
as a text book of the High School, without
further action npon the part of this Board.
Bills to the amount of 82,724.12 were presented by the Executive Committee, aud approved

by the Board.
On motion of Mr. Pallen,
Ordered, That the Executive Committee he
authorized to furnish a copy of Webster’s Dictionary to each school not now provided; ,also,
one copy for the Committee room.
On motion pf Mr. Blanchard.
Ordered, That the Executive Committee be,
and they are hereby instructed tofeuquire and
procure estimates of the cost of so remodeling
the High’ School building, as to give in the
basement story of the same, a school ball furnished with settees, of sufficient capacity to accommodate the whole number of pupils for
general exercises, the furnishing of rooms on
the same floor with chemical and philosophical
apparatus, and of dividing by glass partitions,
with movable slides, into four rooms each, tlie
two main rooms used by the High School, and
also that occupied by the Fourth Grammar
School—and of putting the Centre street school
house into suitable condition for occupancy by
the Fourth grammar school, including the furnishing of iron gates, by which the school'yard
may be completely enclosed, and of paving the
yard with bricks or cement, and report in details this Board at their earliest convenience.

Stobm.—Early yesterday morning a
heavy northeast storm, accompanied with a
high wind, set in. Before noon the wind changThe

We
ed to the south, and it rained in torrents.
hear of no accidents to shipping in our immediate vicinity, and it is quite probable that
of the apcoasting vessels had ample warning
A large
storm to seek a harbor.

proaching

the lower

roads

Sunday

and
arrived
The tide rose very high in our harresulted to the wharves.
bor but no a..’mogo
No
sea was running.
Outside a very heavy
on Boston or New
steamers left last night
were conYork route. In the city the awnings
in

um ire
an
siderably shattered by the wind,
on time
turned inside-out.
The trains arrived
and up to last night no w.asbout on any of the
The unusual
railroads had been reported.
qvantity of rain that has thus far fallen this
fall will eeplenish the reservoirs of the earth
with an abundant winter’s supply, and must be
very gratifying to the farmers.
as

An Episode.—Last Sunday forenoon at one
of the city churches, the usual time for beginning service arrived, and passed, and no clergyA good half hour was spent
man appeared.
by the audience in silent waiting and still no
minister. At this juncture a gentleman in the
audience got up and exclaimed, “Let us not sit
here any longer like a parcel of fools.” The
audience evidently endorsed his sentiment for

they dispersed

at once.

Commercial Street.—T ie following is an
abstract from tbe contract between the City of
Portland and tiie Atlantic and St. Lawrence
R. B.

Co.,

relative to

the

usejof

the track

on

Commertial street:
“And it is expressly understood and agreed
“between said parties, that the rights herein
“before granted and conveyed to said Railroad
“Compauy are subject to the provisions that
“said City of Portland retains, and at all times
“hereafter shall have the power to exercise
“the full right tu regulate the speed of trains
“passing over any and all parts of said twenty
“six feet between the termini aforesaid; and
“also to prohibit any train or trains from re“maining stationary at any crossing made by
“the intersection of |any other street, or any
“wharf with said new street; also to prohibit
“trains from remaining stationary iu any portion of said street, except for the purpose of
“loading or unloading, and in such case to tix
“the length of time such trains or any detach“ed

may remain for such

cars

purpose.”

Narrow Escapes.—As the 9.15 train on the
Boston & Maine Railroad from this city to Boston was entering the depot at North Andover,
on

in

Saturday, a man named Nichols, belonging
Lynn, 70 ^ears of age, while attempting to

get off the cars, fell under a car and barely escaped being crushed to death. The affair created considerable excitement.
The 9.15 train on the Eastern

urday,

came

near

ruuning

Railroad,

over

a

child who were attempting to cross
front of the engine at Somerville.

Satwoman and
the track in

A Suggestion.—Post office marks, if intended to be of any value, should be impressed in a

plain enough to indicate the post office
whence letters are sent, and the date of sending also. We have many times taken out letters so indistinctly stamped that it was difficult
if not impossible, for any one to decipher tho
date of the stamp, or the name of the office whence issued.
***
manner

Cadet Concert.—Friday evening the Portland Cadets are to give a promenade concert
aud blindfold drill in City Hall.
They will
also exercise in the various evolutions of drill
and manual of arms. [Music will be furnished
by Chandler’s “crack six” and all who enjoy
such occasions may be sure of a

good

time.

Adjourned Meeting.—On account of the
severe storm yesterday the Woman’s Missionary Society meeting was adjourned to Wednes.
day. The public address by the returned missionary, Rev. Mr. Bliss, will be given next Sun-

day evening.
A Social Visit.—Forest City Lodge I. O.
G. T. paid a social visit to George Lefavor, eaq.
Lodge Deputy,last evening aud were hospitably
entertained by Deputy Lafavor and his amiable wife.
Prismatic colors are as natural to ordinary
as
blood is to the human
frame,
but the “Diamond Lenses” which are manufactured from “minute, crystal pebbles” are entirely free from them. These lenses are the
product of fusion aud the greatest aid to deRemember the
fective sight yet introduced.

people

Diamond trade mark stamped on each pair,aud
For sale in
without which none are genuine.

only by

Portland

Messrs. J. A Merrill &

Co.,

jewellers.
First Class Fire Insurance can be secured at the agency of Messrs. Rollins, Loring &
Adams, No. 22 Exchange street, in leading
Insurance Companies
Forty Million Dollars.
are
surpassed in strength,
character and age by those of no other agency
in New England.
American and

English

liaviug assets of
Their companies

over

MISCELLANEOUS NOVICES

had

father was on board and could care for her.
That night a violent gale arose and the steamer
was obliged to put into Cape Ann for
safety,
where she remained throughout the next day.

lady, however, was not to be persuaded to
qnietly on board. Her agony of spirit
created such sympathy among the crew that

The

remain

of them venturered to put her ashore in a
small boat, which offer she gladly accepted.
After great peril the shore was reached, and

some

short time she was on her way to Boston,
where she soon met her somewhat puzzled and
troubled husband. The husband, too. had his
share of anxiety, for when the wife went to the
boat she thought to return in an hour, and took
in

a

the key to their room.
Going home, he found
the room locked and could get no answer to his
call. Naturally alarmed, he broke open the
door, but found no trace of his wife. He then
called upon the police and the city was searched far and near, but no wife. In his excitement
he telegraphed to the mother-in-law living in
this city, aud tilled that house with the consternation that the husband and wife out of their
home, were suffering. But “alls well that ends
well,” though the lady will hereafter leave a
note when she visits a steamer that is to sail.
The business of the Eastern & Maine Central line has increased so much as |to necessitate a great enlargement of the rolling stock
held here. To make! room for this the old depot site of the Maine Central has been cleared,
and it is hoped that any further use of Commercial street for the storage of cars, however
brief, can be avoided. The recent removal of
tracksjto accommodate Cape Elizabeth travel
has compelled the Eastern road to place its
the street in some numbers, to the
great regef of its managers and possibly to
some public inconvenience. It has even been,
found necessary to station cars beyond the
railroad bridge on account of the press for
If the overhead bridge to Brackett
room.
street had been retained in its old position,
from which it was removed against the protest

cars

on

of the railroad, both the community and the
railroad would have been saved much trouble.
*

A New Lecture
being made for a

Morgan, Watls,

Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Job

Wm. M.Marks.

Exchange St.

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jel4-dtf
That Horrid Tickling in the Throat
which produces a backing cough, is relieved at
once by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
Pike’s Toothacke Drops cure in one miuute.
oct 20-eodlw&wlt

BY TEIEBRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
The Storm.

Augusta, Oct. 27.—A southeast storm with
high winds, has prevailed heie since last midnight. The Kennebec is rising.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.
Celebration.

Nashua, Oct. 27.—The bi-centennial was a
success, and notwithstanding the storm there
was a large procession.
The oration was delivered by Hon. S. T. Worcester. There was a
fine dinner and toasts were replied to by Senator Wadleigh, ex-Govs. Smyth and Harrimau,
Marshal P. Wilder, Ben Perley Poore and othLetters were read from Secretary Richers.
ardson, Assistant Secretary Sawyer and others.
Criminal.

27.—Alexis A Yeaton
aud
Theo. H. Frost of Newcastle, were
found guilty of stealing a 81,000 bond from
Albert S. Dow of Rye, and were sentenced to
State prison for three years.
John Saunders of Newmarket, was to day
fined §50 dollars and cost for liquor selling.
Portsmouth, Oct

Course.—Arrangements

and brilliant course
of lectures the coming winter, to be given by
the India street Universalist Sunday School,
Among the names of well known lecturers
mentioned are Hou. I. Washburn, A. F. Lewis,
and
esq., Rev. C. B. Pitblado. Gov. Perbam
Rev. Dr. Chapiu. Tha course will contain two
concerts; one by Chandler's Baud, assisted by
are

F. T. Littlefield, merchant tailor, 151 Middle street, will sell his large stock of fall and
winter goods atcost, for the next 30 days. Call
early aud get the bargains.

MASSACHUSETTS.

approved.

ported

*'

meeting

sermon

at

The song of the street yesterday was, “Aye,
tear her tattered ensign down,” suggested by
looking a tit he Signal Service Sag.
Silver is beginning to circulate about jthe
streets freely, and merchants vote it a bore.

was

The

conference

for the purpose of bringing tbe subject before the
public for a free interchange of opinions.
Parties both in favor of and against the project are
cordially invited to be present and express their
views. Tlie citizens of Cape Elizabeth as well as
Portland are Invited to be present to listen to the
discussion of tbe subject.
GEORGE P.

Schools of
to

participate in the discussion of the various subjects to
be presented.

ANNEXATION

CITY

service of the First District Conference of the Methodist church of this
State, was held in the vestry of the Chestnut
street church.
The vestry was well filled, a
large number present being clergymen and their
wives.
Among the clergy were Campmeeting John
Allen, Rev. I. Luce, presiding elder of this district, Rev. E. Adams sf the Xew Hampshire
Conference, Rev. Mr. Mitchell of South Ber-

and

AUCTION COLUMN.
Real Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Schooner—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
M. L. D. C’8.—Arcana Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Oyster Room—T.S. Hatch.
State of Maine Advertiser—Edw. H. Adams & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Take Notice—Ezra Tobie.
Salesmen Wanted—Milliken & Co.
Dog Lost.
Wanted—Drug Clerk.
Removal—C. B. Greenlcaf.
Situation Wanted—ti. I).
Mail Line to Halifax and Nova
Scotia, Direct,
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
%
Merchant Tailor—F. T. Littlefield.

hereby announced

Conference.—Last

District

wick, Rev. John Cobb of Kennebunk, and Rev,
C. H, Zimmerman of Gorham.
The conference is composed of traveling and
local preachers, exhorters, district stewards

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Portland

evening the opeuing

new

Mrs. Hawes and

Miss Carle;

the other by the Portland Band, assisted by the
Amphion Club and Mrs. Hawes,
A. F. Lewis, esq., is a young man of extensive travel a nd fine culture. He made a splendid reputation last year with his famous lecture
on
osemile” and will prove a brilliant addition to the course.

The, Halifax Line.—The steamship Falmouth makes her last trip of the season to Halifax to-day We are glad to know that her last
summer’s business has been more successful
than any previous one.
Although the compa
ny suffered largely by the fire of Aug. 9th, in
which the Carlotta was lost, they are determined to keep up a good line between this port
and Halifax. The steamer “Picton,” belonging in Dominion waters, jhas been chartered to
with the
run on this line, and in connection
“Chase,” will form a semi-weekly line during
the winter. The Falmouth will be put on the

«

Interesting lnsnranrc Case.
Boston, Oct. 27.—In the Massachusetts Supreme Court to-day a case was commenced in
which Caroline Chickering sues the Globe Lite
Insurance Co. of New York, to recover §20,000
being amount of policy issued upon the life of
the late Thomas E. Chickering, husband of the
piaiutiff. The defence is that 'one of the premiums was Dot paid at the date stipulated in
the policy. .Mr. Osborn,agent of the Company,

testified that he had an account with Mr.
Chickering, who credited him with the amount
of the premium, and that he had assured Mr.
Chickering it would be all right. The point
raised by the defence is that the policy provided
that their agents could waive no forfeitures and
that the premiums were to be paid to agents
only on production of receipts signed by one of
the officers of the Company, that Mr. Osburn
had no authority to make an agreement outside the terms of the policy,and that the promise of Mr Osborn to make it right with the
Company would not be legal payment of the
premium. On these facts the case is to be reported to the full Bench for decision.
Tlic Storm*

The heavy rain which commenced early this
morning continued to-night with strong easterly wind.
Nomination.
Tlie Democrats of the 6th Middlesex Senatorial district to-day nominated E. H. Walton
for Senator.

NEW YORK.

Boston route for about two months, commenc-

ing

December

The Stokes

1st__

West Falmouth.—
The enterprising people of ,West Falmouth
have arranged for a course of six lectures to bo
given at the Baptist meeting house. The first

Trial.

Lecture Course at

lecture will be delivered by Gen. Chamberlain,
Tuesday evening November 4th, to be followed
one
each week, by lectures by Rev. Dr.
Balkam, Rev. G. W. Bicknell, Hon. Nelson
Dingley, Rev. A. K. P. Small and Rev. C. B.
Pitblado. The lectures will take place on Tuesday evenings except the last two which are on
Monday evenings. Tickets for the course SI.
SnipriNG Matters.—The new bark Celina
of the Lewis white line, has completed her
rigging and makes a very fine appeargnee. She
is

nearly

loaded end will sail for South America

in a few days.
The bavk Edmund Phiuney is loaded and
will sail for South America during the week if
the wind is fair.
The Annexation Meeting.—It is to be
that none of our citizens will fail to attend the meeting at City Hall to-night, to consider the proposed annexation of the village of
Cape Elizabeth to this cit.v. It is understood
that there will be an opportunity for a full expression of opinions on both sides. Do not for-

hoped

get the meeting.

_

Amusements.—Flaherty’s Mirror of Ireland
with ijrish comedy and songs, exhibits at Music
Hall Friday and Saturday evenings.
Mrs. G. 0. Howard appears as Topsey in
Uncle Tom’s Cabin at Music Hall this eventhere will be a full
ing, and without doubt
never seems to
house, for somehow that play
ire with the

public._

Personal.—State Senator, Wm H. Bounds,
of West Minot, is in town.
Harrison Hume, Esq., of Cherryfield, is at
Preble House
Hon E. Flint of Dover, ex-Secretary
State is at the United States Hotel.

Ithe

of

ARGUMENT OF MR. TREMAIN.
New York, Oct. 26.—The last witnesses called for the prosecution in the Stokes trial were
two stenographers, who took testimony on the
last (rial, J. F. Crosby and R. P. Corcoran.
Neither had on their notes the words “don’t
fire,” which Stokes swears this time he uttered,
when he met Fisk on the stairs; but Crosby being sliown the transcript of the first trial, ad
mitted that he found those words there.
Don Pnssos then read fifty-three propositions
which the defence request may be but to the
instructions to the jury as to the verdict which
might be legally rendered under different views
and beliefs arising from the evidence.
At half-past ten Mr. Tremain commenced
his address on behalf of the prisoner. His manner was very impressive.
He commenced with
groat solemnity.
Gradually he grew warmer
and at times he thundered out in passionals
tones, whim sometimes his voice was broken as
if iie were about to give way to sobbing.
At
the outset he commenced on the attempt made
by the representative of the Attorney General
to prejudice the prisouer by remarks made on
the omission of medical testimony at the last
trial. He briefly sketched the two former trials
and highly eulogized the Court of Appeals and
dotably Judge Grover for the opinions rendered
in traversing the last verdict. After referring
to the District Attorney, he turned his attention
to Assistant Attorney Russell, and made indignant reference to the assertion of that
gentleman, that the character of neither the deceased
nor the prisoner would bear
and
that
scrutiny,
the “strange woman” whose wiles did so much
mischief became the mistress of Stokes.
It was no part of the District
Attorney to
the prisioner by the assertion that he
prejudice
had improper intercourse with loose women.
It was a false accusation that his character
would not hear scrutiny, and when he took the
stand, if his general character was bad it was
in their power to prove it.
It was false.
He
took the stand like any other witness and
(brew down the gauntlet to them to search
through his ten years of life in this city and
his nineteen in Philadelphia, aud prove that
his testimony was not entitled to credit. Three
times he stood the firpy test, once under the
I influence of a public sentiment inflamed by
those damnable ex-parte accusations which

resounded through the streets more than 1800
years ago, “Crucify him.”
The counsel having commented on the manner of the district attorney
in examining the
witnesses and want of definiteness iu stating
the exact cause of death in the indictment,
said, “I shall now proceed to consider the question before you under four separate heads:—
First, did the prisoner inflict the mortal wound
with the pistol which he held in his hand of
which deceased died. Second, If he did, was
the act murder or could it he merely manslaughter in oue of lesser degrees; and in considering this I shall leave out of view the question as to whether Fisk had a pistol or not, and
shall ask you to consider it iu the light of evidence and wholly irrespective of the next two

points.
Third, If the prisoner killed Fisk,

was the

killing justifiable homicide.
Fourth. If he killed Fisk and the killiug was
not justifiable homicide, was the prisoner sane
or insane within the
meaning of the law
The physicians, Tripler and Fischer, did not
follow the course prescribed by Dr. Hood and
the deadly drug administered produced coma
and death. The jury cannot find that Fisk
died from a mortal wound inflicted by the prisoner.

remaine argueu that i'isn
liave died of the 9hock within nineteen hours
after exhibiting such intelligence for many
hours after the wouua was iutlicted.
The counsel went on to argue that a healthy
reaction had set in; the patieut was intelligent,
cheerful and even facetious. There was a
chauce of liis recovery. He was as strong as
an ox in his own words.
He might die of inflammation, but he did not. Did he die of the
shock or of the deadly drug and stupor it produced? He made his will, and the will indicates it must have beeu made according to instructions. “How.” he asked, “could the jury
And that Fisk died of the shock as the indictment alleges, when medical men, the highest
in their profession, fouud steiterous breathing
which indicated narcatic poisoning and the absence of shock?”
New ¥okk, Oct. 27.—After the reading of
the forty-five points which the defence desired
the Judge to charge the jury upou, all of which
were
in favor of the prisoner. Mr. Tremain
passed to a critical examination of the
He said he believed Thomas
testimony.
Hart to be a rotten, perjured witness, and as
black and damnable a liar as ever issued from
the pit of hell. He considered Jenny Turner a
truthfull witness and Pat Logan an honest
man, if he was discharged from the police. The
testimony of James Redmond, as well as that
of the prisoner and others, show that Stokes
was on the left side of the stairs and not on the
right as Hart testified, and the holes in Fisk’s
cloak prove this also, and yet it is on the testimony of this Hart that the prosecution rely to
hang the prisoner, and the counsel contended
that if Hart’s testimony is unreliable, away
goes other testimony to build up the miserable
theory of waylaying and premeditation. He
then-referred to the sudden appearance of Recorder Hackett as a witness as follows: “Another principal witness for the prosecution is
John Hackett, the principal criminal Judge of
the city. It was unfair to keep him back until
Saturday, when the case was to close, and it
was onlv by the most superhuman efforts that
they could get the witness Stobo in time to give
opposite testimony. Either Recorder Hackett
told his District Attorney before the case closed
or he did not.
If he did and he was not called
to testify, the government attached little importance to it. lftheydid.it was not fair to
hold upon them at the eleveuth hour, if lie
never told them before, wliatexcuse can he give
for not putting the prosecution in possession of
such important evidence?
mr.

coum

Heanight

nave

put

souie charitable

standing

construction upon seeing Stokes on tbe sidewalk and if he is unfit to he a magistrate, he
ought to follow tbe deeayiug ^viugs. Where is
Tweed who was at tbe Bed side of Fisk?
Where is Barrett that they asked the prisoner
so many questions?
Where are the judicial
officers whom Fisk could influence
as he
railroad a man to
that
he
could
boasted, Jso
States Prison?
They have all gone iu the
memorable and historic words of Jim Fisk
Where is
where the “woodbine twinetb.”
much
Mrs.
Benton, that we heard so
about.
There are some of them here hut at
the eleventh hour Recorder Hackett conies in
in etheir place to prop up tbe prosecution.
Every other theory having failed he comes to
send the prisoner to the gallows. When a man
comes after two years and two trials and gives
testimony in the manner that Mr. Hackett
does. I should be recreant to my duty as a
member of the American bar if I failed to
speak of him as the occasion demands.
When Mr. Tremain had only got through the
second general head the court adjourned.
The Traat Company and Lake Shore,
New York, Oct. 27.—The Times says—“Financially the Union Trust Company" is, we
fear, ruined beyond redemption. The creditors
will get, we hope, the whole of their money,
certainly the most of it, but the work for future use or usefulness is at an end.
The Lake
Shore road, as we have intimated, has more viIts
credit
was
tality
badly gambled with last
spring, and ruined in the house of its friends,
and we apprehend from what we hear on the
streets, was thus imperilled because the'late
president and his colleagues of the executive
management, favored the transfer of control to
other speculators.”
I,Rtcr about the Trust Company.
•1 p. m.—The various reports in regard to the
affairs between the Union Trust Company and
Lake Shore Railroad were freely discussed
again today. Upon application to the Union
TrnSt Co., this morning, the following statement was made by the counsel:
On Oct. 24, the Lake Shore road owed the
Union Trast Co., $1,809,979.32 which dcK was
adjusted by an order of the Supreme Court,
made and entered Oet. 25th and secured on
good security to the full amount and with
promissory notes of tbe Lake Shore Co.,in sums
varying from $45,000 and upwards, all beariog
The notes
interest at 7 per cent, per annum.
are in the process of
negotiation and realization and the receiver has assurances that the
Also
notes will probably be retired in 30 days.
more than one half of the subscriptions Deeded
to double the capital had been promised, and
finally that the company will probab.y be reorganized and reopened in a short time.
Another

Account.

In consequence of the contradictory minors
aud statements relative to the effort to effect a
settlement of the Union Trust Company’s loan
to the Lake Shore Railroad Company the agent
of the Associated Press calied this morning upon E. B. Wesley, receiver of the Trust Company, who authorizes him to say that the transaction lias been definitely closed; that on Saturday he obtained permission from Judge Fancher to accept the Lake Shore Company’s notes
secured by Commodore Vanderbilt with the
Harlem railroad stock at 90. He (Wesley,J^now
has the notes in his possession.
Wesley states as within his own knowledge,
that when Commodore Vanderbilt came into the
presidency of the Lake Shore Company, after
the death of Horace F. Clark, he found the
debt to the Trast Company amounting on the
24th inst., to the sura of $1,809,979, a debt of
which lie had previously ltuowu nothing, and
in the contraction of which, he had no personal
share; that this loan was made by the Trust
Company at 7 per C"nt. at a time when money
was very cheap, and lending at 44 to 5 per cent,
and that although Commodore Vanderbilt per
sonally, was not responsible for a dollar of it,
lie had, iu order to take care of the Lake Shore
interest on one hand, aud to keep the Union
Trust Company out of its difficulty on the other,put up Ins personal security as collateral for
railroad companies notes, which are drawu in
the following new and very stringent form.
New York. Oct. 24,1873.
-month after date, aud upou the return
of the collateral
security described below the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway Company promised to pay to its own order,
dollars, for value received, at the office of the treasurer of said compauy, in the
city of New York, with interest at the rate of
7 per cent, per annum, having deposited herewith as collateral security, with authority, the
holder hereof, to sell such security at the brokers board, or at public or at private sale, or
otherwise, at the option of such holder in the
non-performance of this promise without demand of payment.
The holder hereof may
purchase the whole or any part of such securities, discharged from any right of redemption,
retaining the claim for any deficiency against
the said company,and any surplus arising fro m
such is to he paid to said company in shares of
$50 each, of the capital stock of the New York
& Harlem Railroad Company—the said company reserves the right to pay the amount named
herein, at any time, upon giving tbe holders
hereof, ten days previous notice in writing, of
its intention so to do. The interest herein to
cease, and the collateral security upon payment
being made at the expiration of such notice.
—---

(Signed.)

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railway Company.
By E. D, Worcester, Acting Treasurer.
Ueltgion*.

£1,517,000.

Trial of n Thief.
Frank L. Taintor, the defaulting cashier of
the Atlantic National Bank, commenced in the
U. S. Circuit Court to day. Charles A. Meigs,
U. S, Bank Examiner, testified to finding a deficit of $400,001) in Taintor* s
accounts, and to
advisiug Taifltor’s arrest.
It is stated in the case of Taintor, the defaulting bank cashier of the Atlantic Bank,
by which $400,000 were lost, the defence will
be that the directors were fully aware and consented to Taintor’s speculating with the funds
of the bank.
Murder.
.Tames McMahon was arrested this afternoon
for killing Wm. Scanlon by stabbing him with
a cheese knife.
They had a dispute about 50
cents when Scanlon beat McMahon
The latter ran into a grocery store, stole a cheese
knife and stabbed Scanlon to the heart, he dying in two minutes.
be

Enid

hops,

Between

Eng-

land and America.
It is stated that nearly all the wire has been
and
constructed
contracts out for a new cable
between England and some point on Long Island. The capital is $1,000,000 and the directory embraces prominent American capitalists.
When laid the cable in this country will be
connected with the wires of the Automatic
Telegraph Co.
Important to Shipper*.
In the case of Asa B. Richardson, vs. H.
Hathaway, by which the plaintiff was sued to
recover $2500 was concluded to day.
Richardson made advances to Hathaway on a consign-

The Iron Interest.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Oct. 27.—At a meeting of
furnace owuers Saturday at which
every furnace in this
vicinity was represented, it was
unanimously resolved that ou and after today a
reduction of 10 per cent, be made on all labor.
11 is-the opinion of most of those preseut that
it will be. very difficult to keep the furnaces in
blast and a further reduction will be necessary
to prevent entire suspensions.

which the former shipped to Livuofc realize to within the above
advances. The verdict was m
R*?bardson for the whole amount.
The case is regarded as of great importance
to shippers and commission merchants.
It
was made a test case for several others said to
be pending.
Various flatter*.

amouutof the

tarp?r

Hannali Itulaud, aged 100 years,
yesterday.
Joseph Arch and Arthur Clayton,

died here

representatives of the English National Agricultural
Cuion, have arrived from Canada.
Peake, Opdyke & Co., resumed business today. Fisk & Hatch expect to resume iu No-

Ohio Election.
Columbus, O., Oct. 27.—Allen’s net majority for Governor is 817. The net majority cf
Isaac N. Welch for State* Treasurer is 177.

vember.

E. A. Joues, father of the starving
family
found in the streets on Friday night, died iu
the hospital to-day. His widow and children
are still in a
precarious condition.
The gale and raiu storui ceased at sunset and
the skies have been clear siuce, with southwest
winds.
Arrived—Wyoming from Liverpool.
Prof. Fred Sherber, a music teacher of
Brooklyn, is missing since Saturday morning
when he left home to deposit a
money letter in
tue post-office. Fears are entertained that he
has met the same fate as Panorma.
Governor Dix has ordered that on the tirst of
December a referee shall hear the testimony
against District Attorney Britton for illegal action in his prosecution of Wm. F. G.
Shanks,
city editor of the New York Tribune.
The Stale Treasury Thief.
Alban r, Oct. 27,—In the Phelp’s case today
the State Treasurer testified that Phelps had no
authority to endorse anything and had no authority to deposit money with Sherwin & Co.,
and he had no
authority tojeudorse a draft payable to Charles Hudson as the draft before the
court was endorsed.
A telegram in Phelps* hand
writing addressed to Sherwin in New York were
produced aud
pending a discussion on a legal pomt, the court
adjourned till tomorrow.

Destructive Fire

FOKEIGN.
Ward.,
London, Oct. 27.—Rev. Dr. Parker of tlie
the
to
delegates
Evangelical Alliance at New
York, returned home and preached at Exeter
Hall last night
He spoke in the highest
terms of the institutions, resources and future
of the United States.
The Tichborne Trial.
In the Tichborne trial, the examination of
witnesses for the defense closed today.
The
court adjourned until Wednesday when the
heating of the testimony in the rehutal will be-

gin.

The

Jesuit, to Quit their Establishment*.

Rome, Oct. 27.—The Jesuits will quit their
establishments in Rome Nov. 2d. and nearly all
will go to private houses
The Father General
of the society proceeds to Belgium.
Domiuiou Parliament.

Ottawa, Oct. 27.—In the House of Commons
today the debate od the address to the Govenor

opened.

was

Mr. McKenzie moved that the conduct of the
ministry in the Pacific Railway affair was worthy of censure.
It is believed that the government will be
sustained on the first vote by a small majori-

ty-

It is said thnt Riel will not take bis seat.
Mtarine Disaster.
Halifax, Oct. 27.—Schooner tMaud, from
Haxifax for the Bay of St. George was totally
lost with all hands on the Isle of Himonti, N.
F.

Acres of Territory Destroyed

Tkc Business Portion ot the Town
Rnius.

in

ill I at OK

N. Y., Oct. 27.—A Are iu Conastola lastuigbt, which was quelled this morning
afterburning over six acres of territory, destroyed three hotels, thirty-two dwellings, and
between forty and fifty places of business and
offices. The fire was undoubtedly incendiary.
The business portion of the town was all deThe citizens
stroyed. except Beecher Block.
of Conastola held a meeting to-night, and passed resolutions inviting pecuniary aid of the
charitable everywhere, and appointing D. H.
Rosbach cashier of the Canostola Bank to receive contributions.
The tire at Conastola was first discovered
shortly after midnight in a barn iu the rear of
Beecher Block, aud adjoining the Eagle Hotel. It quickly communicated to the hotel aud
Spencer's manufactory of optical instruments
adjoining the post office. A strong southerly
wind prevailed, driving the tire northward. The
width of the track of fire was about half a
block. The flames swept everything up to the
canal. They then leaped over the canal and
travelling one block on the other side, made
the destruction complete. Thejstores destroyed
were mostly wooden, with an occasional brick

completed.

A plot to escape from the Rhode Island State
sou has been discovered.
The instigator has
een placed in irons.
The Harmony Mills at Cohoes, N. Y., whose
stoppage threw 5000 men out of employment,
will probably open in force next Monday.
The elections for municipal officers held Sunday in several places in France, resulted very
generally in the success of Republican candidates.
H. W. Burt & Co., brokers and bankers in
Buffalo, resumed Monday.
Ths President of the Chesapeake and Ohio
railroad says arrangements have been made for
the payment of the November Coupons, and he
thinks there is no longer any danger of foreclosure.
,,
Nothing has .yet been beard of the missing
steamer Ismarlie, now nearly a mouth out from
New York for Glasgow.
The internal revenue receipts yesterday were

Sri

$508,408.

A bale of cotton donated to the Memphis
sufferers, was sold for $2020 in Cincinnati, Mon-

building interspersed.

An engiue was sent from Onieda and the
Canastola engiue played on the fire, but the
violence of the gale in spite of a drenching
rain neutralized all efforts. Fually there being
nothing more to hum iu that direction the fire
was subdued.
Hours before the discovery of
this fire a barn belonging to the Central Railroad was burned
together with 100 tons of hay
and several ears. This was also an incendiary.
The total loss foots up $150,000 and the insurance is about $90,000.
The only hotel left is a temporary structure
erected on the site of the April fire.
All the
tires have been the work of inceneiaries.
The
inhabitants contemplate the appointment of a
committee
to
vigilance
preserve what is left
of the village,

day.

Joseph Arch will not make a tour of the
United States until another season.
He sails
for England soon.
A Madrid despatch says that the insurgent
vessels have plundered the merchant vessels of
20,000,000 reals off Valencia.
Ex-President Johnson and ex-Secretary McCulloch met at the Treasury Department yes
terday and had a loug conference about the
banking system of the country with Comptroller Knox.
The statement of the manager reduces the
total deficiency of the Hoboken Savings Bank
to $52,052.
A London despatch says that the banks
of the Continent have raised the rate of interest.
A Glasgow despatch says that the steamer
lsmailia, nearly a mouth out of New York has
not been beard from.
It is feared that she has
been lost.
The town of Wreatham, Mass.,celebrated its
bi centennial anniversary Monday.
Tlie trial of David Webster for the murder
of Pat Carroll is progressing in Jersey City.
A mother and her child were so badly burned
by the upsetting and oxplosiou of a kerosene
lamp ill Providence, R. X., Monday, that their
live s are despaired of.
AKobitszah.a Newark broker,has absconded
with a considerable amount of funds.
The Indianapolis city council appropriated
$2500 in aid of Memphis, Tuesday night.

Payment of Silver to Begin.
Washington, Oct. 27.—The Secretary of the
Treasury will issue an order to commence payments of silver at New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and other leading cities where
there are Assistant Treasurers or designated
depositories, lo-morrow. In no case will more
that 85 in silver be paid to one person, the balance of the check lining paid in greenbacks.
Secretary Richardson hopes to keep up the
pyaments of silver, which will be commenced
to-morrow, expressing the opinion that he will
he able to do so unless a run upon the Treasury
is made and silver takeu out for the purpose of
being hoarded. There is at present about half
a million dollars in silver coin in the
possession
of the government, which it is thought will last
some weeks, but the
will
still
be concoining
tinued, though not more rapidly than heretofore. There is an abundance of silver bars in
the country and the capacity of the mint is
sufficient for the coinage of about 315,000,000
per annum in silver without interfering with
other coinage.
The Secretary having been asked what become of all the silver in
the country before the
war. replied that most of
it had been melted
into plate, some been sent abroad, aud some is
now iu California.
With the exception of that
in California there is now but little silver coin
in the country not owned by government.
In order to prevent any rush for silver coin
the Secretary will, in the order directing the
payment of that coin, positively forbid that
more than $5 he paid to one person, no matter
what amount of money may he called for iu the
check.

FINANCIAL. AMD CONNERCIAL

nniancrs.

following are the Treasury balances today: Currency $3,135,715; special deposits of leThe

Foreign Import*.
MUSQUASH, NB. Schr Jane—100,000 ft lumber
to John D Lord.
HALL’S HAL Bolt. NS. Schr Dav Star—314 corns
*
wood, 25 doz eggs to order.
ST. GEORGE, NB. Schr Ben Bolt—90.000 feet
lumber, 220,000 laths to John D Lord.

gal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $12,000,000; coin $80,829,087, including
$27,634,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal
tenders $300,374,880.
Internal Revenue Receipts.
New York, Oct. 27.—A Washington special

says that the collections from internal revenue
for this month are $5,000,000, and $7,500,000 for
the corresponding period last month.
The
commissioner expects that the receipts for the
month will reach $0,500,000, which is $2,500,000 less than the total amount for last month.
The falling off in the receipts consequent upon
the panic is less than had been expected.
It is
probable that the commissioner will delay the
completion of his annual report until late in
November, in order to discover whether the
panic is likely to work a permanent decrease iu
iuterual revenue receipts.
Should such be the
result it is not improbable that some slight inof
crease
taxation may be recommended.
Ravine

Receipt* by Railroad*

Steamer Chesapeake, from New York.—126
boxes, 123 cases, 2u4 bills, and 21 pkgs merchandise;
34 bags,19 casks, 87 bbls. 167 bales, and 26 kegs merchandise; 40 boxes cheese, 25 do soap, 56 do tea, 175
do raisins, 103 bags shot, 13 rolls leather, 63 boxes tobacco, 23 libils glass ware, etc 23 kegs tamarinds, 25
boxes ink, 135 coses peaches, 25 kegs and 20 boxes of
soda. 133 Digs lead, 30 coils rope, 2 pianos, 1
Jersey
bull, 1 pony and carriage, 200 pkgs sundries.
For Canada—13 cases, 5 boxes, 34 bills and 3 casks
mdse, 81 bbls glass ware,2 hhds tobacco find 9 pianos,
50 cases tapioca, 43 coils tubes, 20 bbls plaster.

Hospitals.

It is expected that a bill will he introduced iu
the next Congress providing that hereafter all
government marine hospitals shall be built of
wood instead of stone.
The new plan is claimed to be more convenient aud healthy.
Gen.
But'er is understood to be committed to tills

policy.

and Ktcanboalt.

Grand Trunk Railroad—6 cars sundries. 1 do
shooks, 1 do ship knees, 4 do jictatoes, 3 do apples, 3
uo laths, 1 do clapboards, 1 do
tubing, 4 do flour, l do
oats. 1 do barley, 1 do com, l do bark, 1 do iron, 52 do
lumber, 1 do for Blddeford, 1 do for New York, I do
lor Boston, 20 do for St. John, NB, 44 do for Halifax,

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

_

Receipts

YELLOW FEVER.

of

ConHanr.es.

Bbls.

Holway

& Bobinson.. ..100
Hithawav & Wood ..100
W H Millikcn.300

Flour.

Consiane.es.
Bbls.
Howes,Hilton & Taibox.100
Shaw, Hammond &

Hopeful Indication* at Mcmpliin.
Memphis, Oct. 27.—From noon on Saturday
Carney.167
to noon on Sunday there were 2fi deaths from
Total.767
yellow fever, and from noon Sunday to uoon toGRAND TRTNK K. R
day there were 13 deaths from yellow’ fever,
showing a deeroase of 13 deaths in the yellow Butler,Josselyn & Son. 100 Norton & Chapman. 100
fever. Ice formed iu many places this morning I Marr & True.100 C B Dickey.285
and the prospect is more hopeful. A few ab- Curry & shand.100 Woodman & Latham. 100
Vaughan & Clarke. ...100 F Chipman.100
sentees are returning to the city. ,No new cases
G 11 Mauddil.100 F Todd..300
at the Howard Superintendency
are reported
to-day, and they are discharging.
Total.1385
Iu Texas.
Receipt* ot .Crain, Arc.
Denison, Oct. 27.—The yellow fever continEASTERN It. R.
ues unabated below
Corsicana, but there is no Consignees.
No. cars. Consignees.
No. cars.
unusual sickness north of that point.
Hodgdon & Soule,onions.2 Bean Brs, onions.1
At Montgomery.
Total.'..... 3
Montgomery, Oct. 27.—Niue cases of yellojv
GRAND TRUNK R. R.
fever are reported for the forty-eight hours.
Waldron & True, oats..I
There was a heavy rain this morning but the Kcnsell, Tabor & Co.
com..l
barley.1
weather is not cold.

\

Savannah,

Oct. 27.—A despatch says there
three new cases of yellow fever in Brainbridge to-dav.
Mobile, Oct. 27.—The were nineteen deaths
from yellow’ fever in this city since the disease
first appeared. There were no deaths
during
the last forty-eight hours.
Oct.
Tex.,
27.—One
fatal
case
Brownsville,
fever having occurred at Corpus
y«!low
Christi the authorities here have ordered a
quarantine between that city and the pla'ee.
United States cavalry have gone out to patrol
the roads aud prevent intercourse betweeu here
j
aud Corpus Christi.
were

30
Pacific Mail....
N. Y. Centra1 and Hudson River consolidated.... 84$
46
Erie.
Erie preferred..."
^3
Union Pacific stock.
The following were the quotations for Paciuc Rail
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.....£5
Union Pacific do. 70
Union Pacific land grants.65$
Union Pacific income bonds.....
49

Providence Print market.

Providence, Oct. 27.—Printing Cloths
and a little doing.

C B Dickey, 15 bbls oatmeal.

By

water

True & Co.

Total.3

conveyance 1,000 bush commeal toGeo W
Boston mock liiM.

(Sales at the Broker's Board, Oct. 27•.
Boston & Maine Railroad..
@114$
Portland. Saco& Portsmouth UK.123
—

IVew York Storknnd Tlonry TYnrkrt.
York. Oct. 27—Afomino.—Mon. y at 7 per
*°8$. I Sterling Exchange at.lOGf @

New

108$*

Bfomentic Tlnrkem.
New York. Oct. 27.—Evening—Cotton
$c lower:
sales 1602 bales; Middling uplands 152c.
Flour Is
scarcely so active, price still rule in buyers favor with
only a litnitod export and homo trade demand;
sales 10,900 bbls; Stale at 5 25(£7 00; Round Hoop
Ohio G 10 @ 7 75: Western 5 25 £ 7 65: Southern 6 20
% 11 90. Wheat is steady with a moderate export
and home trade demand; sales 112,000 bush
;also sales
of 25,000 bush of No 2 Chicago for the !a>t 20 davs in
Nov at 1 35$; 25,000 bush No 2 Milwaukee last ‘half
of Nov at 140$; No 1 Milwaukee Spring 1
40; No *>
Milwaukee Spring 137 £138; No 3 Milwaukee at
1 31 @ 1 324; iowa Spring 1 28 £ 1 35; White do 1
65;
Winter Red Western 1 4*; Mixed Winter 1 45; choice
Amber Michigan 1 55. Corn firmer; sales 95.000
bush;
steamer Mixed Western 5$$c; do sail 59$ £ 60c;Yel
low 59$ @ 60c. Oats dull; sales 41,000 bush; White
Western at 48 @ 50c; new Mixed Western afloat at
46 (£ 48c. Beet is quiet dull. Pork is in fair request
and a shade firmer; sales 1250 bbls; mess at 14 60 u
14 85. Lard is steady; steam at 7J (£ 7 l-16c; kettle
at 8c. Butter quiet; Ohio at
26c; State 26(£
31c. Whiskey i9 lower; Western free at 92c. Rice is
quiet; Carolina 8 (£ 9c. Sugar dull and heavy; Muscovado 7lc;r*‘flnlng7$ @ 7$c. Coffee
19$ (£ 20$e; Maracaibo 2t (£ 22$c; Java 23 @ 25c;' St
Domingo 19 £ I9$c; Rio at 19) 22$eGokL .Molasses dull; clayed 22 C£ 27c; New Orleans 60
£ 82c: Porto Rico 28 £ 55c; Muscovado 23 @ 35c.
Naval Stores
—Spirits Turpeutine firm at 42 (£ 42$c; Rosin steady
at 2 87$ for strained.
Petroleum is dull; crude 52 &
5$c; refined at 16$c. Tallow Is (lull.
Freights to Liverpool firm—Cotton per steamer Id;
Grain per sail 14 @ 14$d.

Salt Lake City, Oct. 27.—A sanguinary
fight occurred yesterday among a baud of Indians encamped ou the Jordan river, who bad
become maddened with liquor. Guns, knives
and

bludgeons were used. A charge of shot
went
through oue Indian’s brain, killing him
instantly. Several others were wounded. The
inhabitants in the vicinity are obliged to stand
guard

lies.
ing,

over

their houses to protect

Business (prospects

are

their famiencourag-

more

mGTEOKOLOttlt'AL.
PROBABILITIES FOR

NEXT
HOURS
THE

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal J
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Oct. 27, (7.30 P. AL))
For New Kuglaud
fresh and brisk southwesterly winds, possibly
with rain,
clearing away during the day. Cautionary siguals remain at Boston, Portland and
East port.
An Editor

murdered.

Cumberland, Md., Oct. 27.—John M. Besley, this afternoon, shot fatally Lloyd L. Clary
editor of the Daily Times
*

Foreign Exchange was dull and nominally steady
at 106§ @ 106$ for bankers sixty days sterling, and
168 for sight.
The custom receipts to-day were $191,000. Gold
was steady and declined from 108f @ 108$.
The rates
paid for carrying to-day were 5, 6, 7,1-16 and 1-32
The
per cent.; the final rate was 1-32 percent.
Asst. Treasurer to-day paid out $768,000 on account
of interest and $18,000 in redemption of 5 20 bonds.
The day’s business at the Gold Exchange Bank
was as follows:—Gold balances, $1,094,765; currency
balances, $1,191,886; gross clearances $21,998,000.
State stock were weak. Governments closed dull
at the lowest quotations of the day. Stocks o|»eued
heavy, but there was a sharp rally of$ @ 1$ per cent,
with

some

activity,

but after 1 o’clock

the

market

weakened and prices became irregular and lower,
closing, however, with a slight recovery from the
bottom prices. The major portion of the transactions
were iu

the Vanderbilt shares, the rest of the list be-

ing somewhat neglected. Lake Shore opened at 60$,
sold up to 62$, and closed at Gif @ 61$; New York
Central opened at 85$, sold up to 86$, and closed at
84$ @ 84$; Western Union opened at 50$, sold up to
52§, and closed at 51 @ 51$.
The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupouG’s, 1881,.113
United States 5-20’s 1862.107$
United States 5-20’s 1864.108
United States 5-20’» 1863, old. .. 109
United States 5-2o’s 1865, new,.mg
United States 5-20’s 1867,.

United States 5*20*8 1868,....
United States 5’s, new...

.113*

STATE
CCMBEBLAND.

food

barley.
Shipments -9,000 obis flour, 51,000 bush wheat, 343,-

000 hush

000 bush
000 bash

corn, 73.000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 74,barley, 0000 hogs.
Cincinnati, Oct. 27.—Pork—jobbing sales at 13 00,
stock light. Lard steady; stc>ain, buyers, 7$f'«?7ic;
on spot or scllt-r Nov no offerings; keiile
7$ ^ 7 }c.—
Bulk Meats—sales of shoulders nominal at 6} a. 7c;
clear rib sides at 5$ (g! 5}c; clear sides quiet at 5 65 «
5 75percwt. Bacon steady; shoulders at 7$c; clear
rib sides atftfc; clear sides 6}@7e.
Jsugar cured
hams dull at 10 :<£ lie for old and ll$e for new. Whiskey firmer at 88c.
j
xOLBno. Oct. 27. Flour is dull and unchanged.—
Wheat is dull and lower; sales of Amber Michigan at
1 32 seller Nov; do Dec at 38; No 1 Red 1 39 cash;
1 39$ seller Nov; 1 36 do Dec. Corn dull and lower;
high Mixed at 41$c cash; seller Nov 41} @ 42c; seller
Dec 44 @ 44$c; low Mixed at 39} (£g 40c. Outs are dull
to

declining;
Freights dull

No 2 at 36c.
uud unchanged—to

Oswego 7 @7$.

Buffalo at 3$ @ 4;

Receipt*—1,000

bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat,
bush coin, 13,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat,
tush coru, 0,000 bush oats.

38,000
17,000

Milwaukee, Oct. 27.—Flour quiet and weak;extra
Spring at 5 70 (a) 6 25. Wheat is steady; No 1 at 1 08$;
No 2 at 1051 cash; 1 U4$ seller for Nov. Oats are firm

aud in fair demand at 37c for No 2. Corn steadv at
41c tor No 2 Mixed. Rvo is steady; No 1 at 6C$c.—
Bailey—No 2 Spring at 1 36.
Lake Freight*—wheat to Buffalo 7c; Wheat to Oswego

12$.

Receipts—6000 bblsSflour, 1GG,000 bush wheat.
Shipments 13,000 Lbls flour, 110,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Oct. 27.—Flour is dull and unchanged at
7 25 @ 8 00. Wheat steady; extra at I
441;No 1 White
1 39 @ 1 42; Amber Michigan at 1 341.
Corn is in
good demand at 46$ @ 47c for Yel.ow.' Oats in good
demand at 34$c.
Freights—to Oswego 8$.
Receipts—0,000 bids flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 5,000
bush corn, 4,000 bush outs.
Sbipments-0,000 bbls fleur, 2,000 bush wheat, 000,000 bush corn. 0,000 bush oats.
Charleston. Oct. 27.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands at 14} @ 14}c.
Savannah, Oct. 27.-Cotton quiet; Middling unlands 15c.

Mobile, Oct. 27.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
15$c.
Orleans, Oct. 27.—Cotton irregular; Middling uplands 16$c.

at

New

European Markets.

personal

London, Oct. 28—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92| @
for money and 92} for account.
American securities— U. S. 5-20s, 1865. old, 93}; do
1867, 96}; C. S. 10-40s, 91$; new 3s 91. Erie Railway
39§.
Liverpool, Oct. 27—1.00 P. M.—Cotton steady;
Middling uplands 9 @ 94d; do Orleans 9$ (5} 9}d ;sales
12,000 bales, including 1000 for speculation and export.
London, Cct. 27— 5.00 P. M.—Consols at 92$ @ 92}
for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 18C3, old, 931; do
1867, 96^; new 5s at 91.
Erie Railway 39$. There
is a scarcity of Erie shares in the stock market.

FreigbM.
Charleston, Oct. 24.—Freights—Cotton to idversteam
direct,
at |d on uplands;
pool,
via New
York, sail, 3<i on uplands; IJd on sea Islands. Coastwise—to New York, by steam. |c on
$175
uplands;
V tee on Rice; 60c *> bbl on Resin. To Boston, by
lb on uplands; $2 no
steam, Jc
tierce on Rice.
To Providence by si earn, via New
York, 3c on upland Cotton. To Philadelphia, by steam,
fc on Uj»lands; $1 75 on Rice; 6ftc D bbl on^Resin; $1 on Spirits. Through bills of lading giveu to Boston, Providence and the New England cities on this route, and

dispatch guaranteed. To Baltimore, by steam, icon
Uplands. We quote: To Boston, Timber $14 » M;
resawed stuff $12; Phosphates $5 50. To New
York,
Timber $13. resawed $10 50, &5c on Resin, 90c on Spirits.
To Philadelphia, $12 @ 12 50, resawed
Phosphates $4 trom city; from landings on Ashley
river $4 50 and towages. Sound ports—New Haven,
Timber $13 50, re-snwed $11. Providence $13 50,
Boards $11.
There is also a great demand for tonnage from Bull River, S. C., on rock. To Philadelphia $4 50; to Baltimore $4 25; to Wood’s Hole $550;
to Boston $6 00: to Green point, L. I., $5 50. Colton
quotations by sail, coastwise nominal; none going.

§10,

NOTICES.

all Fcrneu* infrr<*led in the
hereinafter named:

Entntct

Court of Probate held at Portland within
and for the County of Cumberland on tbv third
Tuesday of October, in the year ol our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-three, the
following matters
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday o! November next, at tea of tbo clock iu the forenoon, and
be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.

GEORGE W. CARLETON, late of Brunswick,
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate, presented by Ainberet Whitmore, Administrator.
HARVEY McMANUS, late of Brunswick, deceasPetition that John H. Marshall may be appointed Administrator, prej-ented by Dorcas McI Manus, widow of sa*d deceased.
EDWARD PREBLE, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
First, account presented foe allowance, by Charles
Humph* ey, Administrator*
ELBRIDGF THOITS, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
First ac mint presented for allowance,
l>y
Charles Humphrey, Administrator.
WILLIAM II. THOITS & AL. minor children and
heirs or Elbridge Tlioits, late of Yarmouth, deceased,
i’etition for license to sell and convey real es.atc,
presented by Mary H. Tin-its, Guardian.
REUBEN ELDER, late of Gorham, deceased. Petition for licen sc to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Benjamin F. Whitney, Administrator.
HENRY MOUNTFORT, late of Falmouth, deceased. Second accouul presented for allowance
by
ed.

George

Mount ore, Jr., Executor.
GEORGE FROVT, late ol Westbrook, deceased.
Abstract of insolvency aud copy of original schedule
of real and personal estate, and petition that the
same may be tiled and recorded, presented
by Thomas Quinby, Administrator with the will annexed.

EMILY R. COLCORD, late of Portland, deceased.
petition for the probate thereof, presented.
Coleord, the Executor therein named.
LUCY ROWE, lato of Portland, deceased.
Petition that John W. Chase may be appointed Administrator, pre-ented by Lucy R. Thurston, eldest child
of sa.d deceased.
OLIVIA S. \ AUGHAN, late of
Portland, daceased. Fin u account presented for allow ance,
by
Byron D. Verrill, Administrator with the Will anWill and
John W.

ISAIAH VICKERY, late of Cape Elizabeth, deWill and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Walter B. Nutter, the Executor therein named.
LIZZIE D. REED & ALS., minor children and
heirs of Samuel B. Reed, Jaio of Bath, deceased.
Petition for license to seli and convey Real Estate,
presented by Elizabeth D. Read, Guardian.
REBECCA DAVIS, lato of Gorhnm, deceased
Petition that Joseph M. Plummer may be appointceased.

ed Administrator do bonis

non

with the Will

annex-

ed, presented by George D. Beck.
ISAI \II POPE & CO., of Windham. Isaiah Pope
one of the partners in said firm I aving deceased.
Petitiou for extension of time in which to present
claims to Commissioners of Insolvency, presented by
Isaiah P. Allen & als, creditors ol said firm.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest, WM. K. NEAL, Register.
w3w!4

MERCHANTS

and

By John Leemiug,
The

Hon. Hudson’s Buy Co’s

AHiflfFAi. i’ALLSALK OF

BUFFALO

ROBES!

rfUTE Sub cribcr has received instructions from
1 JAMES KISStTT. Esq., to sell by Aucdon at
WAREHOUSE Ot the HON. HUDSON’S
BAY COMPANY,

the NEW

Corner of St. Peter and Common

Streets, Montreal,
On

Wednesday,

Oct. 29th,

ABOUT

11,000

Buffalo

Robes!

atalogue* of which will be prepared as usual, and
will be ready on the 22ud mat, ami will be forwarded
by poBt to any part of the Dominion on application to
(

the

Subscriber.

Terms of sale will be the tame as
The Kobe* will be en view three

Sale.
Sale at
oc!4t27

shipments

Groceries, Crockery Ware, Ac.,

at
Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 29th, at 2( o’clock. •>
sliall sell at office a la ge stock of
Groceries,
Wooden Ware, C. C., Yellow and Rockfngh&m Stone,
Earthen and Glam Ware, Ac. Alao one B. W.
standup Desk, 3 show Cases, Scales, Measures, Butter Boxes, <£c.
F. O. BAILEY dc CO., Auctioneers.

ON

°c27

d3t

Schooner at Auction.
AATE ahall veil on Thursday, (Jet. 30th. at 3 P. ST.,
T T on south side of Berlin Mills
Wharf, the schooner Eliza Frances, with her
tackle, apparel and furniture. all in perfect order. She is about 42 ton. uo asureme.it, will carry SO M lumber; 20 feet beam, Ik
feet dinft.
Sale positive and without reserve.
F. O. IMIUIV A CO , Anciioueere.

"g-S____td

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken ui>on himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

ASA LEIGHTON, late of Falmouth,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
HALE LEIGHTON. Adm’r
Falmouth, Oct. 7, 1873.
ccllw3*42*
8

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscrib-

appointed and

upon
v®1)
the *trust
of Administrator of the estate af
ELIZABETH H, ELDER late of Gorham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to saio
estate

are

y

takeu

him-

called uj»on to make payment to
FKREMAN HARDING Adm r.
Dw3w*
Oct.

Gorham,

21,1873,

_

real estate
AT AUCTION.
We shall sell on FRIDAY, Oct. ?lst, at 12 M.. the
two story Wooden House fco. 77
Washington street.
Ingood repair, Cue cellar and plenty of water.
Terms at sale.

BAILEY A CoM Auctioneer*.

F. O.
PC
__

>28_

(ltd

Administrator's

Sale oi Real Estate.
virtue of a License from Hon. John A. Waterman, Judge of Probate Court for Cumberland
County. I shall sell at public or private sale nnd convey so much of the Real Estate of George Frost, late
Westbrook, decoased. as will produce the sum of
2*
Ten .thousand and Eight, Hundred and
Fifty and 60100 Dollars, for the payment of his
just debts, legacies and expenses of sale and administration. Said
real estate is offered at private sale until
Friday, the
31st day of October. 1873, at 10 o'clock A.
M., when,
if not prevlouslv sold, if will be at
public sale on.the
premises near the new Gray roar! so-called, about one
mile from Allen’s Corneo. THOMAS OU1MBY,
Administrator with tire Will annexed.
F. O, BAILEY Ac CO.« Auctioneers.

BY

°c2l

7t

F. O. BAILEY Ac

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS
—AND—

Commission

Merchants !

O. BAILEY.

F.

C.

W. ALLKX.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a.M.
cc3dtf
Consignment s solU ited.
A BRA 91$ A 8RO..
r* nml CoromiMian
I?lrrrhant«»
give tbeir special attention to selliug Real Kstate,
Furniture and Merchandise of all kinds. Horses Carriages, «Src. Advances made on consign in outs. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning.
nications by mail promptly attended to

N. B.

Commu-

ABKA.UN A- BROTHER,
125 Federal St., under the U. S Hotel.
Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry.

Furniture, Clothing,

and all

apr23_

goods of

value.

drf

ShorilFs Salts

MAINE,

i

ClMBEItLAXD SS. f
rilAKEN on execution and will be sold at public
A auction on Tuesday the twenty-fifth day of November A. D. 1873, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon,

at the Sheriff’s office in Portland in *aid conrtv, all
the right in equity which ltozilla Pluisted. of West
brook in said
county, has or had on the twenty-first
day of June A. I). 1873, at lire o'clock in the afterthe
time of the attachment of the same
noon, being
on the original writ in the action on which said execution was obtained, to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate situated in the town of
Westbrook in said County of Cumberland, and bounded and described as follows, viz:—A ceitain lot of
land with the buildings thereon situated in W'estbrook in Saccarapna Village so called, in said
county
on the westerly side of the road
leading from Saccorappa Village to btroudwuter Falls, to wit: Beginning
on the westerly side of said road, at the northeasterly corner of the Canal landing; thence imining by
said road south six degrees east eleven rods; thenco
south eighty-seven degrees west right rods to said
Canal landing; thence north thirty-two decrees east
thiiteen and one half rods to tie tiist mentioned
bounds forming a triangle lot containing about one
quarter of an acre and
the same premises conveyed to said ltozilla Plaistcd by 1 lioch B. Cobb, by
Ills deed dated Oct. 18, A. D. I860 and recorded in
Cumberland Registry o! Deeds, Book 30*2. Page 555,
to which reference may be had for a more
particular
description of said property.
at Portland the UHh day of October, A. D.

Being

^Dated

_WM. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.
TEACHERS, ATTENTION !~~
fit HE regular annual lonelier*’ Institute f#r
A
the County of Cumberland will beheld
this year at

Portland. coiniiH'iit-ins; Nov. loth,
and ronliuiiing Firr Da,..
Teacher, will plcnrv present themselves lor enrol-

ment on MON PAY, at le o’clock A. M. Please
provide yourselves with Note Book,
Wilting Paper
Lead Pencils, Bible and ordinary Text Lookpeeling lire days' tanutt and tnlitantiaI work
School Committee* Supervisors and Agent* are respectfully invited to lie present slid parliciiiate in
the exercises of the Institute.
There will lie a Convention of the Town Commitand Supervisors in the County
Friday, Nov. 14th.
A cordial iiiv’tation is extended to nil in. erested
in
our Public Sehools to attend both the
Institute and

ex!

tees

Convention.
PltOF. F. A. ALLEN
|
PROF. W. .1. coin H ELL. I Condociora.
^ dKRLN
JOHNSON, Superintendent.
w"w43

TO FARMERS!
AI7E have

an

Elastic Soapstone Cement with which

v v
you can ycurndves repair your leaky roofa and
gut tern with but trifling co*t and trouble. Excellent to stop leaks about chimneys. The
only Cement that will adhere to lead; plenty of references.
Send for circular. Alt Cement warranted. Call and
examine.
Attend to the matter before snow comes.

J. N. McCoy & CO.,
28
006

Spring Street, Portland,

Me.
wlm

PRATT’S

ASTRAL

OIL

Absolutely safe. Perfectly odorless. Always unform. 11 uminating qualities superior to gas. 'Burns
In any lamp without danger of exploding or taken
; fire. Manufactured expressly to displace the use ct
velatjledanferou* oils, lis safety under ev»-ry possible test, and its perfect burning qualities, are proved by its continued use in over 300,00 fuiuilit s.
Millions of
have been sold and no accident
—directly or indirectly—lias ever occured from burning, storing or handling it.
The immense yearly loss to life and property, resulting from the use of cheap and dangerous oils in
the United States, is appalling.
The Insurance Companies and Fire Commissioners
throughout the country recominmd tho ASTRAL
as the best safegard when lamps are used.
Hr
circular.
For sale at retail by tlie trade generally, and at
wholesale
the proprietors, CHAo. PRATT & CO.
*
108 Fulton Street. New York.
au2Cw6m

gallons

Semi

by

PORTLAND
Safe

Deposit Vaults,

No. 97

to

PATRM-r Nina>pirvG tags:
Over Two Hundred Millions have been
used within the past ten years, without comof
loss
by Tag becoming detached. All Ex
plaint
pieses Co’s, use them.
Mold by Priuter* and Stntienrm cverywhfre.
sei8eo43m

I^TOIICE

heretofore.
day* before the

ELEVEN o’clock.
JOHN LKEMINO, Auctioneer.

Exchange Street.

DKNNI80N»8

self

des-

....

MANUFACTUR

ERS will best insure, their
their destinatin by using

,the following

ij';
XuLttTil,"1'1

^ii3t_

a

AT

estcr|y »tde ot Portland

'proMrtv

‘° ",l:
the Schooner
Sohou, of Bremen mJ.
eluding her '1 inkle Aol I”? °H nuasureuient, iuS»«».
Higgiug and Ground ruckle in
good,Kur,lUur'‘found.
condition, well
Dated at said Portland, this«<i.»

STATE OF

To

ron-

Amiioun

92$

PROBATE

"old, by

*° *^e highest
\J’i?nvwo?1n5' October
WEDNESDA?
tfnb.

.,',‘,'.’k

cribed

OTAINE.

~

t\ ’■cn/id

isquiet;Lagua\ra

Chicago, Oct. 2..—Flour quiet and unchanged;
to choice extra Spring at 5 00 a 6 00; superfine
00 @4 25. Wheat quiet, weak and lower; No 1
Spring at 1 09 @ 1 09$ regular; Northwestern No 2
Spring cash or regular 1 u7; Northwester seller Nov
at 1 02$; 1 04 seller Dec.; No 3 Spring at 98c; lejected 91c. Corn opened firm and closed dull and lower;
No 2 Mixed at 37 @ 37|c for ca*h, closing at. 37c bid;
37 J
37Jc for seller Nov; G8|c do Dec.; rejected at
33 @ 36$c; high Mixed 37$c. Oats dull and lower;
No 2 at 30|c cash or seller Nov; rejected 28 @ 28$c.—
Rye is unchanged and quiet: No 2 at, 62 <i 63c. Barley firm and in fair demand at 1 33 (g 1 34 for No 2
Fall; No3 Spring at 98 (gj 1 00. Provisions stoutly.
Pork—new at 12 00; 12 1*2$ @ 12 73 for old: seller for
Dec at 12 00; do Jan 12 25. Lard is sternly at 7^7$
cash; 7|c seller Feb. Bulk Meats unchanged. Bacon
quiet and unchanged. Green Meats steady; Hama
6}® 7c on spot; 7@7$c seller Dec, according to
weight. Whiskey Is quiet and weak at 90c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo at 7c;
Wheat to
Buffalo 6$ (<g 7.
Receipts—1,000 obit Hour, 146,000 bush wheat, 207,000 t ush corn, 99,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye. 35,-

OF

S3:

Iddiler ilwr. tor OI|
>.1.
1K3, at 3J
Pier iu Portland |„

18(£

$1,137,777.

Dfpivdntionn.

weak-

nexed.

New York. Oct. 27—Evening.— The situation in
Wall street fo-dav was marked by an unsettled feeling and lower range of values generally. At intervals some unfavorable rumors were afloat, but nothing of an excited character occurred. The money

Various matter*.
St, Lotjis, Oct. 27.—All the banks here re- j
samed currency payments to-day. Nothing un- market was irregular, being easy in the morning at
usual has occurred. There is no excitement 7 per cent, and at the close in the afternoon at 1-32 @
1-1G «>er cent, per diem. At the final close and when
and confidence seems restored.
The deposits
nearly all the bank accounts bad been made up
exceed the drafts.
money was ottered at 5 @ 6 per cent. Capitalists in
Preparations for the prize fight between Tom many cases carry over large balances dailv, bein^ inAllen and Ben Hogan, to take place to-mordifferent about lending freely. Discounts are
quiet
row, are about completed. The fight is to come and different grades of paper were quoted from 12 to
24 per cent.
The associated banks to-day gained
off at some point down the river. Allen left
j about $18,000 in legal tenders, and the
amount of
the city yesterday and Hogan to-day.
They these notes now reported is between
$11,000,000 ami
will be pffcked
up by the excursionists boat as
but the actual amount in banks is larger,
$12,000,000,
she goes down. Both are under bonds to keep
yilver bars is quoted from
3$ @ 4 per cent, premium,
the peace in Missouri. The governor of Illinois
and trade dollars at 10$ @ 12 per cent.
Greenbacks
has instructed the sheriffs of St. Clair and Madare
at
nominally
$ @ $ per cent, premium. The subison counties to
prevent the fight on Illinois treasury has paid out $250,000 coin on account of November interest to-day without rebate.
soil if
possible, and it is probable the battle
The following is the Clearing House statement
will take place some distance from the
city.— Currency
exchanges, $59,979,401; currency balances
Both men are said to bo in splendid condition.
$2,685,234; gold exchanges. $5,174,545; gold balances,
Indian

are

JOHN SAWYER, late of Casco, deceased.
First
and final account presented for ullowanc by Rebecca
and
Franklin
Executors.
Sawyer
Sawyer,

EASTERN RAILROAD.

AUCTION SALES.

-•

and

The £25,000 balance drawn from the Bank of
is for the United States.
The quarters at Fort Jefferson, Florida, were
damaged to the extent of $100,000 during the
late hurricane.
The Secretary of War will ho prepared to
award contracts for headstoues for the National Cemetries early next week.
There are nearly 100 vacancies in the classes
of cadet midshipmen at Aunapolis, not more
than 48 of those examined in September passing. They must be tilled before March 5th,
1874.
Trade is improving in New Orleans and a
better feeling prevails in financial circles.
Eight thousand troops will arrive in Cuba
from Spain during November.

Eugland, .Monday,

WASHINGTON.

irciwury

TEliEGRAtll.

The work of re-sounding Hampton Roads,
the Elizabeth river anti its estuaries, has been

Svracitse,

United States 30-40’s.,ex-coupons.
Currency 6*s.
.uiyl
The ioJlow'Uig were the closing quoiaimuM u
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 51

er

Kind

at Conastola.

v

The Episcopal Board of Missions held their
annual session here today.
The address was
by Bishop Smith, in which|he stated it was a
for more missionaries.
The annual
necessity
report shows the balance §35,000. Resolutions
were adopted that
be
Bishops
appointed for
new territories.
C'ourt-Mnrtinl.
The Military Court of Inquiry relative to the
removal of Col. Gibbons as Superintendent of
the army recruiting service commenced today.
After hearing the testimony relative to the
legal course to be pursued, the court adjourned
till tomorrow.
The Assay Office.
Ten thousand pounds in foreign gold has been
received at the assay office
The whole
to-day
amount received to date since October 6th, is

A New Cable to

of

ment

erpool, but did

•*»*

Vaulo at

from £ I «* to
per annum
MPKCIAL. DEPOSITS of
Mtocka.
and other vnlnnblea

received.
DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES of YAI»PF. RECEIYED ntrntrn
varying
rordiug to the niic of pnckngr *■»■«
nation.

COI.I.KCTIOX

an.l

BfcMITTAJVCK

lutermt anil Divideml. attended

•

to.

Robert A. Bird. Manager
vv43t!
oct24

WANTED.
Custom Coat, Pant & Vest Makers.
JOHN HOBEKTS,
w4w®t*

Rorhnoi, Mf.

P*r d»y! Agents wnnted! All cte*"*""'working
t1/•7“JKr pie,of cithern*n,yomu'or old. make m«».* nmej«|
work lor u* In tlieir spate memmls, or nil the tint*, than at mi\ thing
Pai tieulaia free. Atldr*** It. Sttmtun A Cu., Portland, M .lo«\

uu«.

up wlvr
PBIKTISli

cuteil at tills Office.
JOB

promptly

anil nos

me.

The Painted Cap.

LOCATED

even

see

AT

it

fay comes, seeking through the sedge,
Perhaps rhe king has signed the pledget
For, reddened with its brilliant stains,
Untasted, still, tbe cap remains,
The Aldine for November.
No

Proprietors.

—

BTJY THE GUDN'UIIN'B

Horning Glory Stove.
A

The

prietor.
Hotel, C.

Bath

SOLE AGENT FOR PORTLAND.

Fnrnaces, Ranges, Stoves &c.
in fine

Tin Ware

Assort-

ment.
DO SOT FORGET THE

PEACE!

Washington Street,

Mo. 3

COR. CONGRESS ST.

CO^

BOSTON LEAD
[Incorporated

J. H.Cliadwick &

^e29t8w

etor.
Tremont

Send for

BOLSTER HULLS.

Hancock Honse,—HI. Hancock, Prop.

International

Proprietor.

prietor*

Pure

Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry andground in oil
we warrant to be ntricily purr, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed
any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal iu the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine wituout it

liy

Phillips

&

Co.,

z to iuu

tutmiiAnu

Fowler’s Great

great improvement, it

Power,

etc.
are

selling from

Agents

wears

NAPLES'
Elm

15 to

oc2t!2w

ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown & Hilton, Proprietors.

ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean nouse, R. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard Honse, E. C. Staples, PropriOLD

Work
their
Law

etor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey & Co. Pro-

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
Hnbbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

FREESSffitJMES
Business
and

PHILLIPS.

Barden House,
Proprietors

ueiiuuiui

placed

sj-rT Organ.
in

“REINFORCED”

It is

a irn

culiarly

in

Proprietor.

Honse, India St. J. II. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress nnd Green St.
John P. Davis A Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

produced by

oj reeas
voiced, the

etor.
Preble

a

Proprietors.

Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.
Commercial House—JL. O. Sanborn & Co.,

Proptietors.

Krnftfiwnv.

N

V

uiZZ

“REINFORCED”

Shirt Bosom will wear as long as the body of the
shirr, thus saving the ti.ne and expense of a second
bosom to the

same

shirt.

“REINFORCED”

p/t"eV

makers, including WATERS’, at extremely lowpr tees for c ask ,or part cash,and

Shirt Bosom. On examination it will be sell evident
tb it it is tbo best Shirt Bos?m that can be made.

Dry Goods Dealers, send for a Price List and Circular, to the Manufacturers, BATES, ALDRICH &
SIBLEY. 63 Essex Street, Boston.
oc24eodlm
WXIII in

I'MIl

iMHIIilii

ill IMI'I

A—■IWIillK

lill II HI

w

Highest

Co.

LEWIS OLIVER & PHILLIPS.

READING BOLT AND NET WORKS.
W. GIFFORD &

Manufacturers

Co.,

of

decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
system, restores vigor to the debilitated,

It arrests
nervous

cleanse vitiated
and acts directly
a bottle.
JOHN

vesicle obstructions
blood,
on the Liver and Spleen.
Price $1
Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
removes

lery.
THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
WRINGER

IPronpectune*

rTA

are now ready
new books, viz:

A Y7

for our three
THE GILDED AGE, by
) Mark Twain & Chas. I). Warnek, illustrated by Augustus
IHoppin. EVER!' BODY’S
FRlKIVI>*
l,y JoSH BiLLLNsi
4 riT?\rrrc
iAvYEiJN JL
by Thomas Nast, ana
Joaquin Miller’s great work. LIFE AMONG
THE MODOCM. Nothing need be said about
these books. Every ody knows they will outsell all
others, and wise agents wall act according and apply
for territory at once to AMERICAN PUBLISHING
ocl4t4
CO., Harttord, Conn.

44 Broad Street,
Boston 71«...

Immenme Nueces* of Ditson & C’o.’* New
Collection of Organ Music, entitled

Organ at Home”

IT.for it contains
ular music of the

over

200 selections of the most pop-

waltzes, voluntaries, variations, transcription of the
best sacred airs, gems of Handel, Mozart, Schumann,
&c.; in fact, the best of all music from Beethoven's
Adagios to Strauss’D inibe Waltz. First edition
sold in 2 weeks after publication, and Fourth now
ready ! Price $2.50 Boards; $3 Cloth.
UNPAUALLED SUCCESS OF DITSONS & CO’S

GEMS OF STRAUSS.
which contains literally the gems of Strauss’ Waltzes.
Mazurkas, &c., and is to-day the most popular
mu.-ic book in America—over 20,000 copies having
Price

$2.50;

in

Cloth,$3,

GREATSALE OF

THE STANDARD.

The

d<Srw2w

__

Celebrated.

I

SIMPLEST,

Durable and Cheapest Damp
Use.

and

Work

of

carctnily executed

and at the Lowest Prices.

Wffl.

M.

HARKS,

within

or

MANAGER.

upon the

Notice to Owners of Lots in Evergreen Cemetery.
person owning lots in Evergreen Cemetery,
by calling at the Office ot the City Treasurerand paying the sum ot one dollar for each lot. will in-

Skin it is the best thing in the
world. ASK YOUR 1jRUG-

ANY

TAKE NO OTHER. o!4t4w

the best of care for the same by the Superintend
eut. for the current year; ai?d any person paying the
sum ot twenty-five dollars will secure tue care oi
their lots by the city for all time.
JAS. BAILEY, )
J. S. PALMER,
Trustees:
C*E* JOSE,
OOOS—Any Dogs found in the inclosure after his
date without the presence of master will be in
peril
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMERJ
C. E. JOSE.

CombSS'S"#!
Magic
colored liair
permanent
to

a

black

or

change any
brown and contains no poison. Trade supplied at
low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB CO., Springfield,
ocl4 f 4w
Mass.

J
)

Tourists will find a
1?T ADTH 4
X JuLrXt/XUil-.vcry pleasant location,- large
attendance and
courteous
first-class
table,
rooms,
reasonable prices, at the Riverside House. Address
ocl4t4w
A. F. Styles, Prop., Jacksonville, Fla.
or

my19dt/

CHAMPAGNE.

Genuine Waltham Watches Sent C. 0. D.

The best anil cheapest in the world an I the most
accurate. Illustrated price list and lowest rates sent
free. Address FULLER & CO., 28 Bond St., New
0cX4t4w
York.
“

JUST RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,

of

For

porter,

SAVE TIME AND MONEY J

Rates

OLD

W.

sale at No. 146 Exchange Street by the im-

ALL

is

trust of Admfnistrator de bonis non with Will annexed of the estate of
FREDERICK MERRiLL, late of Falmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken
upon himself that trust as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same, and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

_oc!8t4w

in

Thev neither Rust. Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metal or other wmden Pumps.
Made by accorate machinery, perfect iu all their parts, raising a large
amount of water with little labor; durable and reliable, they are acKnowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the est and the Cheapest Pump made. Send
or a circular.

ment to

BENJAMIN F. HALL. Adm’r,
de boois non, with Will annexed.
«cl6dlaw3w*l
Falmouth, Oct. 7, 1873.

hereby given,
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
Is

■

KENDALL 4 WIIITNEY,
General Agent for State ofMaine.

"e3riAwtf

I

that the subscriber has

himself

MARY A. MERRILL, late of Falmouth,
Wi the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the* law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment fro

at

the

D.

LITTLE

&

CO.;.

Procure Tickets by the

Boston, Albany
HOURS from

and

Niagara

CENTRAL

Louis, Omaha,
all

Points

and

Southwest*

or

the

via

Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.
The most Direct and Short Lines to Florida,

Charteston,

Surniinah and all Southern

Points.

Through tickets to New lfork, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington via the Stonington, Fall River and Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
all Rail Routes via Worcester and Springfield and
the Shore Lines.
Travellers who wish for RELIABLE information
desired to call at our office and procure Time
Our arrangements (as for the
are such as to enable us to afford
every facility, anu have no motive to deceive.
Tickets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
se30
dtf

Tables, Maps, &c.
past twelve years)

William Parker of the City of Portland m the County of Cumberland and State
of Maine on the twenty-fourth day of March A. D.
1873 by his mon gage deed of that date recorded in
the Cumberland Registry ot Deeds, Book 390 Page
22G, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a certain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate in the town of Cape Elizabeth in said
County of Cumberland and bounded as follows viz:
Beginning at the most South Western corner of
Thomas Rohert’s homestead lot, thence
running
south 44£ degrees west, ninety-nine rods
by land
which the said Parker sold to Silas Skillins to other
land owned by said Skillins; thence
south-easterly
by said Silas land to the Murry road thirty rods;
thence north 76 degrees cast by said road,
seventy
rods, to land sold by the said Parker sold to W, H.
Skillings; thence north 19 degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75J degrees east by said W. H. Skillins
land, eighty rods to the Long Creek road; thence
northerly by said road to Silas Skillins mill privilege; thence by said mill privilege to Thomas Roberts
land; thence westerly by said Roberts land to the
first bounds; containing fifty live acres more or less;
with authority in case of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction and
from the proceeds to pay the debt secured
thereby
and all expenses incurred in the collection of said
debt; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker'
This is to give notice that, said lot with the improvements thereon, will he sold at public auction on
said premises on the 10th day of
January A. D. 1874
at 11 o,clock in the forenoon lor the reason and
purpose aforesaid.
SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
Bv Bradbury & Bradbury,
oc7d3m
his Attvs.

WHEREAS

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, ParsoDsfieldr
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Passenger trains leave Portland daily, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sundays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.l5 A.

M., H3.15 P. M., t6.00 P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at ||8.00 A. M., +12.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
118.30 A. M, 112.30, t3.15. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at flO.00, ||10.35
A. M.; ||2.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.Q5 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
A.

ARRANGEMENT.

anrl after Monday, Sept.l5tb
will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommo—*-ndatmn train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M
Mall train 1.20 P. M. (stoi>ping at all stations to
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train lor
Quebec. Moutreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and wav
y stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec ami the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and
way
Stations 6.15 p. m.
On

?§?»5w«TralnB

AND

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Rates!

points

in the

Northwest, West and
J. C.

by
places West.
^Through rates given to South ana West.
^

Fine Passenger accommocatlons.
Fare including Berth and Meab to Norfolk $15,001
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time G5 hours.
For farther information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
june2tf
53 Central Wharf. Boston.

FOR BOSTON.

Southwest

FURNIVAL, Agt.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickand
stock,
est time of any route from Portland to the West
SI^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 m value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

BRYtlGES, Managing Director.

Local Suprentendent.
Portland, Sept. 12,1673.

tl

STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and

FOREST CITY,

WHARF, Portland,

FRANKLIN

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O’CLOCK

M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
days at 5 P. M. Fare #1.150.

Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iates.
Freight taken at low rates.
W. L. BILLINGS. Agent
J. B. COYLE JR., General Agent.mch30tf

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

and after 30th inst.. leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’clock, A. M„ for Bootlibay, Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for. Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received after One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of
Portland

Fragrance.
MURRAY
&

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate of all

perfumes,

for

use on

tne

HANDKERCHIEF,
AT TIIE TOILET,
AND IN TIIE BATH.
As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names ot
tll llKA V A I,A»i!lA5(, without v. hich none
in

genuine.

jyl

old

au8d23w

Dissolution of Partnership.
is hereby given that the firm of Scribner
& Andrews is hereby dissolved by mutual con-

NOT.CE
*tDt'

G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by either of the above parties.
au*ldtt
Otisfield. March 10th, 187 ?.

*

R.

io cts

Stamp and 10 gents to
C. H. BAKU & CO., Box 15*0, Bangor,M*.
a
mitt

Healthy, Economical

FURNACE

IRON

assured that itsuppllies

a

long felt want, that of

and Durable

our

perfectly

a

Heating Apparatus.

The many years that tie MACS EE FtJBNACEN have been in use, and the uniform satisfaction tho
have given, warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which the} are constructed, and by which th
fire is controlled, is the only

True method of Burning Coal with the Greatest Economy.
It has been discovered by actual experiment that Carbonic Acitl €«an will pass readily through Cast
Iron when heated to a certain temperature. To obviate this difficulty the I?lAC»EE FURNACE CO
have made a Furnace of Heavy Wrought Iron, raveled firmly together, after the manner o
a Steam Boiler, and we guarantee that no gas or dust can possibly escape into the air chamber.
WTe append the following interesting report of the School Board of the City of Chelsea concerning a testing
of the Iff A UJ EE FURNACE with those of other makes:
“Tlie Carter School House was originally furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was soon
found that the rooms could not be warmed with them. It seems the agreement was that n * money should
be paid till the furnaces were tested and satisfaction given. Satisfaction was never given, and when it was
to take the furnaces out it was discovered that the city had paid for them ami they must be a los
to the city. They were removed. Two new furnaces of Magee
Co. and two of another company were
then placed in the building. Magee preferred to Lave his placed on the north side of the building, where
had been most difficult to warm ti e building. Coal to tl.e amount of forty tons was placed on each side 0
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close of winter how the coal I ore the test. T1 e Magee furnace
w’ere run a week before and four days after the others, ami at the close it was found the other furnaces had
consumed all the real, and the Magee furnaces have six tons yet to the 1 credit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed ninety tons of coal; with the present furnaces but seventyfour tons, although last winter was by ftr the coldest one. The Prudential Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr.* Magee their thanks for the perfect satisfaction rendered by his 1urn aces where they are used
in the schools. This is considered u great triumph for the Magee .Company.”
During the past year we have set over MINT IT of these furnaces, and'weald refer all desiring the

proposed

BEST
in

APPARATUS

HEATING

the market to the following well known citizens of

our

city:

Hon. Wm. Dee ring, Hon. Bion Bradbury, Capt. John W. Peering, J. P. Baxter, Esq., Lewis Whitney,

Esq.,

Esq.,

Hiram Peirce.

Duran & Co.. Fred

Hale, Esq., H.

G. Beat ley,

Esq., J.

M.

Fifield, Esq., A.

A.

Strout, Esq., Wm. Hammond, Esq., John W. White. Esq., Dr. B. B. Fester, Capt. Henry x. Carter, F. Will
Libby, Esq., Cbas. F. Partridge, Esq., Geo. C. Hopkins, Esq., Gen. S. J. AndeisoD, Wm. Henry Anderson
Esq., Mannasseh Smith, Esq., Henry Dunn, Esq., Oiin Hooper, Esq., West ley Jones, Esq., Chas. F. Mouln, Esq., and many others.

A.

N.
12

NOYES

&

SON,

sel8d2m

STREET,

EXCHANGE

SOLE

AGENT

FOR

MAGEE

ALL

GOODS.

MEDICAL!

IVo

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance

one

half the rate of

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
Jn23-ly
MAIL

LINE

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,
connection* to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

HALIFAX DIRECT

Franconia, leaving hear

Co

LINE.

every

CONSUMPTION
which
be cured

by a
timely
ard preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever incan

resort to this stand-

Thursday,

is

cleanses

SETH W. TOWLE &
And bold
w

by Druggists and Dealers generally.
d&weowly

GOUT and RHEUMATISM
a

Englisn Medicine,

of Steamers!

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.
They require neither attention

any kind and are certain to
tacking any vital parts.

prevent

PREPARED

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WED-

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ny the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

PORTLAND.

Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
Oct 6,1873.
(
that the City Clerk ?ive notice to the
Portland Gas Company, the Portland Water
Company and all other persons, that any and all excavations to be made in any public street or wav
within the City limits, for purpose allaying Gas or
Water Mains, or making Connections with said
mains, or any public or private sewer, must be commenced on or before November 1st, 1873. and he
completed before the 15tb, of November 1873
Approved October 10, 1873.
A true copy.
H. I.
Attest,
ROBINSON, City Clerk.
In

and
nov2tt

^ehy'MfD^.Fruut

st-

niM^^

8.I<1 by nil Druggi.t. and Dealer, in
medicines.
PREPARED BY

DR.

II.

S.

FLINT & CO..
Medica Depot 195 and 191 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.
At their Great

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

W.F.Phillips*Co.

& J.W. Perkins*Co
an26_POBTIASD. eodAwi2w35

1

|

| Weather-strips
I
R PQR

SALE

J00&&S* ^4/PZ? ktV9\
AGENTS
MANUFACTURED BY
ft BOSTON.

BY

L_SjgOEgUCK_&_C^_NEWjrORK

or

13_

lm

$

eodlyr

l[OQTj,HERB

BITTERS,

THURSTON’S

Ivory Pearl Tootli
Price,

25

Powder

and 50 Cents per bottle,

Beautiful,

Soft,

Glossy

eodlyr

Hair,

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA Y HAVE IT

by constant

use

tf

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
no20

Price,J25 and

50

Cents per Bottle,

eodlyr

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Kid

Glove

will renovate them
bottle. All sold by

no20

aajSgyasmsg&a

few

Ba1liou«, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many paits of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Hitters
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters
just th
article they *tand in need of in th lr
declining years.
It quickens the blood and cliocrs the
and navea
mind,
the passage do*n the plane inclined.
Wo Onr ran remain Ion- unwell (unless nflilcte
with an Incurable disease,) after
taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.

ALL MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY

F.

^SttssTEsasasBr®!

a

prevalent among
Am rican ladies, yield
readily to this invaluable modem
the Quaker Bitters.

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

INODOROUS

velopfthe Y^L^ritVcif'p^'; SS£Z

by taking

so

sold by all Drnggists,

___

JOTTVEN’S

n*’

almost i variably cured
bottles of the Quaker Litters.

BY

<T xij -L’ T Y S B u JIG
IC ATAT.YSTNE WATER—The
Great Medicine of N atcre.
Indorsed by the Hiehest Merit
Restores Muwular Power to

Hysterica

confinement of
the disease at-

0011_d3w
Authorities.

and

much relieved.
Difficult Brenfhin«, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest

LONDON, ENGLAND,

ORDERED

cal

mediciue.

Bronchitis,Catarrh, Convulsions,
or

cured

PROUT & HARSANTi

bo20

Notice is hereby given that the following
order of the City Council will be Strictly
Enforced.

or

case

Neuralgia, Headache,
&c., eased immediately.
Rhcuiiuitism, Swelled Joints, and aH Scrofnlar
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved
by this invaluable

the

SONS, Boston, Mass.,

difficult

l%ervou* Difficulties,

lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.
PREPARED BY

case.

Pile*: one bottle has cured the most
when all other remedies failed.

Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and
Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, aud leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
and

obstinate

most

Croup, Whooping Cough,

AND

Clyde’s Iron Line

CITY OF

public,

resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure in the most severe
cases of Coughs,
Bronchitis,

loosens

once.

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches and all impnrtiea
Mood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following the directions on the bottle
F®r Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements it has no equal; one bottle will convince the
most sceptical.
Worms, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
oi the

sanctioned by the experience
of over forty -years. When

by the

PHILADELPHIA.

cared at

troduced for the relief and
of all Lung complaints,

excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in
THE
few d.ij s,
celebrated

PORTLAND

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria

ably cure the following complaints:—
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss of Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
DanHiiutle, Low Spirits, and• Sinking Sensation

cure

and is offered to the

side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W. A. Colby,
willleave Railroad wharf, PortViand, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
'M., (or on arrival of train leavat noon.)
new

Steamship

PISCES?!

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

Wharfage.

LAYMAN’S

FLORIDA WATER,

PLATE
*

Steamship Line.

PORTLAND BY

Imperishable

take pleasure in calling the attention of the public to

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

—

jySTWSu^i

we

—AND—

FOB LAOflBV C8E,

ers.

advertisement,

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.,
145 Commercial St.
apr24tl

fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers,
making this the mosi convenient and comfortable
route for traveler* between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Portland Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf
oc21dtf

BOSTON,'

annual

our

PHILADELPHIA

ULUE,

IN

PORTLAND, MAINE

“boston

P. M.
The

FOB SALE

CO.

April 23, 1873.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until further notice, run
as follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
1
Wharf
every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4

4 LIBERTY S$.,

this,

In

NEW

on

S K MI-WEEKLY

and

SQUARE,

&

The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Famham, Jr., Master, will

SEW ARRANGEMENT.

MARK.

BEOS

The Steamer

Maine

TRADE

MARKET

au4tf

same

KI^lP^Tickets and State Rooms for saL at No 74
Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various

Pictou, and steamers fox Prince Edward Island; alat New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
EF* RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
(^“Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return good
until Nov. Us—at reduced rates.
mar25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Aeent.

THE

C. J.
H. BAILEY.

THE SUPERIOR SEA-GO^

jw.

J£gING

so

To Canada, Detroi
Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Oninha,
Saginaw, At Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver. Hau Francisco,
and all

bama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
U

FOR

|

NUTTER
29

Steamships

Making close connections with the Noya Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and

Ir*assenger

Offices*
74 EXCHANGE ST.

of this

William Lawrence” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallelt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Fa. & Teun.
Air Line to all points in Firgmia, Tennessee, Ala-

ng Boston

CELEBRATED

—

Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

Steamships

--

:

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agents in the City for Barstow’s Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. C
Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

and

The

SMITH, GAGE & CO 92 Com’l St. J. TV. PERKINS & CO., 86 Com’l St., HOYT & FOGG, Pooksell-

TRAINS.

STUBBS, Agent.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK,

BACHFLDER,

tt

A. R.

DIRECT!

morning.
tAccommodation train
IlFast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
L, L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.

WINTER

o’clock P. M.
sen26ostc

With

Au-

and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New lork by one or
other of the routes from Bostou. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. M. t rain from Bostou arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples,
Bri lgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro n Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East
The 12.30 P. M. train from Bostou connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
clicked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rocklaud, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping car express rram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday

lor St. Andrews,
Eastport
and Houlton.

Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Wmd«*on, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediae, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and SumWrside, P. E. I.
C3T Freight received on days of sailiug until 4

Francisco, and
West, Northwest,

Or the Great

Passenger trains leave Portland
for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, anti with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Gonway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at, 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. MI
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham. Standish, and No.

Rockland,

days.

Connections made at

Robbiuston, Calais, Woodstock

San

are

ALTERATION

same

Line,

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,
Fort Wayne & Chicago Railways

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

OF

On and after Monday September
29th the SteamerNew York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steamier City of Portland,
Capt. S. H.
-‘Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

For Chicago. Milwaukee* Ml. Paul, St.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

gusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville apd Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter,Bangor, St. John
and Halifax at ||1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.15 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from

arrangement.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Great Western Railway

OTHER*.

Calais and St John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath,

fall

—AND—

ways iu advance of all other lines. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCcCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
ocl4
dly

M., t9.10

and St. John, Rigby,
Windsor and Halifax.

Falls.

BOSTON to CHICAGO, via

MICHIGAN

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely r.ew and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stoniiigton every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York al-

daily.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,
Tin

Ihis is Hip only Inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

Tickets sold at Red need

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon l.imself the

and now testily to lfs great, merits. Try it. Price
per bottle 25 cents. REUBEN HOYT, Prop’r, 203
Greenwich St.. N. Y.

tJ4w

OF

.Lowest

UNION TICKET OFFICE OF

YORK,

3m

aug9_

dkj^Arjj^I^WirMio^greas^rstain^ivHorthe
NOTICE
RlIeH^TiTS^Trever^TinuTv^^WousanfJ^wa!!

eie>

AHEAD

the

ns

No. 4=9 1-2 Exchange Stretet.

STOAIiYGTOY 1.1 AE J
NEW

Low

as

Only 35

FRANCE,

II. PEYRET.

Rheiimatinm, Neuralgia, Nprainn,

Bruises, Pains, ntrninn. Siiff Joints. Hwellinss. Inflammations, Bunions, Catarrh,

•CIS

Freight

All Trains stop at Exeter tor refreshments at
First Class Dining Rooms,
t Accommodation.
*Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at. and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight received at Portlaud
Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 5 P.
M.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
•IAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
tf
Boston, Sept 29.1873.

FOB

Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY aDd
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,') Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same evening, connecting with th» Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYBUS STURDIVANT, Gen Ag’t.
Portland. May 19. 1873.
myl9tt

Fridays.

Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.

IN QUARTS AND PINTS,

CAMPHORINE”

and

At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro’, Washington1
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Trains daily aud freight taken at »ow rates’
C. A. COOMBS. Suu’t.
jv29dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

sure

The

Wednesdays

York via

jy29

Iskin, leaving it smooth, soft
& pliable.
For
Chapped
Hands, Rough or Chafed
GIST FOR IT.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitelield, Mondays

The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., conneccing with trains lor New

GEO.

purities and Discolorations;

]either

No change of cars between Portland

P. M.

General Agent Eastern & M. C. li. R., Portland Me

vj Spots. Freckles, Tan, MothTfl Patches, Black Worms, Im-

w

cure

WOOD
PUMP!

Mam

description

promptly

The Great Discovery for the immediate relief and

CUCUMBER
THE

Every

Pearl’* White Glyeerine penetrates the skin without injury, eradicates all

Invalids

This great Church Music Book by L. O. Emerson
and H. R. Palmer lias double the merit, and is
likely
to have double the sale of common books
by one
composer. The works of either gentlemen have sold
by the Aundred Thousand, and the STANDARD will
continue to be called for until
every Choir, Singing
L.ass, and Convention are supplied. Price, 1.50.
PUBLISHED BY
OLIVER PITSON &
C. H. DITSON & CO..
CO.,
° 8 10 n*
711 B’dway, New York.
r\r»oo
__

|

largest

——urn

day. well arranged for the Heed,
Parlor or Pipe Organ. Contains everything which
is so-called “popular”—melodies of the day, marches,

been sold in 10 months.

Daily Press Printing House

of the
and finest OLEOGRAPBS,—two most attractive subjects tha “take”
on sight,—painted by Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts
and companioufi for her
Wide Awalce” and “Fast
Asleep.” Agents have immense success; call it the
“best business ever-offered canvassers.” We furnish
tlie lightest and handsomest outfit and pay very high
commissions. Each subscril>er, old or new, receives
without delay two beauti;ul pictures.
Full supply ready for immediate delivery. The pai»er itself
stands peerless among
journals, being so popular that of its class it has the largest circulation in
the world ! Employs the l>est literary talent
Edward Eggleston’s great serial story is just beginning;
back chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to uMy H ife and 7”
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good
salary or an independant business should "send for
circular and terms to J. B. FORD A G E N T 8
& CO., New York, Boston, Cliioa-ixWANTED.
ocl4d4wt
go, Cincinnati or San Francisco.
a pair

POINTS

Portland,

|illustrated

MUSICAL HOME COMPLETE WITHOUT

NO

109 EXCH4NGE STREET

family

J. H* WORK, Agent,

“The

PRINTING

ocl4t4w

snbscribers

Ship Chand*

Hilton, Proprietor,

JURUBEBA. Book, Card and Jok

_ui”" 1 anvasser*,
Agents and Salesmen 7-Henry Ward Beecher’s
family newspaper starts its Fall campaign, giving

iroad Supplies.

juSldeowlvr

Elm House. M. H.

and

Heavy Hardware and Rail- “TAKES”oii sight•combination
Marine Hardware &

prietors.

Tift ft IT
■OvrvfJl.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

A

SROWHEGAN.
Turner House, T. 1ft.'Bussey & Co. Pro

Authorities og

Medical

say the strongest Tonic, Purifier
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

Europe

York.

Providence Tool

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

_t4w

The

j

Waldoboro,

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Yinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

COMMENCING SEPT. *9, 1873.

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake Honse, J. Savnge, Proprietor

balance in small monthly payments. New ?■
Octave first-class PIANOS, all modern
improvements,fm-$295 rash. ORGANS 5Octave, $90. DOUBLE-REED ORGANS,
• too; 4-STOP SI 10? 8-STOP, SI25, and upwards. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED. A large
discount to Ministers. Churches, Sunday-School*, Temperance
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED*
oc6

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Direc rail route to Wiscasset, New

__—

MffpjSS-ffilCastlo, DamarAcotta,
r^^^^^^Warren and Rockland.

River,
Stoiiingtoii and Norwich Lines.

PEAR’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

dispose of 500 PIANOS and ORGANS of firstclass

patt%t

Honse. Congress St. Gibson & Co.,

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plain
•■Us. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

patt^x “REINFORCED”
Sliirt Bosom sets better than any other, as the weak
parts are strengthened by the reinforcement.

Robbinson,

American

any

stamp on each one. which is a correct guide for the inexperienced shirt makers, enabling them to get a perfect tit about the neck.
Shirt Bosom has

&

PORTLAND.

CJEKTO STOP is the best
ever

Adams

Adauis Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams
Proprietor.
Albion nonse, 117 Federal St. J.G Perry,

in

stjle and perfect in tone

a common one.

Pro-

NORTH

WATERS’ CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS

twice

Sons,

adapted

*5

muni

Nathan Church &

NOBRIDGEWOCK.
Danlorth Honse, D. Dauforth. Proprieto'

a

uie

nouse,

prietors.

copies of this
canvassing book free to
Address. 6tating experience, etc
National Publishing Co. Philadelphia, Pa. oc3t4w
send

we

■■11111 n umi n—ggnaaBa—■—

pa™

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Elm nouse, Main St. W. W. Whitmnrsb

Proprietor.

On
Manhood. Womanhood nnd
Mutual Inter-relation*: Lore, It*

use

long as

etor.

Canvassing Books sent free for

work a (lay, and
any book ageut.

o’clock P. M.

■i

Line at 11.10 A. M.
The t0.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.3J P. M. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

rr.,

YORK.

circular.

Prof.

evening, at 10 o’clock.

m.
a. m.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

NORTH

Everybody

“REINFORCED”
a

Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

who will act aR our agent.
light
honorable. §300 made in 5 days
Saleable as flonr.
buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have
it, No Gift Enterprise, no Hnmbug.
oc4.t4w
KENNEDY & CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

lvTT&S

•

Shirt Bosom is

MECHANIC FALLS.

ed aqd not liable to derangement,
Their Combined Engine
and
Boiler is peculiarly
to
| all purposes requiring small power.
More than 400 engines, from
&cnu ior illustrated
nurse-power, in use.

man

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

paSt

Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

Superior Steam Engines and
Boilers, by special machinery
and duplication oi parts. They are
Safe, Economical, Easily Manag-

A WATCH

AGENTS FOR THE CO..
febl8

MACHIA8.

N.Y. SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c., &c.

W. F.

prietor.

Proprietor

Dry and Ground in Oil,

Me lien,

LIMERICK.
JLimerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

NEW YORK.

Lead!

White

LEWISTON.
House, Waterhouse Ac

Proprietors.

BROADWAY AND 31ST STREET,

John, Bangor. &c.,

at 1:20

Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked throueh to Houiton, Calais, St. John, ilaUfax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Div.
Augusta, July l-i. 1873
jy28tf

Fall

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro*

RICHMOND,

For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 0 o’clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at

m.

From St.

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A.
tor New York via Shore

_

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

OP

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:55 p.

M., connecting with train

tor.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

2:45 p.

SOUTH ANH WEST.

Foxcroft Exchange; D. Savage, Proprie-

DeWitt

train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. m.
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:05 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5:20 p m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Trains are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at

Washington,

AND ALL

leave Portland for Bangor,
Calais and St.John at 12:15
(sleeping and dav cars on this

m.
1

York, Albany, Philadelphia,

Baltimore,

FOXCROFT.

House,

NEW

For Sew

ELLSWORTH.
American Honse.—S. Jordan A Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins & Sons, Props.

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and
wide awake Young Men, and Men and Women of
all classes:
Yon can easily earn a first-class Sewing Machine;
or Books sufficient to stock a
Libarary; or tome
valuable Pictures to beautify your homes; or a nice
S?ereoscope; or a good time keeper (Clock or Watch);
or a Music Box; or a Gold
Pen; or a Photographic
Album; or a Stand Keroseje Lamp for your Parlor;
or a Fine Accordeon;
or
Webster’s Illustrated
Quarto Dictionary; or Roger’s World Renowned Statuary Groups; or a Fine Violin: ora ILmington
Rifle Cane; or Remingtou Double Barrel Breach
Loader Shot Gun; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $140;
by simply working up your unoccupied time in a
way explained in the circulars of the M. H. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimate and respectable; many wou d
Address M. H. P. CO., 129 East
say philanthropic.
I8th St., New York.
oc2t4w

w

_—

Commencing July

Trains

and

prietor.

MAIDS

ju

Simpson*

DIXFIELD.
Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

THOS. D. WINCHESTER,

BOSTON

D.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Sermons,” of Rev. W. M.
and Cheapest Family Bibles, Maps, Charts,
Pictures, Golden Pens, Sewing Silk and Linen
Thread. Apply for terms to L. L. Guernsey, Pub.,
Concord N. II.
oclt4w

Winchester

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

CAMDEHL
Bay View Honse, E. H. Demnth, Prop*

and Canvasser
wanted.—“Lectures and
Punshon, LL.D. Best

oc2t4w

jtsi

etor.

6&TJTTQ
TTiri^mAgents
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MANUFACTURERS OF

as

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honse—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

Tablets.

iii

Portland lo Wolfboro aDd return, Price $4.65: to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Hilton and Union 19.15 A. AT., *3.20 P.
AL
For Old Orchard, Saco and Biddcford
t8.50 A. M.
Returning, leave Riddeford at 111.25 P. AT.
Fo. Sciirbot o. Old Orchard, Kaeo, Biddcford und Kennebunk 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kcuuebunk 17.30 A. AT.

Proprietor.

Carbolic

Summer Arrangement,

RAILROAD.

and

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

aug30ti

MAINE CENTRAL

EXCURSION TICKETS.

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
P. Ac K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field*

4wt

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATR1ED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by
Druggis._ocltlw

BOSTON

L.Kic

House,
Proprietors.

Catalogue.

TRAIN"

{

The Steamer

CITY

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Oct. 18,1873.

Passenger Train* leave Fortland for Boston f6.15, 19.15 A. M.
*3.20' (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. AT., H2.30, 13.30, *6.00 P. AT.
Train* from Bo*ton are due at Portland
at 12.30 4.55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
For Hnuchcsler nnd Concord, IV. H„ and
t e NORTH via C.& P. R. R. Junction,
16.15 A, Al., *3.20 P. Al.
For Lowell— All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel*.
For Jflaucbeater and Concord via Lawrence
19.15 A. Al.
For Rochester and Alton Ray 16.15, A. AT.,
*3.20 P. AT.
For Wolfboro and Center Harbor, via
Steamer Hit. Washington from Alton Bav
16.15 and *9.15 A. Al.

BETHEL.
F. S. Chandler & Co.

Chaudler

Use

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

d-

HgT? UI.LOBH

nouse. Tremont St. Bingham
Ac Co. Proprietors.

Wrisley

CORNER OF

Co., Ag’ts,

depart.

SEPT 49th. isra.

Co., Proprietors.

AJiD ALL THROAT DISEASES,

1S29.]

in

Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid 'ton.
At Frye burg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & Q. R. k. arrive and

CARS
TTIS

TO

ATTACHED

Plummer, Proprietor

Revere Honse, Bowdoin Square,Bnlfinch,
Bingham, Wrisley A Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J.P. HI. Stetson, Propri

Tu&S3m

fiep27

The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will ha^e the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and

3.20 p. M.
Boston at 0.50.
at

Thirty Minntes.

PARLOR

Proprietor.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

OSGOOD,

Three Honrs and

Parker nouse, School St. H. D. Parker Ac

ocl._NEW YORK.
For

C. W.

HI.

BOSTON.
House, Hanover St.

American

DOMESTIC NKWIKr. MACHINE CO.,

OL D

leaving Portland
Passenger
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in
in
tbe
time
making
train

Sagadahoc Honse, John S. IBilliken, Pro"

(

WX#shiox&M

j

H. Cony. Proprie-

Proprietors.

fc

Bangor, Mt. Desert
Ulacnias.

tached.

Franklin House, Harlow St., B. Quinby,
with IT1 D iBcLanghlin Ac Son., Prop.

|woy sr/o’ll

Wells’

Portland and

£*^2^—^w^Jleave,

EAST EXPRESS.

BANGOR.
Harriman Honse, J.E. HarrimanACo.,

£

The only Perfect Base Burner In the
market. Warranted to gives perfect sat*
isfaction, and with a savi ng in fuel of at
least one-third. All in want of a First
Class heating Stove should not fail to see
the Morning Glory before purcliassing.
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—ac,
knowledged by all the best operating
Stove in the market.
We can show you more conveniences
and more advantages in the3e Stoves than
any other Stove or Range in the New
England States,

Co.

Inside lines between

On ami after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
until further notice trains will
as follows:
—Jca——Portland for North Conway at 7.4 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car at-

Lawrence.

aud

Still Aheadjof Competition, Barstoir's Wrought iron Furnace

Portland, Bangor and Mackias Steamboat

BATH.

BOILERS are made in quanti- H
ties and to standard, ganges so
1
that all parts are iuterchangeaI
ble. Can be run with greater
<
safety and less expense than any
other engine manutactured, Siz-«3
es from 1 to 20 horse-power.
W A RE ROOMS, No. 46 COItT- ^
LANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for
circular.

Agents Wanted.

A. A

tors.

Haskins Machine Co.

riTciiburg, Maes.. Manu’rs ot
Vertical nutl Horizontal
STB AM ENGI.’Vfili.
Our COMBINED ENGINES &

Haverhill

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Bak-

Augusta House,
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G.

OGDENSBURG B. R.

,,

OldJfOrchnrrf, Saco, Ridrfeford, Kennebiiuk. Dover, lircot. Falls, Exeter,

_MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMERS.

CHANGE OF TIME.

VIA

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. St. XV. S. & A. Voting,

of acute and clnonic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be had.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings. Come and see ever day. or address Drs.
C. C. & P. A. F. Dusenbuky, Tarrytown, N. Y., or
16 W. 24th. St.. N. Y. City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 3556 N. Y.
au!3dl2wt

PORTLAND &

MAINE

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

tor.

forms

RAILROADS.

B.—

-—11.

ALFRED.
County House, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

TABBYTOWN ON THE HUDSON.
by the laying on of
Complete restoration to health
hands guaranteed to selected cases. No drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. ConSpinal Curvasumption, Cerebro-spinal meningitis,
tnres. Irritations. Softening ot the Brain, all forms of
Chills and Fever, other
Rheumatism,
Dyspepsia,
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties.
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causeB, and all

&

BOSTON

Embracing the leading Hotel* in the State, at which.
the Daily PBB8S may always be found.

CURE

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

now, with wine deep-4yed,
by the river side.
Betraying, by its tempting gleam,
All such as wander by the stream.

For,

I

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

HAHMEiHAH

It lures me through the marshy ground,
Its scarlet splendor all around,
And I could wish the cruel fay,
Would take his sinful cup away.

RAILROADS.

_HOTELS.

POETRY._ _MISCELLANEOUS.

thoroughly.

Cleaner
Price 25 cents per

Druggists and Fancy Dealers}
WELLS & CO., Sew York,
Wholesale Ageuts.

eodlyr

A Fine Business Opening:
a
young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Experienced accountant ami one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation Is invited
Address Box SvM Portland Me
novtitf

FOR

TRADE MASK.

Which has stood the test lor more than 50
year* la
acknowledged the moat reliable Medicine for the re-

JAUNDICE. NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEAK

NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE. COUGHS. COLDS, HEARTATTACKS,
BURN, BILIOUS
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF THE HEAD. LIVER COMPLAINTS, PILES. PIMPLES,
BOILS, SOUR STOMACH, CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
COSTIVENESS. INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA,
and all complaints arising irom an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged ci milt Ion of the Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
F This Preparation Is purely Vegetable, containin'*
Extracts in a highly concentrated form ot Roots
Herbs anti Barks—among which are Sarsaparilla*
Yellow Dock, Damteiion, Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Berries, tSc.—mak
ing a fine Tonic, alterative and Laxative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone and st rt ngtli to the system debilitated by disease. AS A BI.OOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem. Mass.
Soi l by all Dealers in Medicines generally.
deod&nKw

nu?ti

Manic Savings Bank.
JVo. loo Middle Slliwet, Portland.
In this Bank on the first day
on interest the same dint,
t deposited on any
day, begins ou interest the
first dav of the following month.
A. M. BURTON, Treasurer.
junl7d.Swtf

deposited
of any month begins
MONEY
other

